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TO TRANSFER LOBSTER PLANT

Looks Like Long and Busy Is In Prospect For Lincoln Fight To Be Led By a Down
Association At MartinsEaster” From Maine, Sen- Recalling a Day When the Warren Locals Won a Double R. W. Hanscom Sells Rockland Business To Portland
Session—Decision In Two
Concern, and It Will Be Transferred There
Header From the Lynn, Mass., Team
Camden Cases
ator Hale
ville Thursday

At the clerk of courts office yester The Lincoln Baptist Association,
A “Down-Easter” from Maine
An important business deal was an- I known as J. A. Young & Co., the pro
day the properties were being as now having reached the venerable Frederick Hale, will lead the fight
A faded photograph snapped by i job that day, calling ’em as he saw
sembled for the May term of Knox
nounced yesterday in the sale of the ' prietors being Messrs. Young and
in
the
Senate
for
a
treaty
Navy
for
'
some
Knox
County
artist
back
in
the
i
em.
George
Oliver
was
the
scorer,
County Superior Court which con- age of 128 years, holds its annual
venes in this city next Tuesday with ' meeting next Thursday with the the United States. The steering i early Nineties, and unfortunately not and in this connection the writer Atlantic Lobster Company's plant on Hanscom.
Justice Herbert T. Powers presiding. Ridge Baptist Church, Rev. Milton R. committee has already decided to quite clear enough for newspaper re wants to say that Warren always had Tillson wharf to Willard, Daggett & j Four years ago Mr. Hanscom be
The grand jurors will get to work on Kerr pastor, in Martinsville.
came the sole proprietor, and the
give the Hale bill a preferred status production, comes to the desk of the good scorers—a vocation which
•••
•••
Co. of Portland. The business will name was changed to Atlantic Lob
The firefly only shines when on — the opening morning with the pros
The principal speakers will be Miss on the Senate calendar. This means sports editor from ex-Senator George nobody seems particularly anxious to
*•* the wlng-.^so is It with the mind; — pect of being in session at least three Dorothy Bucklin, Christian Amerl- that sooner or later the legislation W. Walker of Warren, who was one take up nowadays. And the writer be transferred to the latter city, in ster Company. The plant included
— when once we rest, we darken.— — days. The traverse jurors have been
cluding the complete local staff, the building, which was leased from
•* Bailey.
— summoned by Clerk Griffin for Wed- canization secretary for New Eng- will be considered by the Senate. cf the county's most effective box also wants to say that he has always
••• nesday morning, a day earlier than iana; Rev. Herbert C. Long, mission- Tnose hostile to the Navy will do artists of that period.
had a warm corner in his heart for headed by Ralph W. Hanscom, who Raymond E. Thurston; two smacks
usual because of the numerous cases ary to India; and Rev. Carroll D. their best, as they have done in the
The picture was made on the day the town of Warren, as it was there was the proprietor until yesterday’s and several buying stations. In conI which seem likely to demand their at
Tripp, president of the young people's past, to prevent a favorable vote on that Warren won a double-header that he played his first game as a sale was consummated. The foreman, I nection with the deal it is quite liketention.
Many witnesses have been sum division of the Department of Rural the pending bill authorizing the from Lynn on the grounds near the member of the Rockland team, and Ernest Nickerson, will be in charge ! ly that a buying station will be mainbuilding up of the United States fleet cemetery, where later were destined there that he always found a cordial here until the transfer is completed Stained here. Mr. Hanscom’s family will
moned to appear before the grand Education.
REAL ESTATE
jury in another attempt to clear up
The members of the program com- to the strength permitted by tlie to be seen players who afterward be- greeting from players and fans in the Mr. Hanscom takes up his duties in < remain in Rockland until school has
the mysterious drowning of Willie | mittee are Rev. C. L. Peaslee, Rev. Washington and London treaties.
long years that have ensued since Portland, Monday, but will be in closed, at least. The departure of
Davis at Port Clyde and several other I Milton R. Kerr and Mrs. Lois Cassens. As so often in the past, pacifist or
TRANSACTIONS
Rockland off and on, for a while, the Hanscoms will occasion much re
ganizations will do what they can to
“the gay Nineties.”
criminal cases are pending. Attor- The program follows;
and will retain his residence on Shaw gret, but the deal affords Mr. Han
neys have indicated their intention of | Morning session—10. devotions, block action designed to strengthen
Just
why
it
was
so
nobody
could
Ml
trying several civil cases, so that it is
h a Welch; 10.30, business hour our naval establishment and conect
scom a chance for betterment which
tell, but left handed batters always avenue and Summer street.
weaknesses in ships and equipEtta F. Noyes of North Haven sold not probable that the criminal docket j_ welcome to new pastors, reading of
Mr. Hanscom has been in the lob could not be ignored.
seemed
in
the
majority
on
the
War

.
land in North Haven to Montie L. will be reached until the early part church letters, appointment of com- | ment.
Willard, Daggett & Co. of Portland
ren team. The day that the two ster business here for 16 years, ar.d
of the second week.
jmittees; 11.30, annual sermon.
I As chairman of the Naval Affairs
Stone of North Haven.
There
is
but
one
applicant
for
Afternoon
session
—
1.30
devotions,
Committee,
Hale
is
the
man
Pi«Mhgames with Lynn were played there prior to that was with Thorndike & are said to have the largest wholeT. J Carroll of Warren sold land
and buildings in Rockport to H. M citizenship papers—Anita Berliawsky Rev. william Sayward; 1.45, business Pally responsible for leading the fight
were five of these port-siders—Hodg- Hix at their Boston plant. The busi- sale fish and lobster plant in the
Goldfarb.
hour; 2.15, presentatidn of State for a treaty Navy. A close student
Carroll of Warren.
man,
Walker, W. G. Robinson, Keat ness just disposed of was originally State.
of
naval
policies,
and
an
authority
on
work, Rev. J. S. Pendleton; 2.45,
Byron W. Coombs of Cushing sold
questions
of
international
sea
power
ing
and
Chase.
woman’s hour, conducted by the
land and buildings in Cushing to
Camden Cases Decided
thoroughly American in his point of
Among those who read this little
Frank D. Hathorne of Thomaston.
In the two cases brought by Fred I Presldent' address. Miss Dorothy | view,
the Maine senator is well fitted
Winslow S. Hewett of Camden sold W. Elwell-one against Chauncey B. ^Herbert c S “ C address. for the job of explaining to the Sen
screed will be “Bill” Robinson, now a
Conference
’and and buildings in Rockland to
well known Gardiner business man,
ate why the United States needs to
Rev.
J.
C.
Herbert H. Morton of Rockland.
authorize the building program that
who is as much baseball fan today as As To Which of Two Routes Atlantic Highway
Thomas E. Gushee of Camden sold
Will
-leal volun- will serve upon the world notice of
he was 40 years ago. The writer can
land and buildings in Camden to
our intention to maintain the ratios
Follow
—
Damariscotta
Is
Safe
Katie A. Chapin of Camden.
see him now with those half sleeves
longS^oS S Sh^Tn the
^ouVh^Re^D S’ ! London
treaties.
comes from
laid down
by theHaie
Washington
anda
Alta Joy Bartlett of Camden sold
not too Strong at bat. but somehow
land in Camden to Frank and Hazel ■ “
"--------- * lakefront
-------cS
moments.'
moderate? JX Part of the country that understands
Mtgunticook
was
subject
of
managing to reach first as often as
Two routes for the Atlantic High turn just beyond the business center.
Stuber
of
Camden.
„ „
. , .. „
, ...
i contention, Mr. Elwell claiming that for the day. Mrs. G. F. Currier.
fairly well the relationship between
his slugging team-mates. He was al way where it passes through Waldo
At Waldoboro two routes are con
Bertha L. Leadbetter of Warren |
had been handed down to
The association officers are; mod- ! sea power and national prospeiity.
boro are still under consideration, but sidered, the present course through
sold land and buildings in Warren to j him from Franklin L., and Annie F.
ways
dangerous
on
the
bases,
an
inerator. Rev. C. L. Peaslee, Belfast; He has little need of making converts
the State Highway Commission yes
Herman Stenfors of Quincy, Mass. , start in 1914 The cases were tried
in New England to his cause; his
•ietent coacher, and one of the bes* terday decided not to give Damari- the business center over a very steep
grade, the other around the base of
, A,dr e'
°,
S0R before a Knox County jury, and the assistant moderator, Rev. F. W. Bar main difficulty lies further afield.
first basemen the county has pro- cotta village the go-by. A sharp the hill near the railroad station.
land tn Union to L. P. Baiker of , prcsiding justice directed a verdict ton, Tenant’s Harbor; clerk and
treasurer.
Mrs.
Lois
P.
Cassens,
Rocscurve will be eliminated, but the road
The steep hill over which the road
Walker, Who Pitched ducedUlJ10n’ « tt u
f r> vi
; for the defendants. Exceptions were
TnarThVrn
Though there is considerable sup George
. LiZZ‘e J u”??"
RxLckla?d “ d filed, and on these the cases went to land’ audltor’ P' H' Ingraham' Roc“
The styles worn toy the bleacherites will continue to pass through the now passes has not been looked upon
Victories In
Warren
To
Many
port
for
the
Navy
in
the
Middle
town.
with favor by Federal road officials.
land and buildings in Rockland to Law court Which, according to the I land.
Ytars Gone By
were those of the Nineties, which
During the 17 years Rev. Herbert West, and the great interior sections
Chief Engineer Barrows of Highway It is understood negotiations are un
Lillian L. Bicknell of Rockland.
rescript, rules that the terms of the
C. Long has been a missionary of the oi the United States, it falls consid| nowadays provoke so much mirth Department estimated that bids for der way to have the new road pass
deed determine the property con American Baptist Foreign Missionary e, ably short of the backing upon
construction on that end of the proj
CERTAINLY A NUISANCE
veyed. “They cannot be varied by Society, he has been carrying heavy ' which the Navy can count in the came nationally famous—such as when shown on the screen, but which ect will be let in about two weeks directly through the village except
parol evidence!” says the Court. responsibilities in the Bengal-Orissa Pacific Coast and Atlantic Coast Powers, Curley and Sockalexis. On were probably no "funnier” than the and work will start immediately aft for a slight alteration so as to pass
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
around the hill.
though it be admitted without Mission. Upon his arrival on the | States. This is reflected from time the day in question, however, Warren present styles will seem in 1970.
erward.
May I protest through your columns "even
Forrest H. Bond of Jefferson and
objection.
The
burden
is
on
the
deat the unsightly, unsanitary, slovenly
’
®urae“ “
l.ne. , field Mr. Long was designated to to time in the votes in Congress on was represented by a team made up
The Warren players wore the traThe Damariscotta route decided Lewis O. Barrows of Newport, mem
onH
oitmothor
HicmicHnaannparanrp
mannant
to
snow
mat
ne
naa
legal
yjjnnmrp
lareest
citv
I
aoDropriations.
Midnapore,
the
third
largest
city
in
:
naval
appropriations.
and altogether disgusting appearance
exclusively of "home talent,” and ‘ ditional black uniforms with the large upon by the commission is the one bers of the Governor’s Council, have
title to the demanded premises at the
of Main street between the Everett date of his writ. Failing to sustain Bengal-Orissa. This city is the , The average New Englander is with this lineup:
“W" on the shirt front. W stands for most favored in that community. It said that no matter what the com
headquarters
of
the
Midnapore
dis,
ready
to
give
the
Navy
the
financial
follows the present route, except that mission recommends they will vote
Spear block and Lindsey street?
this burden he cannot have judgment trict, an important commercial center support necessary to maintain it at
Fred
Hodgman,
catcher;
George
,
win as well as Warren, and the War- it will diverge at the top of a slight
Rubbish is apparently thrown out
even though the defendants show no and in it is located a government a reasonably efficient state of pre Walker. pitcher; William O. Robin- ren team more often than not was grade on the easterly side of the town, for the road to go directly through
at the rear of stores, and when a high title in themselves.”
both towns. There are five other
college with an enrollment of 800 paredness. It is quite otherwise with eon, lb; George Newbert, 2b and found on the right side of the ledger, heading almost straight from that members of the Council, but they
wind prevails, as was the case last
E.
K.
Gould
for
plaintiff;
A.
L.
Bird
Thursday, it is blown down the alley for Borland; Z. M. Dwinal for Mrs. students. The missionaries there are ! congressmen from certain other sec- catcher: Frank Hull, 2b and catch- | A striking figure in the foreground point to a point beyond the new have not publicly said which way
said to be responsible for the evan- , tions. Because of the need for govschoolhouse. This divergence wiil they will vote, although they are un
way and Main street is filled with old Sexton.
gelization of about 1.000.000 people. I ernmental economy, one hears the cr; Frank Newbert, ss, and pitch- , of the picture was “Than" Eastman necessitate the removal of a house derstood to be in favor of the route
newspaipers, wrappings, pasteboard
Within a comparatively short time J cry, “Why spend so much money on er, Morris Keating, rf; Nathaniel who wore his everyday pantaloons which now causes a sharp left hand advocated by Bond and Barrows.
cartons and other unsightly refuse, to
he was asked to take charge of the , our fleet? Why not cut a hundred Eastman, cf; Charles Chase, If; , and shirt but did have on one of the
say nothing of dust which is appar
station. His most important duty, billion dollars or so from the Navy
ently the accumulation of the entire
I striped Warren caps and a knotted
however, he considered to be the Department's budget?” It is this at Win Robinson, change catcher.
winter. This condition is not an un
Bible School where he taught and titude which makes it so difficult for f Walker pitched both games, and 1 handkerchief around his neck. The
usual one. It has existed for years.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT looked after the welfare of the stu congressional friends of the Navy to rftie loyal "home crowd was very j mention of his adornment would no
May I suggest that His Honor, the ,
dents. In this Bible School, the only secure the financial contributions so enthusiastic over his success. "Bob'' be complete without a reference to
9.00 to"l2.30
Mayor, if he cares to assume the re
Rotarians From Clubs In This Section Will Hear Mes
one of its kind in all Bengal, essential if we are to maintain our :
sponsibility for the abatement of this
in
Pete
Edwards
’
practically every evangelist and pas- place on the high seas. Just now,, Walker who umpired baseball games | the side whiskers of which he was
nuisance, may make it one of the |
sage From Distinguished Briton, Canon Ell'ot
tor in the mission has been trained, the economy argument is one of un- at Warren year after year was on the j doubtless duly proud In those days.
achievements of his 1932-33 term of
New Barn
------------------j
usual
potency.
While
the
Hale
bill
_________________________________
‘
_
_______________________________
office.
A Taxpayer
“BARROWS FOR GOVERNOR" ' foes not carry any appropriations, |
, ,
.
Upper Limerock Street
Rotarians in this section aie Club in 1919, and was president of
_____
] it does pave the way for later ex- \ cos^
Navy has been dropped
TEN BANDS COMING
“What are you doing with all those
Music by
Alumni Committee At University of j penditures.
I
17 8 Per cent 10 6 tL p.er
,
keenly interested in the ambitious that club in 1922-23. He was elected
shoes. Tommy?”
Maine Is Seeking His Nomination
As long as authorizing legisla-i The purpose of the Hale bill is io For Annual State Contest In program of the Rockland Club for to the board of directors of R.I.B.I.
"Playing at trains, mother. Your
Dean’s Orchestra
in 1922, and was president of R.I.B.I.
tion is not on the statute books, ?lve blanket legislative authonzaboots represent the engine and
Friday night, May 6, when Canon
52-53
University of Maine alumni and Congress will be in no disposition to tlon t0 huild the Navy up to the
Camden—Orchestras and William Thompson Elliot of Leeds, in 1924-25. He was a member of the
father’s are the coal trucks."
Liverpool Rotary Club from 1924 to
non-graduates are receiving an ap- vote funds for new construction on I strength permitted by the existing
Glee Clubs Also
England, will give the address. The 1926, and on his transference to
' peal from the University of Maine naval vessels. Hence, the pacifists naVftI treaties. It thus diners from
Rotary Clubs of Camden, Belfast and Leeds in the latter year, he was elect
alumni committee to support the aie making the most of the fiscal the Viiison bl11 in the
whlcn
The annual State contest of glee Damariscotta - Newcastle will be ed to the LeeAs Rotary Club, of
candidacy of Lewis O. Barrows for condition of the Government to build authorizes a ten-year building prothe Republican gubernatorial nomi- up the opposition to authorizing algra’m-. Testlmony presented to the clubs, bands and orchestras from the guests at the meeting which will be which he was president for 1929-31.
nation. Under the caption “Barrows ! treaty Navy at this session of Con- j committee showed that our Navy i» schools is to take place in Camden held in the main dining room at Tne Rotarians know him as a sincere
worker in their movement and at
For Governor" the letter reads thus- giess.
I rapidly becoming a collection of ob- Friday and Saturday, May 13-14, Thorndike.
SOUTH HOPE, MAINE
Special interest attaches to the his calling, as an industrious golfer, a
solete units. and will in the near I with Clarence Fish as general chairWould you like to see a “Maine’’ j Much has been made of the high future be entirely inadequate to give , man. At present 10 bands and 13 coming of Canon Elliot due to his prolific writer, and a charming fel
OPENS SUNDAY, MAY 1
man Governor of Maine?
! military and naval expenditures ol proper protection to our citizens at orchestras, representing about 850 high standing in church circles of low.
In 1925 Rotary International
There are now five Republican can- the United States. Examination win home and abroad, and to our foreigr pupils, have enrolled, and there will Britain and his extraordinary ability
didates for Governor, all men cf \ show, however, that the expendi possessions. Practically none of our be eight or more glee clubs, among as a speaker. He has been repeated- named him on the Constitution and
By-Laws Committee, and in 1926 at
character and ability. One of this tures of the Federal Government submarines and destroyers are of which will be the Girls' Glee Club of
the Denver Convention he was
group is Lewis O. Barrows of New have increased far less than three- modem design and construction, and Rockland Junior High School, Miss
The
named a director. Despite the fact
Salads, Sandwiches, Chicken Barbecues
fold for military purposes, while its show up very poorly in comparison Elizabeth Hagar, directing.
port, Class of 1916.
that he says that in his native coun
“Lew” Barrows has gained a knowl expenditures for non-military pur- ■wlth sh’Ps of the same type in High School Orchestra is considering
HAVE YOUR MAY PARTIES AT THE “SWEET SHOP”
try clergymen are not believed to
poses have increased eight-fold dur- i other navies. Since the Washington ■ entering,
edge
of
State
affairs
by
six
years
of
50-52
know much about money matters, he
service on the Governor’s Council ing the past twenty years As the ' conference in 1922 the United States I Saturday evening a concert wrll be
was named a member of the Finance
and six years as a member of the Navy League recently remind°d us ' has only built thirty-six ships, while ; given by the Bangor High School
Committee, and of the Convention
the expenditures of the Department I Great Britain has 1,11111 or appropri- Band which has carried off trophies
Republican State Committee.
Committee which drew up plans for
I If nominated and elected, we be of Agriculture have increased in the lted for ninety-six vessels, Japan ' for several times in the New England
the Rotary convention at Ostend,
. contests, and as an outstanding fealieve he will continue to serve Maine past two decades by 1370 per cent- : 126’ Ita’y 109 and France 152.
Belgium, in June, 1927. The follow
ture, Walter Smith of the famous
with credit and distinction, besides those of the Department of Labor
ing year he was again appointed a
„ ,, „
.
•
.•
Jenney Band, heard over the air Sun
bringing additional honors to the have increased 750 per cent, and
Said Senator Hale in reporting the day njghts
p]ay trumpet SQ,OS
member of the Constitution and By] University.
those of the Department of State bill: “At the present time Japan has
Laws Committee of Rotary Interna
MONDAY, MAY 2
If you agree with us, why not give 380 per cent, while the exoenditures a building program approved and ap Tickets to include all activities of the
tional and the next year he was ap
him your support?
of the Navy Department have only propriated for which when com contest are being put on sale at 75
pointed chairman of that committee.
Barrows—University of
Maine ; increased 270 per cent. It is inter- pleted will bring her navy, by the cents each and single tickets for Sat
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
At yesterday's meeting of the local
Alumni Committee.
j csting also to know that our total end of the year 1936. up to the full urday night's concert may be pro
club Arthur L. Orne told of his re
♦ ♦ • *
military expenditures have de strength allowed by the treaties, ex cured for 50 cents. Season and single
cent participation in the Maine Good
Members of the committee from creased from 34.2 per cent of our cept for one aircraft carrier and six tickets may be gotten from either Mr
Will Train’s trip through the souvh
of Brunswick
this section are: Knox. H. W. Fifield. Federal expenditures in 1913 to 13.1 destroyers; Great Britain to reach Fish or Charles Lord, superintendent
and West.
Jr., ’21, Vinalhaven: Lincoln, B. West per cent of our Federal appropri treaty strength, will have to bund of Camden schools. It is suggested
See Solo, the Orchestra Mascot, Prize Dog of the Maine Ikog Show
Lewis, ’16, Boothbay Harbor: Han- ations for 1932. The corresponding eighty ships. We, alone, have no that owing to limited floor space they
be procured at the earliest possible
POPULAR PRICES
SLAPPED HIM TEN TIMES
j cock, H. N. Skolfield, ’14, Ellsworth;
adequate future building program, moment.
I Waldo, Nathan H.z Small, ’15, Belfast.
and must authorize the building of
Former Knox County Man Figures
aproximately 118 ships to attain full
in a Massachusetts Divorce Case
PARK THEATRE
treaty strength.
In “Amateur Daddy," which comes
To attain equality in modem ships
Dr. Robert L. Emery, prominent
in each category with Great Britain, for Monday and Tuesday, Baxter was Cannn William Thompson Eliot ol
AND A ROUSING GOOD TIME
Leeds, England Who Will Address Winchester, Mass,, physician, seeking
it will be necessary for the United called upon to perform no less than
a divorce from Mrs. Emma Adelaide
Large Rotary Gathering
States to build forty-seven ships, and eight dramatic episodes, each of
SATURDAY NIGHT
Emery, testified in Middlesex Probate
o attain mcrelv equality with Japan, which was attended with extreme
Court Tuesday that while he was
eighty ships. To maintain the ratio personal danger. Following an ac ly honored with high official posi sleeping at night, she would slap him
Owl’s Head Town Hall
cident,
in
which
his
best
friend
is
allowed us with Japan by existing
tions for Rotary in England and on in the face and kick him. She also
This is in a particularly deserving treaties it will be necessary for the killed, Baxter goes to the little town the continent.
threatened to shoot him, he testified.
Uni'ted States to build 112 vessels. of Scotch Valley, In California, to
cause.
Everybody is asked to
Canon Elliot, a past member of
The physician, who charges his
lend a hand.
The United States Navy, instead of care for the orphaned children of his the board of directors of Rotary In wife wdth cruel and abusive treat
being on a ratio of 5 to 3*4 with friend. There he finds their little ternational and once chairman of ment, told Judge Harris that Mrs.
GOOD MUSIC
Japan, as permitted by the treaties, ranch the object of a despicable tlie Constitution and By-Laws Com Emery since 1914 had slapped him in
is, as far as immediate availability of neighbor’s avarice, and his arrival mittee, is a clergyman in the estab the face at least eight or 10 times.
51*Fr 52
ships is concerned, on a footing of leads inevitably to a fight in which lished Church of England. He is Mrs. Emery in a cross-divorce libel
practical equality with that country, he demonstrates his fistic ability Vicar of Leeds, England. The rurai also charges her husband with cruel
and unless we build more ships by As a reprisal for his physical defeat deanery of Leeds is the laigest in tiie and abusive treatment.
HERE IS AN APPEAL TO YOU?
the expiration of the treaty in 1936, David Landau, who portrays the world; In fact, there is a greater
BEATING
Dr. and Mrs. Emery were* married
we shall at that time be on a ton neighbor, next resorts to a bomb to population in the territory over in Boston Feb. 9, 1909. and before
“Old Man Depression”
nage parity with Japan only, as far blow up the ranch’s irrigation canal which he has spiritual jurisdiction moving to Winchester some years ago
Any small or large job around the house that can be done now will help relieve
as modern ships are concerned, and The filming of this scene called for than many bishoprics and nearly resided in Rockport. They have one
in number of ships shall have but Baxter to be within range of the fall every Vicar of Leeds for many years child, an adopted son, Robert, 14.
local unemployment. Phone The Chamber of Commerce and a man or woman
ing debris, a ticklish enough spot for past has been raised to the Episco Both seek custody of the boy.
sixty-eight ships to her 156.
as requested will be sent promptly to your home, whether the job is one hour or
“We believe it is imperative that anyone despite the extreme care pacy.
the United States authorize a build which studio technicians employ in
Canon Elliot comes from a church
ten hours.
ing program to the world that we in the use of explosives. Landau then family. He was bom in 1830, the son YOUR FAVORITE POEM
515 MAIN ST„
ROCKLAND
stirs
up
mob
hatred
against
Baxter
tend to maintain the ratios estab
of the Rev. Hayward Elliot, who was
Is distributing a COURTESY
TIIE LAND OF HEART’S DESIRE
Raking Leaves
Washing Windows
Painting Screens
lished by the Washington and Lon that ends with a masked group of
SERVICE BOOK which entitles don treaties. It is believed, however, infuriated neighbors taking Baxter Vicar of BramhoDe, Leeds. The son “Somewhere.” he mused. "Its dear en
was
educated
in
Carlisle
School
and
chantments wait.
the owner to Special Free Services that enactment of the bill Into law to a near-by field where they tie him
Taking Off Storm Windows
Beating Rugs and Carpets
That land, so heavenly sweet:
Queen's College. Oxford. At the lat
and Liberal Discounts.
will have a stabilizing effect on world to a tree and proceed to horsewhip ter place he had the honor of being Yet all the paths we follow, soon or late.
End in the desert’s heat.
51*52
Cleaning Cellars
Removing Rubbish
Rolling Lawns
affairs: it will signify that the United him. This brings on the tense dra Hastings Exhibitioner. He was for
States intends to build up its Navy matic climax.
merly Canon and Sub-Dean of Liver “And still it lures us to the eager quest.
Help In Housecleaning
And calls us day by day’’—
There will be a special children’s pool Cathedral, Hon. Canon of
if other nations build up theirs; it
I." she said, her babe upon her
will put us in a better bargaining po matinee Tuesday at 4 o'clock; ad Peterborough, Rural Dnan of Lei “But breast
mission 10 cents.—adv.
sition
in
negotiations
seeking
further
cester,
Canon-Chancellor
of
the
Col

“But I have found the way.”
These jobs or any others can be done by the local unemployed. Just call
disarmament, and our influence to
legiate Church of St. Martin's and
“
Some
time.’’ he sighed, “when youth
An
English
book
on
marriage
asks
bring about further disarmament
Vicar of parishes in Bradford and
and joy are spent.
rather than being lessened by lack of a “Should a pyconic-cyclothyme or Leicester. Despite these titles, Canon
Our feet the gates mav win”—
860—ROCKLAND
building program will be enhanced.” leptosome-schizothyme husband or Elliot is known as "Bill" in Rotary “But I." she smiled, with eyes of deep
content
-Oliver McKee Jr. in the Boston wife be chosen?" We answer unhesi circles.
“But I have entered In.”
34tf
tatingly: “Yes.”—Boston Transcript.
Transcript.
He joined the Leicester Rotary
— Emily Huntington Miller.

WALDOBORO STILL GUESSING

DANCE

AT AN INTERCITY MEETING

COMMUNITY SWEET SHOP

CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS, $1.00

GALA MAY BALL

Jack Reilley and His Five Rhythm Kings

BENEFIT DANCE

An Appeal for Help!

The Unemployment Committee Has Used Its Funds But Unem

ployment Still Exists and Many Rockland Citizens
Are In Grave Need!

$15.00 for 99c

NYE’S GARAGE

BCM CIGARS

_______ TnREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______ '
Rockland. Me.. April 30. 1932. j
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
Who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of thts paper of |
April 28. 1932, there was printed a total |
of 6108 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

TO COMMAND YACHT

WORK IS REWARDED

The Courier-Gazette
'

Every-Other-Day
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Chimney Corner
Chat
Adelia P. Veazie

Health

Rev. Perley Miller and Wife
Prospering With Their
Franklin Parish
Friends of Rev. and Mrs. Perley
Miller of Franklin (formerly of Ten
ant’s Harbor) are pleased to hear of
the success which they have been
having in their new field of labor.
Mr. Miller has baptized more than
20 since going to Franklin over three
years ago. On a recent Sunday eve
ning four persons made a start in the
Christian life, and four weeks later,
on another Sunday evening, 17 oth
ers went forward, 14 of them being
young men from 16 to 24 years of age.
which is most gratifying news to
friends of the beloved pastor and his
wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller are located in
the new parsonage and have the same
good word to say about their new
friends and church, as they did about
Tenant’s Harbor. Quoting Mr. Mil
ler in letters which have been re
ceived by Tenant's Harbor friends:
“There is not a day passes that we
do not think of you people and the
pleasant times we spent together.
These remembrances leave a fra
grance in the mind that stimulates
and encourages and helps, and some
thing on which memory can feast,
enabling us to live those happy days
over.
Again and again I have
listened to those testimonies I loved
so well, and have united my prayers
with you people, and in that way have
gotten many a spiritual blessing from
the Harbor Wednesday evening
prayer-meetings. We are looking
forward to the time when we shall
see some of our old friends from the
Harbor drive in; also to the time
when we shall take a drive down that
way, now that spring is here. We al
ways speak of the Harbor as ‘down
home.’ We are enjoying ourselves so
much in Franklin. The people here
try to make it just as pleasant for
us as they can and we are happy in
seeing God’s mighty saving power
manifest and are satisfied that His
hand is leading. I don't know of
anything that can bring greater sat
isfaction.”

The Lord will give grace and glory;
no good thing will He withhold from
If you want a house plant which
them that walk uprightly.—Psaira
will be perfectly satisfactory in every
84:11.
way, and which will require but a
In an editorial headed ‘"The Rise minimum of care, get an abutilon or
better still, buy a packet of seeds and
and Decline of a Candidate” the raise several plants so that you may
New York Herald Tribune tells of the be able to divide your pleasure with
snag which the Roosevelt chariot your friends and compare notes, for
struck in the Massachusetts and a packet of the seeds will be more
than likely to produce several colors
Pennsylvania elections. It was a ranging from dark red down through
tliree-to-one victory for Al Smith ln several shades of rose, pink and white.
the former State, but in Pennsylvania It blooms when about six months old
or even younger and is in bloom con
where no such personal enthusiasm stantly thereafter if not allowed to
for Mr. Smith existed, Roosevelt had dry out, and not poisoned by gas
a very unimpressive margin and fumes.
Everyone to his taste of course, but
under the State law the “preference”
I often wonder when I see some friend
ls not binding. The Herald Tribune cherishing an awkward stiff looking
says:
rubber plant with no blossoms and no
The degree to which the Governor’s hope of any, why some good Samari
progress has faltered in the last few tan doesn't enlighten her and induce
weeks must be attributed, we think, her to try an abutilon instead which
to a growing disappointment in him takes up no more room, requires
as a national figure. On the day he no more care and is a thing of joy
was returned to the Governorship forever. I find so few persons who
here in 1930, by an unprecedented know the abutilon that I want to in______
____ __
___ began
_________
plurality,_ his
friends
the cam- troduce my friends to it and have
paign to make him the Presidential j them enjoy it with me. Were I a few
nominee in 1932. He seemed the “one j years younger and in full possession
best bet" of his narty. and it was easy i of my powers of locomotion I would
to tie the Western and Southern have one in every window, but under
leaders to the wheels of his chariot. present conditions I can only sing its
Rumors that Mr. Smith was opposed praises and send for a packet of seeds
to his nomination were not believed from which I hope to raise enough
until the former Governor, less than plants for myself and a few for some
three moriths ago, announced he friends.
would accept, but would make nc
fight for, the nomination. As might
have been foreseen, this negative at- j Another easily cared ior house plant
titude failed to check the Roosevelt j is the bego.iia, which is bettei known
movement. Mr. Smith then permit- than the abutilon, though many
ted his friends in certain States to people seem not to be aware of the
run in the primaries pledged to him. J many kinds in existence which may be
but he refused to make a personal raised quite as easily as the more corncampaign. This attitude he has re- ! mon kinds. When one has plenty of
tained. It can scarcely be said that ! room and a real interest in plants
the anti-Roosevelt campaign has j it would be interesting to make a colbeen active enough to account for the
decline in his fortunes. The causes devoted entirely to varieties of this
WITH SPRINGFIELD RIFLES
plainly lie within himself, In his com plant. There are so many kinds that
placent attitude toward Tammany it would be easy to fill a window and
Husky” Aube Pitching This Year ill
and in the appalling weakness of his have no two alike.
Eastern League, and Said To Look
It is such an accommodating plant
national utterances.
Good
Including Massachusetts, but ex that I often wonder why it is not
clusive of what the final count in more often seen. It is seldom troubled
Aube, former Maine Coast Leaguer,
Pennsylvania may show him to have by insects, the leaves are so smooth
there, Mr. Roosevelt now has 271 ! and glossy that dust does not stick signed last year by the Yankees, will
pledged delegates. This is far from to them, and a thorough ducking of wear a Springfield uniform in the
League this season. A news
the 769 required for nomination and i water cannot harm it. Most varieties Eastern
paper clipping sent to The Couriersome distance from a simple 577 ma i bloom almost constantly and will do Gazette's sooits editor says:
jority necessary to control the con- J their best to please you in a window
“The new Rifle [local name for
vention procedure and adopt a plat- which has very little sun. A sprout,
form. Furthermore, any bandwagon branch or “slip" cut off and placed in the Springfield teaml is the formei
Fordham University righthande..
rush to the Roosevelt chariot must I water will root in a week or ten days He is a sturdy fellow reared in the
and
you
can
train
a
young
plant
into
be viewed as almost certainly elimi
climate of Marne. The Yankees
nated by the striking action of the almost any shape you wish. I am signed the boy while he toiied for the
Democrats of Massachusetts and speaking of the flowering kinds rather Fordham Rams. They placed Auoe
Pennsylvania. The race has been re than of the big Rex varieties the with Manager Bill McCorry at Alsolved into a desperate struggle. At beauty of which lies in its big tropical oany last June. Hormidas won 1J
Chicago it seems certain to end in a looking leaves. There ls a kind which decisions while dropping four in
is often called “Christmas begonia"
dramatic and historic battle.
league competition, ere the
which sends out long delicate Eastern
Yankees recalled him for further In
branches
filled
with
blossoms,
especi

It is a popular indoor sport just
spection last fall. He features a
now to take straw .votes on the ally in winter. In catalogues lt is listed fast ball particularly effective in
under the name “Glorie De Lorraine”, night games. Some of his best pitch
presidential election. The Colum though this is spelled in several dif
ing last year came against Hartford.,
bia Spectator of New York publishes ferent ways, the first part sometimes champions.
the results of a poll which it has spelled “Gloire". Its habit, of growth
"When he fell asleep at the swilen
made among 106 editors of college makes it very desirable for a hanging late in the past winter, Aube became
pot.
involved in a motor accident in
papers whose combined circulation
When friends appeal to me for ad Maine.
The youngster evidently
aggregates 285,000. President Hoover i vice in regard to what plants to choose came out of the mishap without sei ifor
a
winter
window
garden
I
usually
was favored for renomination in the ■
ous injury for Manager McCarthy
answer, “Have an abutilon by all
Republican party by 69 to 37 votes. : means, and as many different kinds oi the Yankees told Manager Bill
Meyer of the Rifles that Hormidas
while Governor Franklin D. Roose- j of begonia as you can find room for.” looks like a fine prospect. And Mc
velt was held “best fitted" for the
Carthy should know for Aube trained
SHARING LABOR HOURS
with the Yankees at St. Petersburg
Democratic party candidacy. Whom
do you think will be elected? was A Correspondent Who Doesn’t Want Fla., this spring. The big boy from
Down East can hit as weli as piten.”
one of the questions. The replies
To Do It With Unnaturalized
Aliens
showed 57 votes for Hoover and 20
Someone has asked the Providence
Journal columnist about the Riddle
for Roosevelt. Eleven thought that |
Rockland. April 24.
of Cleobulus mentioned by Aldous
any Democrat would be. In answer Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Huxley in his new novel. The
to the question, Which issue or issues
I have heard considerable com columnist responds as follows: ''Cleo
do you feel should play the most im ment on the idea of dividing the bulus was one of the seven wise men
hours of labor, when there is a short
portant part in the Presidential age of work. Therefore I am taking of Greece who lived several centuries
B C„ and the riddle he stumped his
campaign? Prohibition (for repeal, liberty to express my views on tlie fellow sages with was: “There is a
53; for enforcement, 12) was chosen subject. ’
father with twice six sons; these sons
The stone quarries liave been have thirty daughters apiece, parti
by almost three-quarters of the vot
closed down for over five months, a colored, having one cheek white and
ers. Economic relief was rated sec fact of which everybody in Knox
i the other black, who never see each
ond, while disarmament ranked third. County is well aware, and there is other's face, nor live above twentyno telling what the outlook for the i four hours',”
The Woman's Organization for summer will be.
Is it fair for an American citizen
National Prohibition Reform has suc
| to share his work with an alien, esceeded in extracting replies from Al i pecially one who doesn't want to be
fred E. Smith, Gov. Ritchie and New naturalized and has no use whatever
ton D. Baker to the effect that they for tliis country? I would like to ask
are in favor of having the people act them if they went Overseas during
the World War, and divided the
upon the repeal of the 18th amend hours with tils poor Americans in the
MONARCH
ment, Thus far no replies have been trenches." I say they did not. They
MASURY
received from President Hoover, stayed here in this country and en
joyed
all
the
luxuries
of
life.
The
Speaker Garner, Gov. Roosevelt or |
KYANIZE
majority of these people can live
Harry F. Byrd. There is an old comfortably on $8 to $10 a week.
VALSPAR
adage to the effect that a fool may But what about a man with a fami
MURESCO
ask a question that a wise man can- ly? How is he going to maintain
not answer and indiscriminate refenrily? I don t mean to
CRAFTEX
.
.
I be selfish, as I would gladly share my
plies to idle queries would not seem WOrk with a citizen or one who would
LEAD
to be the province of men who are be willing to become such, and who
OIL
as busy as President Hoover and has the interests of the country at
heart.
A
Reader.
TURPENTINE
Gov. Roosevelt. There is much to
be taken into consideration besides
“And why should I help you?” de
VARNISHES
their personal views on such import manded the passerby on Tremont
BRUSHES
ant matters. The man with a hobby, street.
“
Sir,"
replied
the
tramp,
“
I
can
GLASS
and nobody to be responsible to, is
offer no coherent reason. Your mo
not so handicapped.
tive must be purely altruistic.”
BRONZES
That got him a dime.—Transcript.
OIL
COLORS
Henry Ford called upon President
Hoover one day this week to advo for Republican voting in view of the
LUMINOUS PAINT
cate a combination of farming and fact that the renomination of Presi
WALL PAPER
industry under which factory work dent Hoover was a foregone conclu
ers could save $500 a year by ratsing sion. But what have the Democrats
and
part of their own foodstuffs. Back to say about tj»e Pennsylvania pri
THE KNOWLEDGE
yard gardens are not always a source maries where both sides were getting
of economy, but it is interesting and out all available voters? The latest
and
healthful work, and gives us fresh count there showed that Roosevelt
PRACTICAL PAINTERS
vegetables when we want them. But and Smith combined had a vote of
this combining of farming and in 162,000 while Davis and Butler, rival
To Apply Them
dustry might not be wholly fair to Republican candidates for U. S.
Let
Us Estimate Your
the farmer, who is generally too busy Senator had a combined vote of
House Painting for a
to combine anything with his method 1 280,009.
of obtaining a livelihood.
Lasting Job at our
The crooning craze is on the wane.
New
Low Wage Scale
Democrats have indulged in gleeful I according to a New York despatch,
comment upon the large number of and Rudy Vallee may run for Convotes cast by that party in some of ■ grtss. If he can win the nomination
the recent primary contests—a result j with that handicap his popularity
which might have been expected in i is assured for all time.
PAINTERS
view of the intensive effort in behalf
TEL. 745-W
305 MAIN STREET
Today
is
your
last
opportunity
to
of the New York rivals—Roosevelt and
ROCKLAND
46-55
Smith, while there was no special call say naughty things about April.

PAINT

m

Home

Former Rockland Mariner
Will Have Charge of LingDar, Connecticut Owned

"Practical Studies for 'Wives
and ^Mothers

Capt. John O. Hall, widely known
Portland
master mariner, expects to
-------- py Dr. ERNEST H. LINES ------leave Portland next week for New
Eminent Authority and Chief Medical Director
New York Life Insurance Company
York to assume command of the
Diesel yacht Ling-Dar, recently pur
AVERAGE AND BEST WEIGHTS
chas’d by Robert E. Darling of Sims
bury, Conn. The Ling Dar's first
HE average weights and heights, of men 'and women for various ages, as
voyage under Capt. Hall will be from
determined by life insurance statistics, are given below. Any one who
believes he, or she, should put on or take off weight should consult a physician the Tebo Yacht Basin in New York,
where the 100-foot craft has been
and be guided by his advice as to the amount to be added or reduced, as to
tied up all winter, to Simsbury, her
the foods to be eaten and the rate of
new home port.
20
the
lowest
mortality
occurs
among
increase or reduction. This is very
Capt. Hall is a veteran of both
those who are about 10% heavier
important.
sail ana steam, having command
than the average weight and at age
ed square -riggers, schooners and
AVERAGE WEIGHTS OF MEN
60 among those who are about 10%
steamers. His last yacht command
below
tbe
average
weight
at
that
age,
«•
•o
o •o © £•
o
was the brigantine-rigged steam
8
3
co
N
*
I
so
that
for
practical
purposes
the
best
e
cu
vacht Norseman, a familiar sight in
&
M
a
&
&
weight for all persons between age
Q
<
<
< a
Portland Harbor until her sale to Sir
20 and age 60 is about the same as
Charles Gordon of Montreal a year
6'— 2" 122 126 130 132 135 137 138
5 — 3 125 129 133 135 138 140 141 the average weight at age 40. More
ago. Capt. Hall took the Norseman
6 — 4 128 133 136 138 141 143 144 over, the difference between the
across the Atlantic last summer and
5 — 5 132 137 140 142 145 147 148
average
weights
of
men
and
of
women
5 — 6 136 141 144 146 149 151 152
delivered her to Sir Charles in Scot
5 — 7 140 145 148 150 153 155 156 of the same height at the various ages
land.
5 — 8 144 149 152 155 158 160 161
5 — 9 148 153 156 160 163 165 166 is so slight that wo may accept as
Among the vessels which Capt.
165
161
168
171
170
5 —10 152 157
near enough for practical purposes
Hall has commanded are the five5 —11 156 162 166 170 174 176 177
masted schooner Edward B. Winslow,
6 — 0 161 167 172 176 180 182 183 the following table of best weights of
6 — 1 166 173 178 182 186 188 190 men and women for all ages between
which became waterlogged and sank
8 — 2 171 179 184 189 193 195 197 age 20 and age 60.
under him off Bermuda in 1929; tlie
• — 3 176 184 190 195 200 202 204
two-masted schooner, C. J. Chert y,
TABLE OF BEST WEIGHTS
on which he spent 13 days adrift
AVERAGE WEIGHTS OF WOMEN
after the ship was dismasted in a
5— 8"....... ....155
4'— 8"... ....110
6 —10 .... ....165
4 —10 .... ....115
storm in 1927; the six-master
«•
»o
»o
©
©
6 — 0 .... ....175
82 5 — 0 .... ....125
CJ
CI s CO *
*
schooner Addie Lawrence; the five©
6
—
2
....
....185
5
—
2
....
....130
a £"
*8
a
&
a
tt
master Gardiner G. Deerihg; the
<
< < < < al
5—4
.. ..140
6 — 4 .... ....195
K
five-master Dorothy B. Barrett; ana
5 — 6 .... ....145
4'—10" 110 113 116 119 123 126 129
three-master Horace Monroe,
tlie
125
118
121
112
115
128
131
4 —11
sunk by a German submarine in the
5 — 0 114 117 120 123 12/ 130 133
6 — 1 116 119 122 125 129 132 135
World War.
124 127 132 135 138

this

New

Westinghouse 'TVasft&i,
at an \masingly

T

6—2
5— 3
5—4
6— 5
6—6
6
6
6
6

— 7
— 8
— 9

—10
( —lt

119
122
125
128
132
136
140
143
147
l5l

121
124
128
131
135
139
142
147
151
154

127 130 135 138
131 134 138 141
134 138 142 145
138 142
146 149
142 146 150 153
146 150 154 157
150 15-4 158 161
154 157 161 164
157 160 16-4 168

All wives and mothers should
be able to answer these questions:
1. Should one reduce without
advice of a physician? *. Is
average weight the best weight
at all ages?
At age 207 At
age 407 At age 60?

3.

,Copyright, 1981, M. I. L. 1. Co.,

This is the 10/A of a series of 12
articles on Health in the Home. Tht
lltA will be on Prevention of Academe

GOLF SEASON AT COUNTRY CLUB
Tlie 1932 golf season will open to
morrow at the Rockland Country
Club with every outlook for a biggrr
season than ever before. Tlie regu
lar greens will be playable, with the
exception of one or two. Golfers are
requested to play preferred lies until
further notice.
A complete change of the staff has
been made. George Jones, former!'
of the Augusta Country Club will
succeed Pete Moran as professional.
Mrs. O. B Kalloch will have charge
of the club dining rooms, and will
serve lunches and dinners. Mrs. Kal
loch, as many know; was manager of
Drift Inn, so enough is said. She
plans to open about May 15. Roger

Sorrent, formerly with Stiles & Van
Clcek, golf architects of New Eng
land. will supervise as greens keeper.
Greens fees have been reduced to
$1.50.
Mr. Jones, the new ‘ pro’’ comes to
Rockland with a long and varied ex
perience in this great outdoor game
For nine seasons he was with Frank
Gilman at Augusta, and four sum
mers he was at Bar Harbor with
Shirley Liscomb. He pu' in four
winters at Florence Villa. Fla. The
past winter he has conducted a golf
cchool in Augusta. Those w’ho have
already met him are impressed with
his enthusiasm and energy, and are
looking forward with keen expectancy
to what the summer will develop.

CAMDEN

Boiled down, Japan's grievance
against the Chinese is that they oc
cupy China.—Houston Chronicle.

Thomas McGrath of Boston is .
visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Patrick McGrath, Virginia avenue.
The pupils of the Camden grade
schools will hold their May Day cele- 1
bration on the village green May 2 at
1 o’clock.
Miss Mary Smart has arrived for
the summer and opened her home on
Chestnut street.
R. S. Foxwell of Yankton. S. D.,
is the guest of C. W. Babb. Elm street. J
Miss Alice Start of Castine Normal
School is visiting her parents Mr and
Mrs. William Start of Lake City.
Camden High School played Union
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
High School at the trotting park
grounds Thursdaj' afternoon, winning
by the score of 13 to 0.
Mrs. Dudley Talbot who spent the
winter in Boston has returned home.
Comique Theatre attractions for
Saturday: Tim McCoy in 'One Way
Trail;” also short subjects, and the
fifth chapter of the serial “With Buf
falo Bill.’’ Monday, Marie Dressier
in “Emma;" also short subjects.
Edward G. Dangler of New York
city has been a recent guest of Mr.
and Mrs. E. B. Belyea of Chestnut
street.
The funeral of Johnson Knight,
Men who know cars snap up the
formerly of Camden, who died in
Boston Wednesday, will be held here bargains we’re offering in highat Good's funeral parlors, Saturday grade cars. Decide quickly. They’re
at 2 o'clock. Interment will be in
worth quick action.
Mountain street cemetery. Mr. Knight
leaves besides a daughter Edith B.
Knight of Boston and son Edwin W.! 1930 Ford Coupe
Knight of Taunton, Mass., a sister
Mrs. J. H. Montgomery of Camden i 1928 Essex Coach
and a brother Oscar A. Knight of:
Boston. Before moving to Boston Mr. I 1930 Chevrolet Sedan
Knight was one of this town's promi- [ 1929 Essex Coupe
nent business men. He was a member (
of Amity Lodge, F. & A. M., and of ' 1929 Chrysler Coach
the Congregational Church
Rev.!
Winfield Witham will conduct the j 1930 Essex Roadster
services.
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
The bowling league held its ban
1926 Chrysler Coach
quet for the bowlers last Thursday
evening at the Y.MC.A., and the I 1930 Chevrolet Coupe
prizes were awarded at that time.'
First prize of a $20 suit was tied be- j 1930 Chevrolet Truck
tween Roy Hobbs and Ronald Free-!
man; second prize of $5 went to Clay
We Do Our Own
ton McCobb; the prize of $5 for high
single was won by Neil Magee; the j
Financing
fishing rod for the high average by
Philip Grover. In the second division
first prize of the $20 suit was won by I
Walter Calderwood, also the special
prize of a sweater; second prize of $5
by David Crockett, Sr., and thp high
27 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
single prize of $5 was won by George
Dyer.

E

Located on B icon
Hih
'0 the
State House

Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,

JOHN A. KARL CO.

and shopping centers
Room' without both So

,o up.

ONLY

*695.°
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
EASY TERMS

Washer quality and washer
economy! Get them both in
this brand new Westinghouse model that is so
thriftily priced. Everything
you want in a washer! Effi
cient aluminum agitator ...

powerful, long-life motor...
sturdy balloon roll wringer
. . . porcelain enamel tub.
inside and out. All this at a
price lower than was ever
before offered on a West
inghouse Washer.

QUESTIONS!

141
144
148
152
156
161
165
169
173

Best Weight
The average weight is not the best
weight at all ages. At age 40 the
CVerage weight corresponds very
nearly with the best weight; at age

Loir Price J

with bath. Sj.to up.

Complete Re'tottran! and Cafeteria Service.

Hotel Bellevue

. BEACON STREET
BOSTON MASS.

SIX FAST BOUTS

Come in.. see its speed. . compare its value

Are On the Cards For Ameri
can Legion Boxing Show
N|xt Thursday Night

Of course this new Westinghouse Washer gives you all the
famous Westinghouse washing speed. A wash that’s sparkling
white in record time ... without increasing wash-wear. Come

in and see this new washer today.
Knox County fight fans—and it is
quite likely that there will also be
some From Lincoln County—are go
ing to see a peppy show at Empire
Theatre next Thursday night when
EASY HOUSEKEEPING SHOP
the American Legion Drum Corps 492 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
CHISHOLM BLOCK
stages six big bouts. The program
TEL. 260-W
starts at 8.30 daylight time, which
49-52
will give ample opportunity for those
who are still on standard time.
The main bout will introduce two
It's too bad the Oovernmenr can’t
We always make it a point to bor
of the Granite State's best pugilists charge an amusement tax on the ut row money from pessimists—they
—Bob Cochetti of Dover and Jack terances of some of the candidates.— don't expect to get it back anyway.—
White of Berlin, and will last six Springfield Union.
Thomaston Times.
rounds, if both stand the gaff that
long.
Another six-round bout is sched
uled between Oliver Hamlin of Rock
land and Kid LaMouche of Water
ville. Hamlin was on the high road
to the big lights a year or two
eigo when an accident intervened.
Today he is eating four or five pounds
YOUNO Arn.you SeeiTT
10 rtwjE h Colo of raw beef at each meal, and see
HAVEN'T you CroT
ing red every time he dons the mitts.
HAN KERCHIEF
So Kid LaMouche will need all of the
skill he is said to possess.
The preliminaries will bring some
smart toys out on the canvas surface
—Young Hooper of Tenant’s Harbor
vs. Battling Dow of Rockland; Tete
Whittier of Rockport vs. Sailor Mor
ton of Camden; and a quartet of un
knowns for the other two bouts.
The seats will sell at depression
prices. $1 each.

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

“MICKEY AND HIS MA”

V BIG

WITH THE BOWLERS
The Rockland team scored five of
the seven points in its five-string
match with Bangor at the Recre
ation alleys, and had a pinfall plu
rality of 37. The 12 bowlers (six on
a side in this game) had 27 century
strings, the most consistent man in
tnat respect being Robinson of Ban
gor who had nothing but hundreds.
Mayo of Rockland had high string
il32) and high total. Thomas was a
close competitor for high string, fall
ing only two pins short of Mayos
record. The score:

BROTHER 2eZ>

"Who made that crack about this younger
generation having no bus'ness sense.” I got
Mom to go to Studley’s for the new furniture
she bought and she saved enough to buy me a
newf uit.

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

COMPLETE

HOME

FURNISHINGS

ROCKLAND,MAINE

61 PARK ST.

.

Rockland

Carr ............
Mayo ..........
Valley ........
Thomas ......
Dudley ........
French .......

94 101
97 104
91 83
75 97
115 9 4
80 115

99
119109—522
106
132108—547
102
81109—466
130
8184—467
90 89 110—498
125
94112—526

552 594 652 596 632 3026
Bangor

Fleming .
Griffin .......
Dodge ......
Robinson ....
Sullivan ....
Scott ...........

98
102
91
110
100
104

106
115
101
88
ICO
94

89
111
99
86
104
94

97 102—492
99 91—518
106 107 —504
84 89—457
101 104—518
93 115—500

605 613 583 580 608—2989
* * * *
last night Gulf Refining lost four
ooints to the Centrals by 29 pins.
The summary:
Gulf—Schellinger, 268; Dummy,
277; Morey, 236; P. Seavey, 244'
Danielson, 273; total, 1298.
Centrals—Seavey, 251; Hanson, 279;
Dummy, 274; McKinney, 271; Shute
252; total, 1327.

NORTH CUSHING
Mrs. Mary Hall of Winchendon,
Mass., and Mrs. Harriette Dean of
Detroit, Mich., are visiting their
mother Mrs. Frances Foster.
Harold Young has a new Chevrolet
coach.
Mrs. Nellie Benner ls with her
uncle Oliver Johnson in Thomaston.
Mrs. Johnson is ill.
G. O. Dolliver is working at the
Sea View Garage in Rockland.
O. H. Woodcock is working for Har
old Young.
Clifton Hunt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Hunt, is ill.
Phyllis Risteen is with her grand
parents in Thomaston.
Much to the regret of the towns
people Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Dins
more are moving to New York. Mrs.
Dinsmore has been a teacher in Dis
trict 2 for several years and Mr. Dins
more has served on the radio station.
Mrs. Iola Smith recently visited her
aunt Mrs. Inez Johnson in Thomas
ton.
ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting of the Corpora
tors of the Rockland Savings Bank will
be held at their banking rooms Wednes
day. May 11. 1932 at 10 30 o'clock a. m..
for the choice of officers for the ensuing
year and the transaction of such other
business as may properly come before
the meeting.
ROCKLAND SAVINOS BANK.
By Edward J. Hellier. Clerk.
Rockland. Maine, April 30, 1932.
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SPECIAL DUCO OFFER
55c VALUE Dupont Duco ONLY 10c
H. H. CRIE & CO., Rockland, Maine
This Coupon and lflc entitles you to a quarter-pint can
of New and Improved Duco (or ran be used toward
purcha-e of larger can), and a brush with which to
apply it. Try New and Improved Dueo today.

NAME ...................................................... . ..............................

ADDRESS........................ ........................................................
CITY AND STATE...................... -............................................

Postage 7c extra

This Special Offer Expires May 7, 1932

U PR IF & fft

H

• *»• VI\Ila IX LU.

HARDWARE

456 MAjN ST>

ROCKLAND

A TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION TO

(Thp Shuttlin' Saily Npiuh
10 WEEKS FOR $1.00
Latest news from all parts of the world, including full service of The
Associated Press, together with special service from all cities and
towns in Eastern and Northern Maine, Editorial comment on events
at home and abroad, the most complete record of what goes on in
Bangor and its vicinity; financial and commodity markets; house
hold, fashion, literary and other features—all of this brought to you
daily, by mail, ten weeks for a dollar!

YOU GET IT ALL FIRST IN THE NEWS EVERY WEEK-DAY IN
THE YEAR

10 WEEKS FOR $1.00.
BY MAIL ONLY
SUBSCRIBE NOW
FILL IN AND MAIL TODAY

BANGOR PUBLISHING CO., Bangor, Me.
Send The Bangor Daily News to:
Name ............................... ................................
Street and No...................................................

Town and State ..............................................
Enclosed find $1.00 for 10 weeks.
ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Papers Sent Out of State 75c per Month

News Carrier Routes I5e per week payable to carrier boy at end of
each week
52* It
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Every-Other-Day

The new highway to the top of Mt. j
Cadillac in the Acadia National Park
at Bar Harbor will be open to tourist;
travel tomorrow. A complete de-!
scrip*, ion Qf this marvelous drive ap
peared in The Courier-Gazette some
weeks ago, with illustrations kindly
loaned by the Bangor Daily News, and
it is safe to say that many Knox
County cars will climlb to the summit
this season.

TALK OF THE TOWN

SPECIAL WALL PAPER SALE

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 30-May 7—National Boys' Week.
May 2—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.
May 4—Art Day at Bowdoin College.
May 4—Baseball -Rockland vs. Cam
den at Community Park. 4 p. m.
May 5—Lincoln Baptist Association
meets with Martinsville Baptist Church. '
May 5- Legion boxing exhibition at 1
Empire Theatre.
May 6—Annual banquet of Woman's
Educational Club at Universallst vestry.
May 6—Intercity meeting of Rotary
Clubs at The Thorndike.
May 6—Bird and Arbor Day.
May 7—District meeting of I. O. O. F.
with Knox Lodge of Rockland.
May 7—Knox Pomona mects with Hope
Grange.
May 8~Mothers’ Day.
May 12—W. C. T. U. Mothers’ and
Daughters’ banquet.
May 13—Rockport—R. H. S. minstrels.
May 13-14—Camden—Statewide con
test of school bands and orchestras at
Opera House.
May 14—Annual meeting of Maine
State Hand Engine League In Topsham.
May 18 Membership meeting of Knox
County Fish and Game Association in
Union.
May 23—W C. T. U. county conven
tion at Camden Baptist Church.
May 27—Annual meeting of the Rotary
Club.
M°iy 30—Memorial Day.
June 10-13—Bates College commence
ment.
June 13-16—Grand Army and allied
bodies hold Encampment Week at Rock
land.

at the

C.M.BIake Wall Paper Store
On Sale Monday Morning
2000 ROLLS SUITABLE FOR ALL ROOMS
’TWO ROLLS AT THE PRICE OF ONE

WEATHER

Most of this week has been cool
enough to keep the Mayflowers
tucked away under their blanket of
leaves, but warmer was the word
yesterday. It was 57 at noon with
wind west, and this morning is fair.
8 o'clock temperature at 50. The wind
has swung around to east and the
radio report says that rain is on the
way, probably reaching Maine to
night; tomorrow likely to be showery
and colder.

!

Miss Phyllis Snowman was award
ed the prize offered by L. A. Walker
for the best transcription of his talk
on "Thrift" given before R.C.C. stu
dents Wednesday morning.

Knox County is going to have
iis full quota at the C. M. T. C.
at Fort McKinley this year, or
Capt. R. F. Saville, who is in
Much interest is being shown in the
charge of the recruiting, will
Chester Grant has gone to Ney/ May ball to be given at the Elks
York where he has employment.
Home Monday evening, with Kiik
mirs his guess. Knox County's
furnishing music. Buffet lunch will
quota is 11, but Capt. Saville
Steamship Santa Cecilia, Capt. be in order, and the committee is
doesn't intend to stop there.
William Baker, has arrived at Poston planning novel features.
The young men will have a
from Honolulu.
month's valuable training in
The Second District Council meet
Special children's matinee at Park ing ol the American Legion Auxiliary
July—a useful vacation with all
Theatre next Tuesday at 4 o'clock, will take place Tuesday afternoon at
expenses
paid. These boys have
showing "Amateur Daddy."
1.30 in Damariscotta at the Legion
applied
and
been accepted for
rooms. Several are planning to at
Miss Ruth Davis is attending the tend from the local auxiliary unit.
the 1932 ramp, July 2 to July
State convention of the Y.P.C.U. in
31: Rockland: Clinton Fickett
Auburn for the weekend.
A public card party is to be given
(second year), Horace R. Booth,
Community Sweet Shop opens to- alThorndike grill Wednesday
Fletcher Brown, Nelson Rokcs,
morrow—an event looked forward to evernng under the auspice of the
Kenneth Orcutt, Stanley Gay,
with interest by many patrons.
adles of
Pe'er s
Crosby Ludwick. Vinalhaven:
7_
tins committee:
Mrs. Thomas Foley,
Edward White, George Healey,
Schooner William
Bisbee. Petti- MrsEstes Mrs. George Ayeiy.
grew, is in passage from Sullivan for
Lawrence Barbour, Mrs. JoseRichard Clifford, Wyman Guil
“
’ York 1 with random stone and 1 phine Perry and Mrs. George B. :
New
ford, Walter Lyford, Malcolm
Davis. Reservations may be arf-1!
curbing.
Hopkins.
ranged with them.

The National Council's campaign
to secure 1,000,000 signatures is(
meeting with enthusiastic endorse-,
ment from many of the major J
women's organizations of the coun
try, who see in the coming Interna
tional Congress an effective means
of promoting good-will among'na
tions. The BPW Club is one of the
affiliated organizations, and the
quota for the local club is 225 names.
Today is the last call, and all women,
whether members of the BPW Club 1
! or not, may go into the Postal Tele
graph Office and sign the book of
petitions, being sure to signify they
sign for the BPW Club.
Several of the mothers of children
in the Harmonica Band met Thutsday evening at the home of Mrs.
George B. Davis, Rankin street, and
discussed several phases of the
i activity, particularly as to permanent
j costuming. Plans for the district
meeting of the Junior Clubs of the
Maine Federation of Music Clubs
J which takes place in Rockland May
21 were also discussed, as the band
is to be featured. Mrs. Davis was
named chairman of costuming, and
of transportation Mrs. E. L. Tone:
for the McLain School, Mrs. Rhama
Philbrick for the Tyler School, Mrs.
Emma Harvie for the Purchase
Street School. The annual picnic to
take place early in June was also
talked over.

I
Steamer Vinalhaven is being paint
i
The Rutherford <N. J.) Woman's
ed and overhauled at the South Ma
rine Railway, preparatory to her sum Ciub at its recent election of officers
Winslow-Holbrook Post, American
named Mrs. William G. Lehing as Legion will have a meeting of ex
mer duties.
second vice president. At this meet- treme importance tomorrow noon,
Gilford B. Butler who has been oc I ing a song recital was given by Arthur and all Legionnaires are requested
cupying the S. H. Hall house on Ma ( VanHaelst, New York baritone, who to be at the hall between 12 and 12.30.
sonic street has returned to his home was introduced by Mrs. Lehing as
chairman of the music committee,
in Scuth Thomaston.
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R., will
i Mrs. Harold M. Foster is chairman hold its annual meeting Monday
The Red Cross baby clinic will be of the hospitality committee of this ‘‘fJ“noon at Mrs Ella BuffunTs,
held Monday afternoon from 2 to 5 club. Both Mrs. Lehing and Mrs. i Grove street, with Mrs. Lucie Waish
p. m. at Grand Army hall. A physi Foster have a wide circle of friends ' and Mrs. Mary Southard as assisting
in Rockland and vicinity through hostesses.
c:an will be in attendance.
'
their summer visits.
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
The Veterans of Foreign Wars have
night, with 6 o'clock supper in charge
• their weekly meeting at the City
In connection with the Woman's [ of Mrs. Harry French. Veterans'
Council rooms tomorrow. One week Educational Club meeting in the Uni Night will be observed, and plans
frcm that date lhe new Post will be versalist vestry Friday. May 6. to cele for the annual State convention
officially instituted.
brate its 12th anniversary, there will which will be held in Rockland in
be a banquet from 6 to 7, with speak June will be discussed.
Cla’-cmont Commandery, K. T. ers and a pleasing program. Mrs.
must make new plans for St. John's Minnie Miles as chairman plans this
Belfast baseball fans, who tried out
Day, the Portland pilgrimage having menu: Baked beans, cold meats,
flunked out. The matter will be dis escalloped potatoes, cabbage salad, the Twilight League stunt last sum
cussed at a stated conclave Monday hot rolls, assorted cake and pie. mer and liked it as well as Knox
night.
doughnuts and coffee. Those not County did. are getting ready to or
solicited to furnish are welcome to ganize for the coming season. Which
Mrs. Raymond Anderson was attend by paying 35 cents to cover ex is a reminder that it is almost time
to be greasing the wheels here in
chosen one of the winners in the Del penses.
Knox County.
Maiz Corn contest recently and re
ceived a full case of this excellent
'‘The Wedding of Jake and Lena"
product as a gift from the Minnesota given by Edwin Libby Relief Corps
The local delegation which attend
Lanning Co.
ladies Wednesday evening at the ed Palestine Commandery's 50th an
Methodist vestry for the Ladies’ Aid, niversary in Belfast Wednesday night
Winslow-Holbrook Post o f the was very well attended, again receiv came home very enthusiastic over the
American Legion is soon to receive a I ing hilarious attention.
“Hobble entertainment provided by the up
carload of flour for distribution I Stevens,” who has a particularly river Sir Knights. In the party were
among the needy. It was secured | warm spot in Rockland's affections, Edward Gonia, A. E. Brunberg, Carl
through the efforts of the Red Cross. Was much in evidence. The "wed Morse, J. E. Roberts, and A. L. Briggs
Other details will appear in this pa ding" program was augmented with
per later.
whistling solos by "Rudy Vallee" (Miss The Forty Club will meet Monday
Ruth Richards), orchestral selec- noon at the Copper Kettle Porch,
Two well known Camden ball play- I
directed „ 'Mrs Emma Harv,g using the entrance opposite the Posters are receiving treatment at Knox ■ readjngs by Miss j^^y Harvie and office. For the past seven years the
Hospital. One is Raymond Mayhew.
Madlene Rogers, and vocal club has held its weekly meetings in
star outfielder of the Twilight League i
Ruth Sewall.
the Thorndike Grill.
Monday's
team; the ether is Elmer Wadsworth
° *
_____
speaker will be Lewis O. Barrows of I
oi tlie Camden High School team, |( When the American Legion Fife and Newport, one of' the gubernatorial
who is laid up with a broken ankle Drum Corps makes its next public aspirants.
Calls from friends will be welcomed appearance in this city spectators on
the sidelines are going to open their
Through the efforts of the Con
It will be inspection night at the eyes
in admiration for the boys will
meeting of the auxiliary of Sons of be wearing their new uniforms. From gregational parish Rockland was en
abled to hear that intrepid studentUnion Veterans Wednesday With Mrs.
Marie Patterson of Hallowell, past the ground up this is what the new explorer and lecturer, Commander
department president, as inspecting adornment is like: Black shoes, Dcnald B. MacMillan Thursday eveoilicer. Warren and Camden aux black puttees , Legion gold panta- ning in one of the most interesting
iliaries are invited. Six o’clock sup loons. Legion uniform coat with gold and profitable lectures given here in
per will be in charge of Mrs. Nellie shoulder cord, and gold helmet with years. “My Life Among The Peopl"
Legion seal on the front. The or- ] of the North." his general subAchorn and Mrs. Fostina Benner.
ganization lias 26 members, 10 of ject, illustrated by numerous lan- 1
Prudential agents and their wives whom are drummers. Vance Norton tern slides, was heard by a large and
are assembling in Lewiston today to is leader and puts the boys through appreciative audience. Referring to I
\ future plans Commander MacMillan
help celebrate the 35th anniversary their paces in fine style.
stated he was spending the summer
of Supt. George McAdams, and it is
Samuel A. Miles, 70, retired pub- at his home in Provincetown, Mass., '
expected that there will be an even
hundred present to see that the fes •fisher and a summer resident of( and would conduct classes at Bow '
tivities are properly conducted, South Bristol and Christmas Cove doin College during the season of
Chester Black, local agent, went to several years, died recently in Bris 1932-33, and that his polar trips
the gathering considerably elated tol, England. Several years ago Mr. would probably not be resumed be
ever the fact that his office has just Miles provided funds which made pos fore the fall of 1933.
wen a production contest in which sible the Salvation Army's summer
camp for children at Christmas Cove.
The Missionary get-together of the
some Prudentialists were engaged.
Mr. Miles also entertained hundreds four missionary societies of the Little
A bunch of kiddies chased the of other Maine children on his 200- field Memorial Church was held in
High School band up Main street acre estate, which is valued at nearly the vestry Wednesday evening. Vivi
yesterday afternoon, and one little $500,090. Mr. Miles came td this an Chaples was chairman of the
chap got sidetracked at the Fuiler- country when 14 years old, built up decorations which consisted of crepe
Ccbb-Davis store where his lusty out a fortune from publication of a sport paper, pussy willdws and artificial
cries finally resulted in the calling of ing magazine, was the organizer of flowers. She was assisted by Fran
tne police after vain attempts to the New York Automobile Show and ces Hammond and Elizabeth Gray.
pacify him. One sight of Patrolman was pioneer manager of the National Genevieve Gray and Alice White
were initiated by the Junior Guild.
Ingraham settled the whole business. Motor Shows.
Guild pins were awarded to Ernestine 1
A broad smile spread over the lad's
May will come in fair and cool, was i Simmons, Derothy aFlanders uaaM
and
LLlLILLAI
lUUUVCUaiiCC.
tearful
countenance. “iJU,
Hi. ElUUfCi
Eddie!"
raid he. The officer, who .is the idol ! the statement of Sam Morrill. Lewis-1 Genevieve Gray. The total score for j
of the city’s little folks, bought the ton weather man. He predicts that the teen age was 2465. Miss Simmons
boy a sucker, restored him to his ! the month will be wet and cold. Tern-I having 595. The total score for the 1
home, and is going to be voted for peratures for the month will be nor- (junior Guild was 2625, Miss Flanders
mal to slightly below normal, with having 470 and Miss Gray 450. The
President when the kid grows up.
(the precipitation, normal to above nor- church scored 3190 points in the :
Don’t forget the Saturday night mal. The last half of the month,t reading contest. Thirty read 114
35 cent supper from 5 to 7 at the will in all probability, be the warmest mission books, nine read 69 copies of |
Methodist Church by Epworth half. There will be three storm pe- j Missions. 15 read 111 Bible books and I
riods, the first from the 5th to the 115 Saddlebags were read. The enLeague—adv.
! 11th; the second, which will be the i tertainment program included a
worst of the three if there is any dif- j piano solo by Feme Britto, a reading
1 ference, will be from the 14th to the by Mrs. Josephine Grover and games
1 20th, and the last from the 26th to under the direction of Miss Frances
MAY 1, 1932, 1 P. M. TEMPLE HALL the end of the month. During the Hall. Dorothy Flanders was the pro
entire month, there will probably be gram chairman, assisted by the counMAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
more or less sudden changes in tem- sellor, Mrs. Ronald Lord. Daisy Gray,
SPEAKER FROM BOSTON
perature and weather. Mr. Morrill, Myra Watts, Ernestine Simmons and
Admission Free
All Welcome has set aside the third week of the Arlene Gray had charge of the re
51*52
month as the earthquake period.
freshments.

May Day Mass Meeting

YOU WONT BELIEVE
YOUR EYES /

IN THE
CHURCHES

The Grand Army encampment to
be held in this city the week of June
13 is not a very large affair in itself,,
as the attendance will probably not
exceed 40, but with the Civil War vet- I
nrans will come representatives of six
allied organizations, making an ag
gregate of between 600 and 700 visit- ;
ors. There are now 44 Grand Army
Posts in Maine with a total member
ship of 246.

NORTHEND, ROCKLAND, ME.

Special Arbor Day stamps are on
William Vinal is moving to Thom
aston the coming week, having en sale at the Rockland Postoffice.
tered the employ of Mrs. Octavia
D'-in’s Orchestra has been engaged
Leighton.
for Wednesday night's dance at Pete
Miss Edna Gregory is acting as Edwards' new barn.
choir director at the First Baptist
The Sunshine Society will meet
Church succeeding Carl E. Fredrick
Monday afternoon at the clubroom
son.
447 Main street.
The Fred Kittridge house on
There Will be circle supper at the
Broadway has been sold to Hiram H.
Universalist
Church
Wednesday
Crie whe will reside there. The deal night at 6 o'clock, open to the pub
was made through Freeman Young's
lic. The annual meeting of the
agency.
parish will follow.

Page Three

At the Wednesday meetirtfe of the
Speech Readers Club Mrs. Marguerite
MacAlman conducted the lesson, and
tournament practice was under the
direction of Mrs. J. C. Hill, Mrs.
Charles Watts and Mrs. Nathan L.
Witham. Final plans for attending
the State tournament in lip reading
in Portland on May 4. were made.
Mrs. Frank Hewett, Mrs. Hill, Mrs.
MacAlman, Mrs. Freeman F. Brown,
Miss Helen Carr of Thomaston and
Miss Elizabeth Porter of Camden will
attend. The contestants from the
local club will be Mrs. Brown and
Mrs. Hewett. A silver cup will be
Dcrsonally given at the State Street
Parish House bv Miss Persis Vose,
vice president of the American Fed
eration of Organizations for the
Hard of Hearing, to be held for a
year’s time by the winning Speech
Readers' Club and then passed on if
not won a second time. The same
practice material, supplied through
the courtesy of the teachers of lip
reading in the Portland club, has
been sent to the chairman of clubs
taking part, so that preparation for
the tournament has been along th"
-sme lines in all the clubs. Mr'
C. Hill, local chairman, and MrMacAlman, who will be one of the
readers for the final tournament in
Portland, have given generously of
their time in preparing tne local con
testants for the finals.

WE WANTERKNOW!
Identification Of Poem

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Can you inform me where can be
found the poem containing the lines
below quoted, its title and the name
of its author?
“TTn tbe hillside and down the glen,
Rose the sleeping citizen:
Summon out the light of men.
Like a lion crouching low.
Like the tread of an ifnseen foe.”

IRev.i Milton R. Kerr.
Tenant's Harbor.
DIED
RICE -At Reading. Mass.. George F Rice,
aged 84 years. Interment at Waldoboro.
OLIVER- At South Portland. Anril 23.
Amos E. Oliver, formerly of Waldoboro
Interment at Bristol Mills.
KENNEDY—At Fall River. Mass.. April
25. ln her eightieth year. Clementine
S. Kennedy, widow of William Francis
Kennedy and daughter of the late
Edwin S. and Sarah E. McAlister of
Rockland Burial ln Taunton, Mass
WALSH—At Rockland. April 29. Fred
Walsh. Sr., aged 82 years. 9 days. Pri
vate services Sunday at 2 o'clock.

A Real Refrigerator for

SERMONETTE
The Miracle of the Crocus

F. O. B. FACTORY

Toward the end of February in
Maine, it seems as if winter had
a strangle hold on all outdoor
growth—but if you observe close
ly there are signs of spring.
Sometimes you can smell it in the
air. The icy brooks have a dif
ferent look.
Down deep in Che earth things
are stirring and green tops are
beginning to push through. The
very first of March will see the
crocus in bloom.
So it is with some characters.
We find men and women all about
us sobered by life’s experiences.
They seem cold, austere, and
often hard, but on acquaintance,
slightly warmed by some mutual
interest, we find them, under
neath. stirring to push out the
greep leaves of friendliness; and
before we know it there occurs
the miracle of the early blue
crocus, in real human neighborli
ness.
Springtime is the period of
resurrection. The plant that last
fall took on the semblance and
shroud of death awakens to the
new life of a gentler season.
There is no character so dead,
so sinful, that it will not respond
if it will only bathe in the sun
shine of God's love. Despite the
icy grip of environment, if it wiil
only push up with faith it will
soon unconsciously bloom in radi
ant colors, as do the flowers of
early spring in the garden of the
Master.
A miracle aye; thus, are we
made ready for the new life whicli
is eternal.
W. A. H.

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland
Highland!
Artiitie Memorial! In Stone
1228-tf

F

Model 335
Multi-Powered... Flat Top...
Heavy

Insulation... Porcelain

Interior... 8^2 Square Feet of
Shelf Area... Quiet.. /’Elasto”
Finish . . . Factory

Guarantee.

Come In and Inspect—

REFRIGERATOR
Model 315
Porcelain Interior

Temperature Control
•

Defrosting Switch
At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject "Samson and
Delilah." The Lord’s Supper will be
administered at the close of the serv
ice. The Sunday school will convene
at noon. The Comrades of the Way
will meet in the vestry at 6.30 o'clock.
• * * *
At First Church of Christ, Scien
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewstci
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
and the subject of the lesson sermon
tomorrow will be “Everlasting Pun
ishment." Sunday School is at 11.45.
Wednesday evening testimony meet
ing is at 7.30. The reading room is
located at 400 Main street, and is
open week days from 2 until 5 p. m.
* * * *
Rev. George H. Welch at me Uni
versalist Church at 10.45 Sunday
morning will have as his topic "What
Is Religion." Mrs. Gladys Morgan,
Chester Wyllie and John Robinson
will sing as a trio “O Love of God,"
Thayer; and Mr. Wylie will sing as a
soio “Thanks Be To God,” Dickinson.
Church school, Knickerbocker Class
and adult woman’s class will meet at
noon. The meetings of the Y.P.C.U.
both junior and senior have been dis
continued until fall.
• * • •
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O, Kenyon, rector, services for
tomorrow will be appropriate for Ro
gation Sunday. Holy Communion at
7 30; church school at 9.30; Choral
Eucharist and sermon at 10.30; Ves
pers and address at 7.30. Monday,
Feast of S. S. Philip and James, Holy
Communion at 7.30. Tuesday and
Wednesday are Rogation days. Holy
Communion at 7 30. Litany at 7.30
p. m. Thursday, Ascension Day, Holy
Communion at 7.30 and Evensong at
7.30.

10% Sq. Ft. Shelf Area

Either Model with Porcelain Ex
terior at a slightly higher price.

LOW FIRST PAYMENT—EASY TERMS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
442 MAIN STREET

“AT THE BROOK”

Your Local Authorized Dealer For Majestic Products
at 7.15 will be opened by a song serv
ice, accompanied by the church or
chestra and the pastor's subject, "Ser
mons for Seeking Souls.” Miss Olive
Bragg and Mrs. Evelyn Halrt will sing
a duet. The Boy Scouts will meet in
the vestry Monday evening at 6.30.
Prayer meeting at 7.30 on Tuesday
evening with a special business meet
ing immediately following.

TENANTS HARBOR
Notices of the Churrh

"Strength to Carry On" will be the
morning subject at the Baptist
Church; special music, duet by Mrs.
Willis Wilson and James Cant; com
munion at the close of the morning
service; Sunday school at 11.45,
Christian Endeavor at 6. topic,
‘Finding My Place in Life." Follow
ing the evening song service led by
John Reid, Mr. Barton will speak on
“Perishing With Hunger." Do not
iorget the growing mid-week service
on Wednesday evening.
There will be a meeting of the
parish Monday evening. This is to
begin the new date of the annua!
meeting which was voted to be
changed at the December session to
conform with our associational year,
thus simplifying rendering of re
ports.
A number are planning to attend
the annual meeting of the Lincoln
United Baptist Aqociation in the
Ridge Church, Martinsville, next
Thursday. Among those taking part
on the program are Rev. H. A.
Welch, Rev. William Sayward, Rev
M. R. Kerr, who lead the devotional
periods; Executive Secrelary J. S.
Pendleton will present the State
Work; Miss Dorothy Bucklin will
speak during the Woman's Hour;
.Rev. Herbert C. Long 17 years on trie
"fission field will give an address;
Rev. J. C. MacDonald will lead a con
ference; annual sermon, Rev. C. L
Peaslee; evening address, "God and
Youth,” Rev. C. D. Tripp. An un
usual opportunity to hear all these
speakers.

♦ * * •

1‘God’s Way of Success” as the subject
of his sermon at the morning service
at 10.30. The choir will sing the anthem "Songs in the Night." Junior
church is he'd at 10.30 also; Sunday
school at 11.“k. vith a place for everybody, and B.Y.P.U. at 6.15. when the
president will direct the study of the
book of Matthew. Evening service

Mighty
Monarch
of the Arctic

“Elasto” Finish

Water Pipe Laying

* * * ♦
Who died two long years ago.
Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the LltSadly missed by her loving husband
and daughter Pearl.
tefield Memorial Church, will use

1932

50k

The World Expected It
-Majestic Has Done It!

At Pratt Memorial Church tomor
row at the 10.30 service Rev. D. B.
Holt will preach and solos will be
‘ung by Mrs. Thelma Stanley and
Mrs. Marianne Bullard. The an
thems will be “The Wondrous Cross."
Miles and "The Lord is my light,”
IN MEMORIAM
In sad and loving memory of Frank C Miles. Sunday school will be held
Perry who left us April 29. 1930.
at noon and Epworth League at 6
—wo vears have passed but none can tell with a report of the Washington trip
""be loss of one we loved so well.
At the 7.15 service Mr. Marr will
—be call wes short, the shook severe
-o part with one we loved so dear;
preach on “Hornets and Angels.” The
Rut God alone knew what was best
voung people's chorus choir will be
And took him home with him to rest.
led by Parker Worrey.
Sadly missed by hls wife, daughter
♦ ♦ ♦ *
and grandchildren.
"The Ascended Christ" will be the
IN MEMORIAM
subject of the sermon at the First
In sad and loving memory of our dear Baptist Church Sunday morning. The
"--ndmother
1930
Bertha E. Condon
1932 choir will sing, “O Lamb of God,”
Schnecker, and “God So Loved the
Just when life was the sweetest
And she could have lived the best
World,” Stainer. The church school
The Gates of Heaven. opened
with classes for all ages will meet at
And God called Grammle to rest.
neon. The Christian Endeavorers
You will never be forgotten.
will meet at 6.15 with Charles Gross
Never shall your memory fade.
and Kenneth Hooper as leaders
Sweetest thoughts will ever linger
They will discuss the topic, "Finding
Around the grave where you are laid
Sadly missed by your loving grand Mv Place In Life." The people's eve
children, Lowell and Bertha Robbins.
ning service will be at 7.30. This
service will include “everybody’s big
IN MEMORIAM
sing.” a special selection by the choir.
Tn sad nnd loving memory of our dear
wife and mother. Bertha E. Condon, who "Father, Keep Us In Thy Care,"
passed away April 29. 1930.
Stainer and a duet. "The Best Friend
"T’he rose that is sweetest and dearest
To Have Is Jesus,” by Gladys Gram
Is the bud that ls cut by the frost,
and
Osmond Palmer. Mr. MacDon
And the love that Is dearest and nearest
ald's subject will be "Be Prepared."
Ir the one that we have lost.
What Is home without a mother.
The happy oraver and praise meet
There’s no Joy right to the end.
ing will be held on Tuesday evening
For when I lost my mother.
at 7.3b. The Rainbow Hour will be
I lost my dearest friend.
Days cf sadness still come o’er us
broadcast from the church over
Hidden tears so often flow
WLBZ, Bangor on Wednesday eve
For memory brings that loved one near
ning from 6 to 6.30.
us,

1855

•

J

And Wiring Out, Digging Inriudrd.
Sewers Cleaned Out, New Sewers
Laid
Cesspools and Septic Tanks
Cellars Deepened, Repaired and
Whitewashed. Floors Cemented.
Lawn Work, Grading, Etc.

(
i
S.
(
, Tel. 1I87-Y
I

E. EATON
Rockland

52&Th-tf

MISS ETTA I’lIILBROOK

I

ART DAY AT BOWDOIN

A few friends assembled at Rockport Woman Will Assist In a
Crozier's funeral parlors Thursday Noteworthy Program At Brunswick
alternoon to pay a last tribute to Miss
Art Day is to be observed in Bruns
Etta Phiibrook, who died April 26.
Fur many years Miss Phiibrook was wick at Bowdoin College May 4 and
engaged in the millinery business in it is hoped there will be a large dele
this city and was well known to its gation irom Knox County. The pro
citizens. Health failing, she was gram is to open at 10.30 with a visit
obliged to give up an active business to the Art Museum, where there will
life some time ago. Without close be talks about the exhibits In the
family tits, she had been cared for various rooms, by Miss Anna Smith,
by the kind ministration of loyal curator; Henry Andrews, professor
friends. Her last illness was brief of Art and director of the Museum;
and of a nature that leads her and other members of the faculty.
frimids to rejoice that death had After luncheon, which will be served
brought welcome release from pain at the Moulton Union. Prof. Andrews
and sorrow.
is to give a talk on “Art and Artists,
The service was conducted by Rev. ( from Giotto to Puvis de Chavannes."
J. Charles MacDonald who read fiom
Blanche HeaJd Ellsworth of Rock
the scriptures and offered prayer. port, member of the Art committee.
He also read very beautifully Neu Maine Federation of Women's Clubs
man's familiar "Lead Kindly Light, will assist in the Art Day activities.
and another beautiful poem, 'he
author of which is unknown to this
MOUNT PLEASANT
writer. Its theme expressed the
Mrs. Myrtle Wheeler and son of
idea, “There will be no night in
Heaven." It seemed to convey a West Rockport visited Mrs. Maui
special thought in connection with Carroll Frlaav.
Mr. and Mrs. John Stevens hatthis life nnd its ending. Miss Phii
brook has indeed passed out of n i moved into L. A. Packard's house,
night of darkness and pain and and Mi. Stevens has employment
trouble, into a wonderful awakening with Mi Packard.
Mr. and Mrs. G F Smith aiid
—into the glorious beauty of a new
and perfect day where no night is, daughter Cynthia ana T. J. Carrun
j visited Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Clarx
nc sorrow, no pain and r.o drain.
.....................
E. O. M. | in West. Rorkyort Tuesday evening.

Its FRESHNESSIs Guaranteed !
Back of every loaf of GOLDEN HEART BREAD is the guarantee of
its bakers that it is FRESH.
This is one of Ihe reasons why people who want bread that is both

FRESH and NUTRITIOUS always specify GOLDEN HEART
BREAD.
Monday morning at 7 o'clock the leading grocer in your neighbor
hood can supply,you with brrad that is so fresh it is actually WARM.
Again in th? afternoon at 5 o’rloek you can get OVEN FRESH
BREAD, but to do so you must order BA* NAME—Just say:

GOLDEN HEART BREAD
“The BEST Bread in Maine"

Tune in—Station WHDH. Boston—Golden Heart Duo—
Fridays, 6.45 P. M.

-• '■ • - ■

Every-Other-Day
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NORTH WASHINGTON

UNION

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Donald Cunningham and mother,j
Friends of Rev. and Mrs Moyle ate
Mis. F. W. Cunningham motored to.
rejoicing that they are to be here
Orland Friday to visit relatives, re- ’
lor another year.
| turning Sunday. They report ail '
Ralph Young and daughters Paul
roads in bad condition ln places.
1I
IO II
4
b 9
3
7
1
ine and Esther, who have been seri
Mr. and Mrs., Maurice Lenfest of |
ously ill, arc improving and their j
j Wakefield, and George Lenfest of i
13
IX
cI complete recovery is anticipated.
1 Somerville, Mass., were weekend J
SW
Lucretia Pushard is at Ralph
iT'
j guests of their parents Mr. and Mrs.
14
Ib
Young's during the illness of the;
j M. W. Lenfest. They also found the
1 family.
; roads very bad in places.
17
Mrs. Charles Shepard has been
14
Ib
Donald Cunningham for the tim'd
I confined to her home for several
season
has
accepted
charge
of
the
i
weeks by illness.
22
20
21
Washington Garage, and began
Mr. and Mrs. Irville Thurston ar
NW
work
there
Monday.
rived from San Diego, where they
2b
24
25
F. W. Cunningham was called to
have spent the winter.
BV
i Liberty Saturday to attend to some
Mrs. Lila Burrell of New York is
2b
27
ILLIAM
' photographic work fcr New York
visiting her mother Mrs. E. S. Ufford.
: parties.
BYRON
Mis. Estelle Perry of Rockland, is
Archie Lenfest and Merrill Turner
W.N.U
MOWERY
' visiting Mrs. Herbert Bowes.
5 made tire round trip by auto to Au
rcvict
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gorder. were
gusta without being “stuck in the
37
34 35 3b
31 32 33
W Jo
at Ralph Wallace's Wednesday.
i
mud"
even
once.
Rev. John W. Ames of New Haven,
Alonzo Hanson was at M. W. Lenguard over tlie machine,' went up Conn, has been called as pastor of
40
THE STORY
39
) Test's Saturday with a large truck
the path to tlie trading store.
the Church of the Nazarene and is to
;
tc
get
a
big
hog
sold
to
E.
Boynton
Alan
could
fairly
feel
the
dozen
1
occupy the pulpit this coming Sun
CHAPTER I.—Six bandits come
42
41
at the village. The truck plowed
aboard th© steamer, Midnight Sun, ’ eager questions Joyce wanted to day. He is a young man of ability
W
while she ls tied to the bank of the
ask him: Who was this new-found and pleasing personality. A cordial
through, but left a large trail in the
Mb M7
45
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
43 44
friend whom he called Buzzard? invitation ls extended to all to wel
j mud.
other passengers on the boat are
Where had they got this plane? come the new pastor and his wife and
The barn on the farm of the late
amazed at the sight of banditry-ln
1
50
this Great Waterways country, a
51
How dU they intend to use it
48
49
' H. F. Evans, was blown down by the
{
make
them
feel
at
home.
thousand miles north of Edmonton.
J
against
those
bandits?
But
prac

I
—
nigh
winds
last
week.
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent
Mrs.
Lula
Williamson
and
Miss
tical little soul as always, she
Tlie new Rockne "65” sedan in a tropical setting. This picture
years with the Canadian Mounteo,
Elbridge Lenfest worked for Forest
53
51
draws his gun ln the face of the
asked no questions then. Tlie three Mary Ware attended the Nazarene was lakpn on the Florida estate of Harvey Firestone, famed rubber
: Chapman with his horse team last
\\\\
Assembly
at
Wollaston,
Mass.,
last
covering ritles and fires upon the
men, tired and hungry and desper
1
manufacturei Tlie gentleman standing by the car is Mr. Firestone
week, getting out logs for long lum
ruffians. He is shot »through the
54
r
ately in need of rest, were her first week.
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
himself, who purchased a Rockne recently.
ber on the W. L. Leigher farm here.
get away with gold dust and choice
consideration. Going back to the
Elden Rhodes of South Libeity
peltry.
Alonzo B. Davis
kitchen, she heated them water to
who was killed in a terrible accident
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
wasli nnd shave, and set about get
Alonzo B. Davis who was born and
CHAPTER
n—Corporal
Bill
in his saw mill last Saturday, was
10- Serf
APPLETON
1-A Shakespearean
42- Swiss river
WHITE HEAD
ting a hot substantial meal.
Hardsock brings the news of tho
spent
most
of
his
life
in
Union
died
11- Hate
43-Clear of
character
The grass is growing green these V’1 known
all in this town and
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
Alan happened to notice that his March 29 at his home in Massachu
Mrs. H. W Andrews ot Norton's
the Mounted Police post at Fort
15- Checks, as with a
45- Looks slyly
• 6-Got free
ccol
April
days.
picture,
which
for
two
years
had
Island
was
in
Rockland
Saturday.
Endurance. After a brief dispute
setts. Mr. Davis was a good citizen,
skid
bereaved family.
46- High hill (Eng.)
12-Top of a building
stood on Joyce’s dresser, was not always ready to help in time of need, It was Mrs. Andrews' first trip ashore
over plans with his incompetent
Edward Ames has a small garden
16- Scant
48-Make lively
'13-Language of
superior, Inspector Haskell, Alan
there now. It halted him like a and was greatly missed when he went for six months.
planted, and is now engaged in burn20-Noise
starts out after tho bandits ln the
the Scottish
50-Divided by
blow. Why had she taken it down? from Union a few years ago. His
SEARSMONT
big police launch with tho corporal
Old Man Depression has the fish- ing over running hemlock in his
22-Epoch
partitions
Highlanders
Was it some accident, entirely In first wife was Flora Hart of South . ermen down this way in his grip large pasture on the Point.
and four constables,
• The Searsmont High School speak24-Mohammedan bible
52- Walk
14-Shield
nocent? Or . . .
Union and by this union two sons this spring. No lobsters, no price
Many trout fishermen are seen u < ing contest was held Friday evening
26-Natural fat
53- Suffix used
CHAPTER
111.—Reaching the
16- Makes soft
Back
In
the
kitchen,
while
Buz

Midnight Sun, they stop long
29- Leanest
Meadowbrook and some have been , at the M. E. Church,
to denote
were born who survive; also the sec and no weather.
17- Hot (Scot.)
zard
wns
outside
washing
away
the
enough for Alan to board her and
30- Managed
inflammation
18- Famous German
, Stockton Springs High School
Friends in this vicinity wcip rewarded with a good catch.
consult witnesses of the crime Alan
grime and oil of five days' flight, ond wife, a Massachusetts woman
31- Japanese coin
gun-maker
54- Walked feebly
asks the skipper to put Jimmy
who greatly endeared herself to the shocked at news of the death of Capt.
Preparation is now being made for played baseball here April 19, Searshe
remembered
tlie
ceinture
flecliee
Montgomery’s orphaned four-year32- Rod suspended by
19- Seperate (abbr.)
55- Worthleas
people
here
in
the
years
she
spent
rhe
annual
prize
speaking
contest
of
j
mont
storing
9-5.
Thursday
SearsWillard
O.
Wallace
of
Bremen.
Capt
and
found
it
and
brought
it
to
old daughter off at Fort Endurance
ropes for athletics
20- 502 (Roman)
among them. The heartfelt sym- Wallace ran a lebster smack here the schools, and as Appleton has mont High played at Stockton
and leave her in the care of Alan's
Joyce.
33- Prussian city
21- Large monkey
fiancee. Elizabeth Spaulding. At the
pa*hv of all ece? out to the bereaved for years, and was very well known same good talent, interest is being Springs, Stockton winning. Friday
VERTICAL
"I
thought
of
you.
out
in
Edmon

MacMillan trading post on the Big
34- Strikes with the
23-Treaty port In
manifested ln the coming conipeti- I Searsport High played here, Searston,” he said awkwardly, breaking family. Interment was in Cambridge. and liked.
,
Alooska, Joyce MacMillan ls alone,
open hand
China
awaiting the return of Dave, her
the string. "I believed you might Mass.
L. B. Beale. M. M. coast guard was tion.
| mont winning.
1-Children deprived 35- Tormentors
25-Screen
behind
an
•
*
*
•
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
like this, Joyce. It isn't much,
in Rockland Saturday and also at
Clarence Ames has bought a splenJames Bean has a new car, a
of their parents by 36_Evep (Poet.)
is thrilled when the police launch
altar
*1
but I was short of ... I was pretty
Stone School
tended the dance for the baseball cad span of black Percherons from Rockne.
ties up there for the night, as she
....
death
27Bells
’
37- Require
has not seen Alan Baker for months.
near broke.”
team at Spruce Head.
the
Yarmouth
horse
show.
;
F
A
Dunton
ls
shining
up
hrs
The
pupils
of
the
Stone
School
are
2Lacerated
28- Rub out
Secretly she had hoped to marry
As Joyce unfolded tlie sash-belt finding a good deal of pleasure in get
Mrs. J. K. Lowe is recovering from
' house with a coat of new paint.
3-Crylng, as an owl 38- 1 ntrude
him: then she was stunned by the
SO-Spead
Friends of Mrs. Irene Gushee MoM Maurice Cobb who since com.
and saw its exquisite beauty, an ting out a little weekly newspaper, an attack of tensilitis.
44—1 n
news of his engagement to Eliza
4-A small lizard
34—A horse
were pleasingly entertained by;,
of the h ospital has been
admiration leaped into her eyes. which contains news from nation,
beth. She is happy now to perceive
47-American patriot
C. H. Wall and Ralph Cline are ran
5- Wanting
39Machines
for
litr voMAnr
to Hr on “
DricAi-' Problems'
UvnhlnrMC
J
from his halting talk that the
lier
recent
talk
"Prison
“Oh, it’s beautiful! It's the love
and orator
7- A cork
planing wood
planned marriage la not definitely
state, town and school, besides stories, building a garage for Fred Munro". over the radio. Mrs. Moran is a for- J! with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. E.
liest I’ve ever seen anywhere.”
49-lnspector of police
certain.
Miller, has now returned to her
Waterman's Beach.
8Of
age
(Latin,
40Glancing
in
a
sly
poems
jokes,
etc.,
all
the
work
of
the
But then, as she looked from
department (abbr.)
Miss Phyllis Simmons, after a mtr Appleton girl and very popular home in Portland.
abbr.)
way
CHAPTER IV.—Larry Younge,
here.
the gift to the giver, something dup’Is. Editors of the different deRev. O. G. Barnard is to be with us
9-To sit in authority 51—Till (Simplified
41National
Academy
one of Alan's men, discovers in
caitmer.ts
are
changed
every
week
month's
vacation
from
school
spent
seemed to check her. Witii an ef
yppleton High School played the for another year as pastor of the
....
i
—— — home iv,
MacMillan’s fur shed a bale of pelts
over others
j
spelling)
of Sciences (abbr.),
at* Xher
in t)/\»-V
Port /"Sl,-z4zx
Clyde SAr!,»v-»Ofi
resumed
fort she forced herself to say quiet i •”!(* all t is children are reporters,
drama 'Amy From Arizona," to a M. E. Church. His home and family
stolen from the Midnight Sun. The
teaching
here.
evidence Incriminates Dave so
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
ly, “It was kind of you, Alan, to i Seme of the items are listed below:
crowded
house
Friday
evening.
It
Miss Helena K. Andrews who has
are in Belfast.
strongly that Alan Is compelled to
A fower contest is in progress and
think of me.”
tell Joyce. She hotly defends her
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bliss Marriner
visiting at Mrs. F. H. Moore's was a very successful and
, , pleasing
.
ATLANTIC
Alan turned away in bitter dis much interest is shown. Ariel Dan been
father. Alan leads his expedition
in Rockland for a week has returned ev£,nt- and als° flRe muslcal treaL
and children of Portsmouth, N. H.,
up the Pig Alooska. Compelled by
appointment. “It was kind of you forth has collected 22 specimens and
Recent
visitors
at
Meadowbrook
Mrs.
A.
C. Smith returned from
Haskell's f oolish orders to divide
home to Norton's Island.
are on a week's vacation here.
. .
How cold and distant those Henrv Johnson 26
were Mrs. E. S. Ufford of Union and
Rockland Friday.
the party. Alan falls to capture the
___
Mrs.
E.
M.
Mills
of
Rockland
was
Miss
Blanche
Day
has
employment
words sounded. She was talking
Mabel and Lucille Roy, Laurence
bandits. The police expedition re
daughter Mrs. Lila Burrill of Now in Belfast.
A social will be held in Seaside
Elake and Margaret Jones received a guest of Capt EM. Mills over t.ie ytrk city, Mrs. W.
n r
turns to Fort Endurance with Larry
to him across an abysm.
F._ DIjam
Bryant. rtl¥BI1
Alvah
hall Wednesday evening. The funds '
badly wounded.
A
large
flock
of
swallows
arrived
100
every
day
in
spelling
for
the
week
*
at
'
’
I?,.Ames
and
sons
Gerald
and
Vernon
When Buzzard and he came back
here last week. It looks as though raised will help pay for the new Bap- I
^.mrlnipd hv Mrs f^IwpU anrt^hif o{ Union, Miss Bernice Beechy
In, they sat down to their meal. of April 18—22.
CHAPTER V.—Haskell, who Is
Beechy and they are coming unusually early.
tist hymn books. Everyone is invited
The
children
are
busy
with
monthly
accompanied
b.
Mrs.
EI
wpi
I
and
chi.
Alan’s active enemy and is trying to
As she passed them food and the
mether of Columbus, Ohio.
to attend.
win Elizabeth, blames Alan for the
t£sts
dren,
somt
his
leave
at
Spruce
Head
three of them talked, Alan could
Appleton Rebekah Lodge accepted
failure and orders his demotion to
Andrew Smith is having a piece
Plans
are
being
made
for
a
Washreturning
Sunday.
The
children
renot help noticing Buzzard’s quick
the ranks. He flatly denies that he
EAST SEARSMONT
an invitation to visit Warren Re
built on his barn. Ernest Sprague
ordered Alan to split the police
ardent admiration of Joyce. Buz ington entertainment to be held some mained with the.r grandmo-her Mis. bekahs last Monday, and the large
Leander
Briggs
recently
spent
two
party. He refuses to let Alan lead a
and Royce Johnson are doing t“hr
George Snow.
zard kept glancing at her, studying time in May.
second expedition against the ban
Friends of Mrs. Arthur J. Beale of delegation report a very enjoyable ; Gdy? With relatives in Freedom
work.
dits. Seeing only one way now to go
David Carroll, Henry Johnson and
visit.
Robert Ingersoll of Rockport is the
after the bandits and clear Joyce's
Lucille Roy had high ranks ln with- the Lighthouse, will be glad to know
Several small fires were reported
Quincy Peabody has employment guest of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Marrifather from the charge resulting
she is recovering from her serious ill
Friday but were put out without any
metic.
from the obviously planted* evid
In
Camden.
His
young
son
has
been
ner.
ence, Alan buys out of the Mounted.
The eighth graders have completed ness of the past fortnight. Mrs. named Richard Allen.
J. G. Packaid was recently a caller damage being done.
Haskell gives Alan his release on
some very good free hand maps of Fthel Faulkingham has been caring
Five boats left their winter quar
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kalle
Salo
have
a
oil
Clarence Gclo and family.
condition that he signs a paper to
for her.
North America.
the effect that Haskell did not give
wonderful lot of chickens. They have
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Marrinei ters at Joyce's Beach Monday, all
Miss
Beatrice
Kent
of
the
Light
VOICES OF NATURE
the order to split the expedition.
Plans are being made for the last
with a new coat of paint and engines
many chicken and hen houses, and W£re in Rockport Friday,
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
dav picinic to be held at Martins'
reiumed home from several days' werk with industry and perseverance. , Gordon Pine and Mrs. Maud Smitn thoroughly overhauled.
CHAPTER VT — After making ar
Oh. the wonderful voices of nature.
i visit at Spruce Head.
rangements with Hardsock and old
Point.K
Fdward Ames and mother were re- 0{ Belfast were callers recently on
The Baptist Ladies’ Aid will meet
That arise from the meadows so fair
Dad Pence to look after Joyce's
I The Coast Guard baseball team
It seems they are calling me thither
cently
in
Rockland.
j
Mrs.
Clara
Gelo.
safetv while she ls alone at the
at Seaside hall Wednesday.
played the Spruce Head team Sunday
To rest ln the stillness there.
MacMillan post (her father being
--------------Mr.
and
Mrs.
Austin
Buzzell
have
Last
week
being
so
warm
and
Round
Pond
School
at
Waterman
’
s
Beach.
The
Spruce
jailed at Fort Endurance), Alan
And when the day's work ls over
BURKETTVILLE
ueen in Belfast for a short stay.
starts out of the country in a mo
promising, several of the men took
Everyone is pleased to have Ercell Head boys won the game.
As I stand ln the moonlight pale.
tor canoe. As the days pass and
Mr. and Mrs. Ireland and son and
“‘d
,C'
,Gel° aRd iOU advantage of the fine weather to do
Mrs. Herman Carr and Mrs Lyell
Simmons of McLain School with us
They murmur ln accents alluring
she does not hear frem him, Joyce
Ever a sweet, strange tale.
Trinkwater were guests of their hus Mis. Blanche Rokes were in Rock- ' ?a>™Rd were »?, Belmont Sanaa/ their spring plowing.
la heartsick for Alan.
this term.
seriously T'
Emery Joyce left for Portland Sat- j I stand there and listen ln silence.
Several have been absent because bands at the station Sunday after the land last week.
CHAPTER VII—On his Journey.
, game.
Alan runs across "Buzzard" Feath
urday. Mrs. Joyce will accompany
of illness.
'Till the birds have flown to their
Elden
and
Ray
Maddocks
were
Maynard
Marriner
is
working
in
erof, famous aviator of the World
nests;
Mr. and
Mrs.iv. Clifford
Elwell n-i
are busin.ss callers Friday at Elbridge srar™nrt
him on the return trip.
Grades six and seven have written
,
..
war. and now "on his own." with a
Then, turning my steps slowly home
moving from the cottage near tha
.,
searsport.
Mrs. Essie Joyce arrived here
essays on Washington.
dilapidated machine.
Affinity of
ward.
Rolana Marriner has returned to Thursday from Ellsworth, where she
spirit draws them together. ’ and
The pupils sold one case of candy, station to Rocky Hill Point Mrs —
E. visas.
I too, seek slumber and rest.
Stanley
Jones
and
Aubert
Leighr
liis
home
in
Camden
after
a
shoit
Alan enlists "Buzzard" In the en
Mrs. Ida Tolman.
the pound box going to Dorothy M. Mills will occupy the cottage they
passed the winter.
terprise. lacking sufficient funds
were in Augusta Saturday.
visit with his grandparents Mr. and
Rockville.
Ciarry for selling the most.
, are vacating for the summer.
A small crew of men under Will
to procure equipment, they loot
Miss Gertrude Thurston was in . Mrs. Leslie Marriner.
government stores, starting their
Robert Hammond of grade three
Miss Elva Prescott of Chelsea,
Holmes have been working on the
pursuit of the bandits, themselves
had perfect attendance last term.
Mas?, was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Union the past week.
roads here. A great improvement i
criminals In the eyes of the law.
Mr. Rowe visited school last week. Darrell Mann at Two Bush Light for
Mrs. Leonard Jackson of Lewiston
LIBERTY
already noted.
For RHEUMATISM take
CHAPTER VIII.—"Slob-Ice" Jen
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Trask and Mv
Pupils getting 100 per cent In spell- i a short visit,
Buzzard Kept Glancing at Her,
is with her mo.her Mrs. Mary Turner Frank Sukeforth of Washington
sen, leader of the bandits, plans to
ing
are:
Thurston
Gleason,
Eleanor!
Livhtkeepers
along
the
coast
wish
and
Mrs.
L.
Trask
were
Sunday
Studying
Her
Intently.
capture Joyce MacMillan nnd es
who suffered an ill turn last week.
i recently visited his sister Mrs. Inez
cape /.o Manitoba. At Fort Endur
ing for items of news of White Head
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Her
Sincere sympathy Is extended to ■ Leigher.
her intently, evidently astonished Hunt. Clarence Perry, Roland Carl L'gbthcuse will find them under this
ance- Haskell catches on that Bill
rick.
ton
Frank
Burgess,
Norman
Smith,
the
family
and
other
relatives
of
Mrs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Cheney
of
Hardsock is caching gasoline and
SPSCIAL COMPOUND
to find a pretty, well-educated girl Robert Hammond and Lillian Sav- j department as the keeper turns them
Mrs. Elden Colbeth and children You will not regret it. For sale at ail
oil for Alan at En Traverse lake,
Mary Peas; who died Friday night | Chelsea visited her mother Mrs. Lotlike her living almost alone here
and plans with Constable Whipple
over
to
the
local
correspondent.
arrived here Friday aboard Capt. leading drug stores. Let us send you
age.
after an illness of several months.
I tie Light Sunday.
in this far-norttiern wilderness.
to capture Alan when his plane
The school has made four Wash- j
alights there.
Mis. Leila Turner entertained the
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Overlock and Colbeth's vessel. Richard, the oldest a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab
Later, when Joyce had insisted
Farm Bureau Friday, 17 ladies and' son recently visited Mr. and Mrs. of the three children, had a great bot Village, Me.
on their getting a few hours of rest ington posters: Mt. Vernon. Bunker
APPLETON RIDGE
CHAPTER IX.—Haskell's elabo
disappointment when he went to th.?
children present. Miss Jessie1 James Overlock.
and had left them in her futher's Hill Monument and portraits of
rate plan to entrap Alan failt PickA. H. Moody and A. G. Pitman six
Lawrence conducted the subject, coat j Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Whitaker garage to get his bicycle, and found
George and Martha Washington.
ingAup Hardsock at En Traverse,
room, he remarked:
were in Augusta Friday on town
the plane, with its three occupants,
it had been stolen while the family
making, very interestingly. Several; of Bangor were in town Sunday,
“There’s one lucky devil in this Also window decorations of birds and business.
continues to the MacMillan post.
were in Rockland.
ladies
learned
to
set
in
pockets
and
Mrs.
Georgia
Bowman
recently
world. Baker. The man that Miss tulips.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Mootjy and
Mrs. Munsell’s home was entered
Miss Lawrence was at the school
make
bound
button
holes
by
the
new
,
spent
the
day
with
Mrs.
Inez
Leigher.
MacMillan's going to marry.”
Mrs. Gertrude Moody spent the method. Picnic dinner was served, I Mrs. Clara Sukeforth is confined Saturday night in her absence and
last week.
Alan
winced.
He
had
never
CHAPTER X
with relatives in Augusta.
a sum of money and several articles
Columbian
Achievement
Tests weekend
thought of Joyce marrying another
About 34 Rebekahs and Odd Fel followed by a business session. It was to her room by illness,
have
been
finished.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Leigher of of clothing taken.
man.
Tlie
remark
aroused
a
pas

The Secret of Many Waters.
lows attended church in a body voted to take the subjects “StencilMrs. Munsell and Tyson Lee left
Some of the pupils have had a
ing" and "Home Flower Gardens" as i Northport are visiting his parents
sionate unreasoning hurt in him.
WO miles down river Buzzard
Sunday morning by plane.
the forenoon topic for the May 5 meet- Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Leigher.
Sitting at the edge of the bed.
throttled the motor, eased the
Men working around the shore
John Overlook of North Waldoboro
stick forward and glided expertly Buzzard smoked a cigarette and
Perry and Miss Chrystal Stanley ing to be held at Mrs. Mattie Light's.
painting their boats Friday were
In
the
afternoon
Miss
Lawrence
and
1
was
a
caller
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
A.
A
little
bird
sat
in
a
tree.
glanced
nervously
at
his
partner
down and down into that difficult
with Mrs. Newbert as accompanist
startled by hearing what they
Cheer-up. cheer-up chee. chee;
who had lain down and was trying
narrow lane of evergreens.
rendered “Nearer Mv God to Thee.” Miss Theresa Wood will conduct a : Leigher last week.
This is what he said to me.
thought were wild geese honking.
session
on
child
feeding.
Mrs.
Flor;
The
funeral
of
Elden
Rhodes
was
to
get
a
little
rest
to
fit
himself
Alan started to get out the can
"Cheer-up, cheer-up. chee. chee."
The senior play, “Amy from Ari
Upon investigating they saw a small
fZ-h-T
for
the
flight
and
battle
just
ahead.
ence
Calderwood
was
nominated
toi
held
at
his
late
residence
Monday
Eleanor
Gleason.
vas canoe to tow the plane in to
zona." was presented Friday evening
flock of seven or eight geese alight
Something
was
wrong
between
accompany
the
food
leader
Mrs.
Net:
ai.d
was
largely
attended
by
relatives
the landing; but Joyce, under
al Riverside hall. There was a large
Vacation
days
are
over,
SIMON
K. HART
ing off William Van Horn's wharf.
Alan and this winsome, spirited
standing, untied her futher's
And we are back at school;
attendance and about $47 was,.tie Grinnell to the training
. - class to,! and, friends.
„ Words of comfort were The birds must have come a long
MONUMENTS
Joyce
MacMillan.
There
was,
or
Where we will have much pleasure
sturdier craft, laid In an extra pad
eba-ed The parts were well taken j
heId at East Union, May 7. One ; spoken by Rev. Mr. Sampson of JefAnd learn the Golden Rule.
laid been, some passionate relation
Ibv the cast' Lester Hemingway, i new member was added to the list Arson. The floral tributes were very distance for they rested there for 53 Pleasant St. Tel. 9U-M Rockland
dle, and came skirling out toward
3istr
Ercell
Simmons.
ship
between
them.
It
had
evi

' F'ovd" Gushee- Dick Morrow ° Fari i and a11 Present
well repaid for ! beautiful.
Interment was in the nearly an hour, then flew down by
them.
I Sprowl; Sitoey SqueerZ Oliver i attendin8’ Umily lot in the Miller cemetery at the Wilson cottage and alighted
dently gone on tlie rocks; Baker
As Alan clambered down upon a
MAINE
there. The last seen of the flock
was engaged to some girl at Fort
The Pine Tree State is Maine,
float and waited, he' remembered
Athearn; Hoskins, Lawrence Moody, ------------------------------------------------- Burkettville
And no other Just the same:
they were flying eastward toward
Endurance; and Miss MacMillan
his decision to tell Joyce what had
No other state can play the game
taurette, Lester’s wife, Linnibel
, . . Well, there was that incident
Bar Harbor.
Like our own dear old Maine!
Grant; Amy
Clayton. Faustina
DEER ISLE
happened within him since he saw
which he himself had seen half an
Dorothy Ciarry. j Brown; Mrs. Squeers. Minerva Pease,
her last, and to tell her of that in
hour ago when he happened to
Miss Flora Phiibrook was married
The following pupils are on the Gertie Malloy. Muriel Robbins; Cora,
BRISTOL
exorable circumstance which had
glance through the window.
Friday to James Hardie, Jr., of Bear
dental honor roll: Frances Kent, a maid, Ruth
Mitchell.
Between
Colds
are
prevalent on the isiahd.
led to liis engagement to Elizabeth.
Is.and. Best wishes arc extended to
“It’s a pity," he thought, “for Gerald Maddocks, Ro'and Carlton
Miss Mary Robinson of Round
acts there were songs with ukelele
Easy that decision then, but he wa
them.
them to bust up. A d—d shame,
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
t Hammond, Melvin Kennedy, accompaniment by Donald Perry; a
vered now. Did he dare tell her
that’s what. She’s a regular girl. cbnlff uKe?ne^,y' RalPh Hunt,; song by Alonzo, Frank and Clara
Mis. Rodney Phiibrook who has Pend visited her mother Mrs. C. N. served the families of Knox County
that? If it was useless, if she had
Robii-son
at
Loudville
last
weekend.
Looks, personality and spunk. . . .
been ill with rheumatism is able to
a. ,es Hunt, Eleanor Hunt. Clar- , Meservey. Mrs. Helen Johnson, acLADY ATTENDANT
put him out of her life, did he dare
Mrs. Viola Poland is working lor
Lord, I’d hate to ever quarrel with
be out again.
er
v?"
Frances
Rhodes.
companist;
and
a
solo
by
Miss
resurrect all the poignant mem
Mrs. Mabel Gifford.
Day Telephone 450-781-1
her I”
George
M
Dodge
spent
last
week

,e sc“00' had four visitors last j chrystal Stanley, Mrs. Alice Watson
ories and intimacies between them?
Everyone in this community was
end at Eagle, returning home Sunday
He wondered whether to tell
Today he would find out how she
ee '
] accompanist. Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl
sorry to learn of the death of Cap’
BURPEE’S
afternoon.
Such Good
Alan about that incident he'd seen.
regarded him; today she would
coached the play. A dance followed.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Miss Dorothy Sylvester who teaches Willard O. Wallace.
Alan was evidently floundering
surely give him some clear token.
Mrs. Nora Carter of Loudville was
GLENMERE
} Miss Ruth Moodv has gone to
i in the Newton High School spent the
around in the dark about Miss
Reaching out, he caught tlie
a caller on Mrs. Robinson last week.
—----j Augusta for an indefinite stay.
I past week at home.
MacMillan. He was a hit awkward
prow of her canoe. Joyce rose and
Chester Poland was recently call
Where Food Prices Are Lowes,
Burton Bond of Milton, Mass., i
Davidson is ill.
i
Mrs. Louise Knowlton has arrived
and blundered in such matters. Barney Lvneh and Frank Muldoon i The praver meeting at the Baptist
stepped up. . . . In another Instant
MODERN WOMEN
ing on friends at Loudville.
|
and
opened
her
summer
home.
She
he was clasping her hand.
Buzzard thought:
American Home Cooking ■ was accompanied by Mrs. Arline Guy Robinson and Mabel Rcbinseti NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
of Everett, Mass., have been at the Church Thursday evening was in
“First chance I get, believe I’ll Bond cottage the past week.
“Joyce! Joyce! I was afraid for
to
colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar c&ueee.
have been victims of the prevailing Chi-ches-ters
charge of members of the missionary
Diamond Biand Pills are effective,
Jachal who will be her guest this
tell him what she did. He ought
you—here alone, girl. I can’t tell
Try
our
25,
35,
50c
Dinners
society.
severe
colds.
\
reliable
and give QUICK RELIEF. Sold by,
Mrs. Byron Davis returned home
summer.
to know. She either loves him or
you how glad—when I saw you . . .
all
druggists
for
over 45 years. Ask for—if
Lettie
B.
Prior
was
called
to
Mis.
Ida
Williams
was
a
weekend
guest
I
hates him, to do a thing like that 1” Saturday from Rockland, having ]
Miss Margaret Hardy of Stonington
And glad to be back here.”
Percy Garland's on a case of sick
been
guest
of
her
daughter
Mrs.
I
of
Lucy
Moodju
When
Alan
woke
up,
late
in
the
was
guest
last
week
of
her
grandparAs their eyes met, as Alan felt
CHICHESTERS PILLS
Mrs. Hazle Perrv and dauehter.
ness last week.
evening, Buzzard was still asleep Chauncey Keene, for two weeks.
her small hand warm in liis, he
, tnis. Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Eaton
Opposite Perry’s Market
"THE DIAMOND
BKAMO" .
E.
O.
Thompson
was
a
Rockland
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
E.
Perry
and
son
|
Mre.
J.
Leo
MacDonald
of
Boston
and
Bill
Hardsock
was
dead
to
the
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
was torn between fears. In that
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Haskell and
visitor Friday.
world. Hoping to find Joyce, he and Mrs. John F. Hunt of Cliftondale, were Sundav afternoon visitors oi
first moment of their meeting,
Elmer
B.
Eaton
made
a
business
trip
Service:
S
A.
M.
to
7
P.
M.
Mrs. Slenda Carter was calling last
Mass, are guests of Mrs. Lucy Smith. relatives in Warren.
went out into the trading hall.
when impressions stood out so
I to Bangor last week.
Saturday on her old friends at Loud
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Conant and son |
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harris spent
Joyce was not there. For a few
sharp and clear, it seemed that all
Mrs.
Arvilla
D.
Lufkin
who
spent
moments Alan stood looking about. Sunday with relatives in Thomaston. of Pleasantville, were Sunday guests j
passion had gone out of Joyce's
i the winter with her son Frank G. Luf ville.
Keeper Robinson was at Loudville
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kelty were at Everett Whitney's. Other callers |
As Bill had told him, she was clos
manner toward him. She greeted
kin, returned to her own home last recently after his mail.
ing out the post. He hated to think guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Vinal were Mr. and Mrs. Abner Grant and
him warmly, she was friendly, even
Thursday.
JAMES KENT, D. O.
Well, this is hard housecleaning
Gwendolyn Robinson.
of Joyce's girlhood home being Perry at Owl's Head.
cordial, but in the same way as
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Beck who weather. Old winter hates to give
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
Mrs. Alice Watson, vice president,
sold to some utter stranger. Think,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward of
she would have met Bill Hardsock
spent
the
winter
in
Dorchester,
Mass,
122Stf
up.
ing of Larry, soon to be invalided Lynn, Mass., returned Sunday after Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert, recording
or Pedneault or Larry.
an
"M.
thatcountsi
has arrived home.
To Mr. and Mrs. A. Garland a
out of service and condemned to a spending the week at their summer , secretary and Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley,
Introducing her to Buzzard, he
Sr
Miss Lillian Greenlaw who teaches daughter was born April 20. The
CARS
life of intolerable idleness, he won home.
corresponding secretary were in
stepped down into tlie canoe,
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
school in Lewiston is home for a short little newcomer has been named
dered whether he might not get
lapped the painter rope around a
A. W. Hooper is confined to his Rockland Monday afternoon to at
vacation.
tliis post for his crippled patrol home with a severe cold.
Thelma Kathryn.
tend the executive meeting of the
strut; and together he and she
& SON, Inc.
partner. It was well located, and
Rev. Mr. Guptill was calling on
guided the plane athwart current
Mrs. Edward Grindle returned Knox Countv W.C.T.U. at the home SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
The proposal is made that our Army fnenus at Loudville last Saturday.
Larry's host of friends among the home Saturday from Rockland where of the president, Miss Alena Young. 689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1'25(.
to the landing. After mooring it
Cemetery Memorials
Indians would be sure to bring him she has been caring for her sister
' and Navy be consolidated. It might T.,e Sur.beam has been in the hai-j
ROCKLAND
securely and getting part of their
Several from town were in War
their_furs.
56-tf ; eiv" them a pretty good football team. bor, and always brings a spirit of (
personal duffle, the four of them,
EAST UNION, MAINE
Edith Wincapaw who has been ill ren Monday evening to attend the
1 —Life.
with old Pence appointing himself
joy and happiness to all.
Rebekah meeting.
4-tf
from pneumonia.
TO BE CONTINUED
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HOPE
The senior class of Appleton High
School will give a play at Grange
hall this Saturday evening.
Miss Evelyn Marriner is in Rock
land where she has employment.
Rep. E. N. Hobbs was dinner guest
and speaker of the Camden Rotary
Club at their .regular meeting Tues
day of last week. His subject was
“Taxation.”
L. P. True who met with an acci
dent at the canning Caotory last
week and injured his hip is more
comfortable and the physician’s re
port is encouraging.
Mrs. Etta Fernald of Camden has
been the guest of her daughter Mrs.
D. E. Brownell this week and also
visiting other relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy and
sons Vinal and David went to Lin
colnville Sunday to visit Mrs. Hardy’s
father William Packard.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kimball and
children of Rockport were at their
farm here Sunday. Mr. Kimball has
sold his cattle to Crosby Pearse of
Lincolnville.
There was good attendance at both
the Grange and whist party last Sat
urday. Sixteen tables were filled.
The next party will be May 7. The
roads ought to be good by that time
and all mud hole difficulties oveicome.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Dunton’s re
port of their last visit to Abner Dun
ton in Camden Community Hospital
is very favorable and Mr. Dunton’s
many friends hope soon to welcome
him home again.
Stephen Baird and William Wright
went to North Haven Monday in
search of employment.
Harold Wiley visited his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wiley in Lin
colnville Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig
and Mrs. Eleanor Payson were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Childs at South Hope.
Elmer True was in Bangor last
week.
Hope Grange held its last day ses
sion of the winter at the hall April
23. Dinner was served at noon and an
interesting program given in the
afternoon.

Agricultural
1 been making plans to invite any
Staking and setting out apffie women who have children between
trees obtained through the Exten- the ages of three months and 16
sion Service and State Department I ytars to attend the meeting. For the
of Agriculture pool was the work children who come to the meeting
of the county agent last week. Three . with their mothers there will be
demonstrations were given: Frank games played under the supervision
Payson of Hope Is setting out 100 • of Mrs. Florence Calderwood and
trees, 35 feet square, which will be Mrs. Ruby Hannon. The smaller
permanent. A. P. Allen of Hope is children will have toys.
setting out 500. These arc being put
....
22 feet square. Later every other
Cold dishes for hot days training
tree will be cut leaving the trees in a class will be held Friday by Miss
tiiangle 44x31. This will make a J Wood at the Congregational Church
total of 1000 trees on Mr. Allen s ‘ vestry, at 10.30 o’clock, in Wiscasset,
farm.
Tne communities and foods leaders
In Damariscotta a demonstration | to attend are as follows: Aina, Mrs.
was given on staking and setting at Genevieve Guptill: Damariscotta,
Norris Waltz's and 20 apple, peacn Mrs. Dorothy Weeks: Nobleboro,
plum, and pear trees were set out. Mrs. Wesley Nichols: Dresden, Mrs.
Mr. Waltz is setting his trees 30 leet Helen Jewell; Edgecomb. Mrs. Evesquare.
lvn Gray: Orff's Corner, Mrs. Amber
• • • •
, , Childs: Whitefield, Mrs. Hattie
Orchard Spray Service news letter Hausen; Bristol, Mrs. Mary Crooker
No. 2 has been received by those met) , and Mrs. Mattie Ward; Montsweag,
enrolled in this project. This letter Mrs. Carrie Hodgdon; Sheepscott,
covers spraying equipment which In Mre. Stella Doe.
* • * •
cludes an article on night spraying.
East Union is to have a cold dishes
Tnere are notes from the eight or
chard counties, prepared by the for hot davs training class conducted
by Miss Lawrence, home demonstra
county agents.
There was an interesting article tion agent, Saturday at the Grange
by R. Lovejoy, York County agent, hall. The communities and foods
on a new breed of bees that he has leaders to attend are East Union,
tried out in his county. They come Mrs. Amelia Dornan; Appleton, Mrs.
from the Caucasian Mountains af Helen Gushee; Burkettville, Mrs.
Russia and have been found to fly i Nettie Grinnell; Union. Mrs. Lizzie
in much colder weather than the ’ Hawes; Warren, Mps. Bessie Bean.
Italians. They are also extremely i
• • • •
gentle. Plans next year will be made ; “Posture and Health”—a new
by orchardists in the county to ob- bulletin by Helen Lengyel, assistant
tain some of these bees.
professor of physical education for
women; and Helen Spaulding, cloth
The latest hatching report for ing specialist, may be obtained by
March indicates that chicks booked writing the home demonstration
for April and later are 12 per cent agent.
less than last year, and from Janu
Mre. Guy H. Annis. in her sccreary to March, inclusive, 5 per cent
NORTH APPLETON
1 tary's report tells of the project
less.
Miss Clara Meservey was recently
work accomplished at the home
Samples of soil were tested last I ^°^'er garden meeting at Simonton, in Camden for several days, the guest
week in the pasture of B. Ricker, j She writes: “Tn the forenoon seeds of relatives.
E. Merton Wadsworth Sr., of Mount
Nobleboro and gardens of William ' an^ bulbs weie exchanged and cataHall, Thomaston, and A. P. Allen, '°Kues looked over. In the afternoon Vernon was in town last week, guest
Hope. Melvin Lawry, Albion Wot- : everyone took part in a flower guess- of his sister, Mrs. F. S. Meservey, and
ton, Austin Orne and S. T. Jameson ' ln« Pame Bulletins on garden worx other relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Moore of
of Friendship have their usual num- : al1^ Insect enemies were given to all.
ber of chicks under brooders this . ®ur hostess, Mrs. Bowden, gave eacn Warren visited Mrs. Moore’s father
Charles A. Towle Monday evening.
year. Mr. Wotton reports a very i member several gladiola bulbs.”
Leland J. Johnson and son, Crosby
satisfactory year in the day-old chick
« • ♦ •
L. Johnson, were guests Sunday of
business.
The Poultry Situation
Mrs. Grace Johnson, who is employed
_.
,
, ,
... .
. t County Agent Wentworth’s latest at the hcsDital in Damariscotta.
Five hundred spruce will be set
„ , .
, , .
u . ..
Mrs. Lois Meservey was in Cam
out at a demonstration at Henry ' bUl,etln has this to say about it:
den last week for a few days’ visit
Keller’s in West Rockport Friday.
“The wholesale commodity price with her son Stanley Meservey and
They were obtained from the State i level continued to decline, as did the
family.
Forestry Nursery^ Orono.
i lnd»x o{ business activity, payrolls,
Ederick D. Edgecomb, Jr., of Lib
News of 4-H Clubs
1 and stock Prices. Consumer buying erty was a guest of Bernard Pitman
last week Thursday and Friday. Mon
Gertrude Hardy, a member of the power and industrial demand for day of this week Mr. Edgecomb com
Golden Rule 4-H Club of Hope hasjfaim products have shown no im- menced his season’s work at the
been assigned the class history of the provement. Iron and steel indus- Samoset Hotel, Rockland, it being his
graduating class at Camden High j f,
. . .
,,
, .
School
1 tries’ which usually show marked fifth consecutive season there.
• • • •
! seasonal improvement during Marcii,
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Louise Eugley and Katherine True receded further. Building contracts
Mr. and Mrs Leland Winchenoach
gave a yeast bread demonstration at, awarded d,;d not increase as much as
the last meeting of the Golden Rule
, _ . . .
, .
„
and daughter Arvilla visited relatives
Club. At the next meeting Eileen U5uaL Freieht car loadings and de- in Rockport Sunday.
Payson will demonstrate making a j partment store sales declined. Euro
Archie Wallace is moving to Friend
meat loaf.
, pean business activity and employ- ship. The rent that he vacates will
, .
***"„.
„
I menl are at the lowest level in years. be taken by Karie Pitcher and family.
The Union Aid will meet with Miss
_Ma,rj?ne S}£fPer
Pine Tree
Qne authority writes, ‘the farmer
South Thomaston, has coin- | delivering about the same quanti Louise Berry. May 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wallace were
sed 98 hours of housework and [ t!es of his products as formerly, but
Doris Pierce of the same club has receiving only about One-half as recent visitors at the Aina parsonage.
Mrs. Alice McLaughlin and son
123 hours of housework to her cred... nluCh in exchange. Noimally the
other industries have an advantage, Earle who have been with Mrs. Caro
Virginia Chadwick won the green they are rated relatively higher than line Winchenbach for three weeks,
ribbon as judging champion in the before the war, but they are not more have returned to Skowhegan.
contest on patches held by Twin prosperous. Never has there been
Hiram Labe of Thomaston was at
Village girl's club of Damariscotta.
his home here Sunday.
a
clearer
demonstration
that
the
• ♦ • •
The social held at the local pavilion
basis of prosperity is equitable ex
A National 4-H radio program will change relations.’
under auspiceS of the baseball club
be broadcast on Saturday, May 7, at
“During the period 1910-14, the was a success. Hamblin Schofield and
12.30 p. m., over WBZ, and other farm price of eggs in Maine dropped Austin Winchenbach had charge of
stations
in the N. B. C. network.. four cents from February to March; the affair, assisted by Foster Jameson,
„
Vocational guidance handicraftand during the 10
jod 1921.30 u and through their efforts a neat sum
pure bredpigs will be discussea
dropped nine cents. this
one was raised for the newly organized
Some of America s favorite songs will CenJ The March average for nearby club.
Rev. T. H. Fernald recently sup
be played by U. S. Marine Band.
extras in Boston was six cents under
«_ • 1931, but the farm price was only plied the pulpit at the village for
Mary Edgerly of Aina Home-, three cents below. Live fowl wa.s Rev. Alfred Davis who is receiving
makers has made a club uniform i nine Cents Per pound below last treatment in the Deaconess Hospital.
fir’1?8
neWr pattern' J*}1®, U .^e year's figure at this time in New Boston.
first new uniform reported in this, York; five cents in Eoston
Live
Ralph prazier has employment with
county.
broilers in New York were 12 cents the A. & P. store at the village.
• ♦ ♦ •
Simon Hart and Alvin Stone of
a pounfl lower; 14 cents lower in
Audrey Carney has been elected Boston. Dressed fowl in Boston was Rockland were business visitors in
president of the new Sheepscott 4-H seven cents a pound under the April this place last week.
Club, Arthur Doe vice president, Ar 15. 1931 figure.”
lene Carney secretary, Victor VerOUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
ney treasurer, Bernard Cunningham
SOUTH CHINA
color bearer and Fred Marsh club
reporter. The girls are taking the
...
__
Miss Gertrude Esancy
spent the
sewing project, and garden, potato I weekend with Mrs. Charles Ring in
and pig projects are being carried oy Warren.
the boys. Mrs. Jessie Annable is
Foundations are being made for
the leader of this new club.
two new houses on the Augusta-Bel
• o » •
fast road for Wendall Austin and
With the Homes
Lloyd Fitzgerald. Charles Fitzgerald
Miss Therese Wood, State Foods of Waterville and Ralph Esancy are
Specialist, will be in the county next I helping on the Fitzgerald house,
week, Thursday and Friday. Thurs- ! A town school spelling match, enday she will conduct a child feeding tertainment and supper were held at
meeting in Burkettville at Mrs. Mat- j Grange hall, China, the proceeds to
tie Light’s home at 1.30 o’clock. Mis. [for electric lighting at the schoolNettie Grinnell, Mrs. Ruby Hannon house
and Mrs. Florence Calderwood arc Mr. and Mrs. William Wellman of
the leaders. This committee has South Hope were last weekend guests
at Herbert Esaricy's. Other Sunday
callers included Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Fitzgerald and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Fitzgerald of Lakeside and William
Ring of Whrren.
Fred Crossman has been having
considerable trouble with a lame arm.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Nichols of
Pittsfield were visitors in town Sun
day.
Fred Plaisted and family were
guests Sunday afternoon of Mrs
at Week’s Mills.
hopes yotcuwriL Hewett
Mr. and Mrs. H. Esancy, daughters
Evelyn and Charlene, and their
guests Mr. and Mrs. Wellman, were
callers at L. F. Fitzgerald’s Sunday,
to- also on Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Austin.
The Coles’ two cottages, six over
night camps, store, etc., are making
quite a settlement nearly opposite
JAY IT WITH
the Homestead Inn.
Guy Ladd has begun work on his
IN CHARLIE’S BASKET
FLOWERS
overnight camps on the Nichols farm
What
do you think is in
which he recently bought.
MOTHERS DAY
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Fitzgerald and Charlie’s Easter basket. He is
hiding it so we cannot see it. He
Miss Virginia Jones called at H
MAY 8Z^
says he wants it to be a surprise.
F-ancy's Tuesday.
Mrs. R. M. Jones and daughter If you take your pencil and join
Virginia were in Bangor Tuesday to all the numbered dots together,
see Mrs. Jones who is there receiv starting with dot number one and
ing treatment for eye trouble.
ending with dot number fortyMr. and Mrs. F. K. Hussey and nine, you’*'will have a picture
FLOWER SHOP
children of Newtonville spent part of which we guess will tell you what
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND their 'vacation at Camp Abenakis last
is in Charlie’s Easter basket.
50-55 week.

NOTH El!

“SILSBY’S”
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LIGHTS ► & ii

H'MBULL

oZ NEW YORK
She wag a light opera singer,
young and beautiful, and she mar
ried a well-known novelist. Two
temperaments were one too many
in the same family, so finally they
were divorced. Then she married a
wealthy broker. This time it looked
as If everything was smooth sail
ing. They had plenty of money, •
lot of friends, and they got along
beautifully. Then something took
the wall out of Wall Street and tn
the tidal wave which followed, the
man's fortune was wushed away al
most to the last dollar. They must
have been fond of each other, for
poverty has not parted them. She
has a job as a singer ln a cabaret.
He always ls on hand to take her
home. That ls not hard. He Is,
you see, one of the waiters.
• • •
Residents of East Fifty-seventh
street were startled to see a young
mun walking along, grappling a
large bird. Tlie bird rigidly held
Its head high and made no resist
ance. As a matter of fact, this may
have been due to the fact that it
was stuffed. The man was Dr.
Laurence M. Gould and the bird was
the giant penguin which usually
stands in a corner of his living
room. A book store wished to use
It ln connection with a window dis
play of Doctor Gould's book, “Cold,”
and he was searching for a taxi to
transport the penguin to Its new
setting. Moreover, he was becom
ing a little annoyed as several taximen, after a quick glance, appeared
deaf to his halls and drove rapid
ly away. This might have been due
to the fact that, as he held the
bird In front of him. Its head tow
ered above his and rather hid him
from view. The general effect was
that of a moving and weird looking
fowl about seven feet tall. When
Doctor Could did Induce a taxi to
stop. He pitched the bird ln so forc
ibly that Its bill almost went
through the glass behind the driver's
head. Then there was more de
lay while he convinced that driver
that the penguin was really dead
and had not tried to bite him.
• • •
Here Is a tip for housewives;
Should your husband happen to
bring Maxiinlllian Otto Seigfried
Schmeling, present heavyweight
champion, unexpectedly home to
dinner, don't worry if you don’t
happen to have ducks or chickens
in your ice box. All you need do
is to take what remains of the steak
or roast beef and put with it some
potatoes, onions, tomatoes or what
ever else huppens to be handy.
Mr. ScUmeling’s favorite dish is
meat stew.
* • •
i
Cardlni, the famous magician,
says he doesn’t see why Gandhi
can’t be Just as much of a Mahatma
wearing pants and seeing his dent
ist at least twice a year.
* • •
aCrdini, the famous magician,
was born In Wales, but ls now an
American citizen. He was wound
ed In tlie war and used to amuse
himself in the hospital by practic
ing sleight-of-hand tricks. Later, lie
got a Job with a man whose busi
ness was making apparatus used b.v
magicians.
Cardinl probably is
the most air minded of all presti
digitators. His entire act consists
in pulling things out of the air.
First he snatches hundreds of play
ing cards from the ozone. Throwing
these away, he reaches out and
plucks clusters of billiard balls. If
he set his mind to It, he probably
could make it rain cats and dogs.
• • •
Gene Lamb has started on an
other journey to Tibet, Chinese say
that -Mr. Lamb ls one of the few
western white men who can speak
their language fluently and without
a foreign accent
(©. 1932, Bell Syndicate.)—WNU Service

Cousin of King George
Forced to Sell Home
London.—Britain's heavy tax bur
dens have struck another personage
high ln British society.
Lady Louise Mountbatten, the for
mer princess of Battenberg, cousin
by marriage of King George, has
Instructed her real estate agents to
sell her London home because of
the tremendous taxes Its upkeep en
tailed.
The Mountbatten’s London home,
Brook house. Is one of the show
places of the West end.
Planes Land on Galilee

London.—At the lowest level at
which aircraft has regularly oper
ated Imperial Airways flying boats
have alighted on the Sea of Galilee.

Woman Lacks Mule,
Hitches Up Husband
Juniper, Ga.—Hitching up
friend husband to a plow, for
want of a mule, Mrs. T.
Humphries carried on the
work of the farm so success
fully that she paid off the
taxes she owed.
A field agent of the De
partment of Agriculture ls
authority for the assertion
that “this is not fiction but
happened In Georgia In
1931."

Catching Col
VICKS
NOSE DRO
NEW AID IN PR

COLDS
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SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Alice McLaughlin and son
Earl who have been spending two
weeks with Mrs. Caroline Winchenbach have returned to Madison
where Mrs. McLaughlin is employed.
Everen Hoffses and Jesse Burns
went last Saturday to Newport, R. I.,
where they have employment for the
summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter of
Friendship were guests Sunday at U.
G. Wallace’s.
Mrs. A. J. Genthner, Mrs. Floyd
Wotton and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield
visited Mrs. Anderson Creamer at
the Cove Sunday.
Mrs. Ida Yeaton has been visiting
Mrs. Leland Winchenbach for a
few days.
Delbert
Winchenbach.
Fred
Genthner and Mr. Foley have had a
crew of men burning over their blue
berry land the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Burns visited
their daughter Mrs. Percy Miller at
East Waldoboro Sunday.
Floyd Wotton spent Sunday with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wot
ton on Friendship Long Island.
Hiram Labe of Thomaston was in
this place Sunday calling on friends.
Miss Evelyn Goldie of Friendship
was a caller Monday at Mrs. Nellie
Wallace’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield and
Mrs. Floyd Wotton were callers Sun
day evening on Thomas Creamer at
Dutch Neck.
The social and pie march held by
the South Waldoboro baseball team
was a success. Mr. Borneman gave
them the use of his hall and every
body responded with nice cakes and
pies, which the team appreciated
very much. The net proceeds weie
$31.59.

MONHEGAN

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
42 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

We Sell—Repair—and Service
AUTOMOBILE:
Generator;
Starters
Batteries
Ignition Parts

ELECTRIC:
Beils and Alarms
Stoves and Ranges
Toasters and Grills
Room Heaters
Fans—all kinds
Washing Machines
Flat Irons
Vacuum Cleaners
Refrigerator Motors, Etc.

RADIO:
Sets
Tubes
Speakers
Batteries
Antenna Equipment
WE RENT:

RADIOS

VACUUM CLEANERS

FLOOR POLISHERS

WE DO ELECTRIC WIRING—Let Us Estimate on Your Work

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
ELECTRICIANS

442 MAIN STREET

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pierce arrived !
-’erne Saturday from Lake Worth,
Fla., where they have spent a pleas- j
WALDOBORO
j
ant winter.
Capt. Willard Wade has returned,,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Townsend left
Saturday for Portland; they motored from New York
back to Boothbay Harbor Tuesday,
A special meeting of Good Luck
arriving home on the mail boat in the Rebekah Lodge was held Tuesday
afternoon. Mr. Pyle drove them evening at Odd Fellows hall.
through from Portland.
The last mceting for the season ol
Ernest Brackett returned Monday the Bridge Club was held with Mrs.
from New Harbor; the rest of the C. B. Stahl Thursday evening. Light
family will come home later; at this refreshments were served.
writing their son Lorlmer who has
The many friends of Rev. A. G. Da
recently returned from Lake Worth, vis are pleased to learn that he is re
Fla., is ill with a cold and under the covering from the surgical operaiion
doctor's care
recently performed at the Deaconess
Oscar Burton has begun work on
Harvey Cushman's camp on the side Hospital in Boston.
Mrs. Mabel Mank has returned to
of Horn's Hill, the lot formerly beDover, N. H, alter passing the win
onging to George Green.
Mrs. Fuller and friend came on ter at her apartment in the Welt
Tuesday’s boat and will get her cot house.
Amos E. Oliver, a former resident
tage ready for Mrs. George Everett
and daughter, who will occupy it this of Waldoboro, died of heart disease
summer. The Everetts are expected Saturday at his home in South Port
land. He leaves his widow Mrs. Alice
from Boston Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Brown arrived Hunt Oliver, a son Parker Oliver, and
Sunday from Rockland and will oc daughters Katherine and Helen
cupy their cottage on Lighthouse hill Oliver. Interment was at Bristol
road for the summer.
Mills.
Miss Grace Sims is in Boothbay
The body of George F. Rice, 84, who
Harbor receiving medical treatment. died in Reading, Mass., was brought
Mrs. Charles Dyer returned home here Monday for burial in the Ger
Saturday from a motor trip to Au man cemetery. The body was accom
gusta and Portland with Mrs. Frank panied by Mr. and Mrs. Howard Favor
Pierce.
of Melrose, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ralph Dunbar of Brookline re Fred Boyers of Reading.
turned to their home Saturday after
A pleasing program was given fol
spending a few days with Ida Proper lowing the regular meeting of Wi
getting the Alice Browne cottage wurna Chapter, O.E S., Tuesday eve
ready to rent for the summer.
ning. Readings by Mis. Margaret
Waiter Davis and Harvey Cushman Bond and Mrs. Frances Genthner
were in Friendship Monday
and songs by Guy I. Waltz were much
Monhegan residents will welcome enjoyed. Fruit punch and fancy
Capt. Earle Starrett and his new mail cookies were served. About 50 mem
steamer, June 1. but will miss the bers were present. A bean bag con
Gov. Douglass after these many years. test began following the meeting and
Everett Wincapaw made the trip to continuing to the end of the Chap
Thomaston Sunday with Earle Field ter season will hold a great deal ol
on the winter mail boat Sylvia.
interest for the members. The cap
Capt. Cass Brackett is expected tains of the teams are Mrs. A. L.
home shortly after spending the win Shorey, Mrs. C. B. Stahl, Miss Gladys
ter in Portland.
Bailey, L. T. Weston, W. H. Crowell
Mr. and Mrs. George Green have and Austin Winchenbach. The win
moved in their new home, built this ning team will be entertained by the
winter by Mr. Green on Lighthouse
losing teams at a supper at the end
hill road.
of a contest.
Mrs. Alma Wincapaw entertained
the Patchwork Club Wednesday aft
ernoon. The members present were | NORTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Helen Stevens. Lunette Bates,
Della Bornheimer wno has been in
Pearl Davis and the hostess.
Reading for several weeks has re
Miss Isabel Tribler arrived from turned home. •
Springfield with helpers who will get
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Mank wer:
the Island Inn in readiness for the Rockland visitors Tuesday.
season. Miss Tribler will return to
Guy Ames is working for Sidney
Springfield but will be back in June
Humes.
for the season.
Oradell Stahl has been passing a
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Davis enter
tained the 63 Club Saturday evening, few days in Edgecomb.
L. A. Batchelder was in Waldoboro
playing two tables; only whist was the
order of the evening. High score for Monday.
Everett Shuman has been suffering
the men was won by William Stanley,
and for the ladies Mrs. Clara Bur from a carbuncle on his lip, but is re
ton; those present were Mr. and Mrs. ported as improving.
Mrs. George Creamer, son Carlto'i
W. S. Stanley, Mrs. Nettie Dyer, Mrs.
end Elizabeth Newhall were Rock
Clara Burton. Josephine Davis and land visitors Tuesday.
Lewis Day, the host and hostess, Pearl
Mrs. Jackson of Jefferson was a
and Leslie Davis.
caller on Lida Overlook Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Storer passed
PORT CLYDF
Thursday and Friday of last week
The hours of Sunday services at with friends in Warren.
Housekeepers in this vicinity are
the Baptist Church have been changed
from afternoon to 9.30 in the morning, ell very busy cleaning house, paper
ing and painting.
and Sunday school at 8.45.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Eugley who hav"
Mr. and Mrs. William Heal (Alma
Seavey) are rejoicing over the birth been at George Eugley's the past
of a son, Lionel William, born April three weeks went Wednesday morn
ing to Massachusetts.
21 at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Geneva Eugley and son Don
Rev. and Mrs. John Holman and
daughter Margaret and Mrs. Leah ald were guests Sunday of Mr. ami
Davis motored Monday to Kezar Mrs. Lavandcr Newbert.
Falls where Mrs. Holman will remain
for a few weeks. The other members
FRIENDSHIP
of the party returned home Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Rauskolb of
Mrs. Ethel Coffin entertained the Nashua, N. H., are receiving con- ■
Baptist sewing circle Wednesday aft giatulatlons on the birth of a daugh
ernoon.
ter.
Harry Webber has returned from
Mrs. Sherman T Jameson Is at i
Swampscott, Mass., where he has been Knox Hospital for surgical treatment.
employed.
Capt. Roy Morton was in town i
Several men are engaged on the Tuesday evening.
Craven estate, planting shruljs and
Myron Neal's truck caught fire at 1
trees.
Simmons' Garage Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Alice Wall. Miss Nellie Clark Considerable damage was done to the
and Mrs. Edna Willard of Tenant's truck but the fire was soon under i
Harbor visited friends in this place control with no other serious results. I
Sunday.
Mrs. Luther Murphy is convalesMrs. Charles Ward of Lynn visited I cing from a recent ill turn.
friends in town last week.
Jack Newbig is confined to his
Harry Lowell has returned home ! home by illness.
after spending a few weeks on the
Guy Bessey has started the cellar
fishing schooner Boston.
and foundation for his new house on
Mrs Ada Simmons spent several Crow Point road.
days last week in Rockland.
Mrs. Samuel Simmons celebrated
Capt. Bert Simmons has arrived her 87th birthday anniversary at her
home from Boston where he has been home last Friday.
during the winter.
Mrs. Donald Wilson is spending a
few weeks in Somerville.
Mrs. Ernest Wilson ls the cham DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
pion clam digger of Port Clyde, get
ting from six to eight bushels at a
DENTIST
tide.
Several from this place are plan 302 Main St. Tri. 915-M Rorkland
ning to attend court next week ln
139*60
Rockland.
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SEED TIME !
It Is Time To Be At Your Planting
We Can Supply Every Garden Need

Breck’s Garden Seeds

SJIk

Ferris Flower Seeds
Garden Tools and Aids of All

Sorts at Low Prices

LOMA For All Gardens and Lawns

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
ROCKLAND

409 MAIN STREET,

PAINT NOW and £

DU PONT

HOUSE
PAINT

A*

SUPON!

B

PAINTS

VARNISHES

DUCO

EFORE long your painter will be
rushed. Painting will cost more. Paint
now with du Pont Prepared Paint...
there is no surer way to save. Du Pont
Paint is tested before we get it. Tested
to cover more surface per gallon.
Tested to last longer. Tested to look
better. And it costs no more than
paints that aren’t as good.

ASK US THE NEW LOW PRICE

J. A. JAMESON CO.
______ ROCKLAND, MAINE

FOR HOUSEHOLD USE - FURNITURE • WOODWORK - FLOORS * AUTOMOBILES

THEY LOOK HAPPY
Ownirs of two huiulrrtl and sixty-nine Shares of Stock,
Series 66, ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCI
ATION are teceiving

$54,347.82
fur these Sha»es which have just matured. They bought
them on the Monthly Payment Plan, out of their sav
ings, paying al the rate of $100 per month for each
Share. In this way they SAVED $36,736.06, and these
cavings EARNED $15,811.83. We have been maturing
and paying off these Shares every six months for
THIRTY-TWO VEARS. Ask your neighbors about us.
Then come in and talk it over. You ought to be an In
vestor here.

[

50*52
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Every-Other-Day
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Probate Notices

Notices of Appointment
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State of Maine, hereby certify that in
daughter Ruth who spent the winter
the estates hereinafter named:
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Milestone With Fine Program
By F. H. CHELEY
9
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in Florida have arrived home.
Executors.
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Church will meet at the vestry Wed- Federated
_______________
Church proved very happy
1 one thousand nine hundred and thlrtyADELIA L. MASTERS, late of ThomasDIAMOND RING lost. Finder return
BOYS DO NOT INHERIT CHARACTER
nvo and by adjournment from day to
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proved and allowed and that Letters Tes Appleton, were appointed Admrs.. with
planned to provide drainage for the or.d act of "The King's Henchman"
G3S Main St’. Phone 1250. Rockland.
If you have a cottage to let or
tamentary issue to Roy H. Gould, of out bond.
thing does not happen, should lead
His character is wliat he prac
46*56 P&R
water which has been a nuisance, by by Edna St. Vincent Millay dramaticdesire
summer
boarders
advertise
the
Union, he being the Executor named In
MAURICE A. GREGORY, late ol Rock
fact in this paper where thousands
tices. lie becomes wliat he does. _ us to revamp all education until it
manholes and under drains.
ally given by Miss Florence Dean of
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
said Will, without bond. Also the pe port. deceased. April 20. 1932. Maurice F.
will
r
ead
of
It.
_______________
does.
He does what he feels. If we ran
modern buildings, pasture land, hay.
titioner prays that the Court determine Gregory of Stow Mass., was appointed
Mrs. Jennie Salisbury of Boston is Rockland who with her youth and
THOROUGHLY MODERN cottage on apple orchards, lumber and fire wood,
as a matter of fact whether the omission Admr . without bond. Edward C. Paykeep a boy happily doing useful.
(©, 1932, Western Newspaper Ytu'n.I
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Luther A. charm caotured the hearts of all. Her
of bequest under said will was inten son. of Rockland, appointed Agent in shore at Crescent Beach for sale or to MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
encore was a musical monologue
tional or whether the said Roy H. Gould Maine.
let. All conveniences. LENA K. SAR- St.. Camden. Tel. 2597 .
40-tf
Clark.
GENT. Rockland. Phones 990 or 934.
had received a due proportion of said
William Bunker's friends are “That Old Sweetheart of Mine." with
SEVEN-ROOM ho/'e for sale. bath, fine
RIIODA F. AMES, late of Vlnalhaven.
52-tf cellar,
Estate
during
the
lifetime
of
the
testa

barn. 14 acre field. Oliver St.,
pleased at his selection as one of the Miss Adelyn Bushnell at the piano.
NORTH HAVEN
deceased April 20. 1932. Edith M. Poole
WARREN
tor.
SEASHORE COTTAGE. Rockland. Me.. 34 mne from postoffice. Quick sale
of Vlnalhaven. was appointed Admx.,
The new Thomaston Mp'p Ouartr‘.
delegates to receive the trophy won
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rowe attended
MARY E. THOMAS, late of Rockport, 'without bond.
to rent for season, six rooms, bath, fully $2500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
by the Lawrence Cement Company's Stanley Cushing. Orville Williams. E. guest night Tuesday at the Com
The air for several hours was deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
electric lights., hot and cold Tel. 1080.
40-tf
VINAL DYER late of Camden, de furnished,
thereof asking that the same ....
may be
water. S. W. L.. 138 South Main St.
men for safety record during the past F. Lynch, and William Gilchrest re munity Club at Union.
thick with failing snow Wednesday ' prov
180
ACRE
dairy
farm
near
Union
vil
ed and allowed and that Letters 1 ceased. April 20, '932. Herman W. Crock
40-tf lage for sale. Large smooth fields, large
ceived a heartv welcome as they sang
year.
The Child Health Conference will forenoon.
Testamentary Issue to Maynard E. ett, of North Haven, was appointed
pasture, plenty wood and water, on
Admr..
without
bond.
Artrmas W. Allen who was confined "The Bells of St. Mary" and "When take place May 4 from 2 to 4 at the
Thomas,
of
Rockport,
he
being
the
The nuisance of D.S.T. is upon us
State road. Terms if desired. Low
CLARENCE E. OLIVER, late of Thom
to the house by ill health in the win- the Moon Comes Over the Mountain." Congregational vestry. Dr. Campbell for another season. If everybody Executor named in said Will, without
price.
bond.
aston. deceased. April 26. 1932, Celia R
160 ACRE dairy farm, large smooth
ter is able to attend to business again. The fine blend of their splendid wiU be in attendance from 2.30 until adopted it everywhere, it might not
Oliver
ol
Thomaston,
was
appointed
MINNIE
L.
STROUT.
late
of
Rocklaua.
fields, large pasture, water in house and
Mr
and
Mrc
William
T
Smith
vniep<s
nrnmisPR
well
for
future
ano
««
___
____
nmnd
.
h
.
_
,
___________
______
ap 3.30. Every one interested is urged b3 so bad. but where half are on one deceased. Will and Petition for Probate Administratrix, and qualified by filing
Mr.
Mrs.
T. Smith, voices promises
barn,
1000 cords wood, near State road,
William T. Smith Jr., Edgar Ames of pearances. "The Father of the Land to have their children present.
, time and half on another, r.o one thereof asking that the same may be bond on same date.
price $3000.
and allowed and that Letters
ANGIE J. MAYO late of Thomaston,
Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin We Love" was delightfully sung by
SMALL
farms in Warren. Union. Hope
The housekeepers at the S. of V. knows where he is and confusion proved
UNFURNISHED five room apartment
restamentary issue to Exmore E. Strout. deceased. April 20 1932. Charles C. Mc
Appleton, in good locations. Low
G. Ludwig of Rockland were dinner Mrs. Eleanor Libby.
Auxiliary dinner Tuesday were Mrs. reigns. For those who must get up of Rockland, he being the Executor Donald. of Thomaston, was appointed to let. with toilet, ample closet room and
prices.
The dictum that Shakespeare is Gertrude Starrett and Mrs. Laura on daylight time and go to bed on named in said Will, without bond.
guests Sunday of Mrs. George W.
Exr and qualified by filing bond on and stove. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tei.
M R MILI-ER
156-W
45-tf
beyond our praise or dispraise was Brackett, assisted by Mrs. Jane Stick standard time it works a hardship
Ludwig, Beechwoods street.
CLARA G. HODGKINS, late of Rock April 26. 1932.
East Union. Maine
52-54
Attest:
AT THE Northend. six room house to
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Littlefield of given new force in Miss Adelyn ney. Fish chowder and other good and injustice. An islander recently land. deceased. Will and Petition for
DRY
FITTED
hard
wooci
under
cover
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Probate
thereof
asking
that
the
same
let. all conveniences, garage, large gar $10. Junks $10. W. L. OXTON, West
Monroe who at one time lived in Bushnell's splendid interpretation of things were served. At the afternoon remarked, “I'd like to see any one may be proved and allowed and that
den. CALL 493-W. 9 a. m. to 4 p.52m.
"tf RockP°rt Tel. 8011 Camden.______ 40-tf
Thomaston, and Mr. and Mrs. Mon the "Balcony Scene” from "Romeo meeting a Grant program was car get my bens to bid an hour earlier!" Letters Testamentary issue to David G. GLENS FALLS INDEMNITY COMPANY except noon.
___________
Hodgkins,
of
Rockland
he
being
the
LADIES- Reliable hair gooas ai Rock
roe of Rochester, N. H.. were guests and Juliet.” in which the beauty of ried out.- It was thought that about
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
TWO NEATLY furnished rooms for land
Mrs. Henry Duncan and Fostina Executor named in said Will, without
Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordere
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Chesley Mon- the lines and the perfect setting of 12 mclr.bers would be able to accep' were in Rockland Monday and Tues bond.
Real Estate .............................. $18,430 48 light housekeeping to let. Apply MAR •iOiiclted. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J
51*53
Mortgage Loans ..................... 786,947 00 SHALL’S. 6 Willow St.
the scene were madf vividly real. the invitation to visit Ar.derson Camp day.
40-tf
day. '
ESTATE HATTIE M. FOSSETT, late of Stocks
Bonds ................... 3 363.449 28
EIGHT ROOM apartment to let all • ESSEX-1929 Coach—This car is in
Mr. and Mrs. William Pratt of Ten Her humorous encore "Bridge" at Rockland, May 4.
Union, deceased. Petition for Adminis Cash inand
O'fice
and
Bank
......
357.842
75
Phyllis
Duncan
is
home
from
the
_
furnished;
chance
to
tration, asking that Sarah B. Pinkham.
let rooms. 8 wonderful condition, both mechanical
ant's Harbor were recent visitors of evoked much laughter. Mrs. Marvon
Mrs Clara French and George Has
’ Balances. Cr...............
20 896 22 UNION ST
50‘52
Union, or some other suitable person Agents
57 and in appearance. Down payment
Benner is always appreciated in her kell of Lincolnville Beach were guests Mavrachusetts Teachers' College at of
Bills Receivable ....................... 980,354 78 --------------------------------------------------------Mrs. Marie Ingraham.
be
appointed
Admx..
without
bond.
Tnterect
and
Rents
38
002
22
HIRAM
SMALL
HOMESTEAD,
Cres- $100 only. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 639
Lowell for a two weeks vacation.
» » » *
native town and delighted the audi Loi’nesdav of George Teague.
Ah
other^
Assets
”
...'
405^7
51
rent
Beach
to
’
et
for
season.
For
parMain St. Phone 1250. Rockland
ESTATE JOSEPH A OXTON. late of
Gracie. daughter of Aithur Bev Rockland, deceased. Petition for Admin
46*56 P&R
tlcxilars address EDNA M. SMALL. 436
Mrs. Nellie Davis of East Union
At the Baptist Church Sunday the ence with two solos, "It is Spring.”
$5,929,687 90 Bolyston St.. Boston. Mass.
52*57
erage, is ill with bronchial pneu istration. asking that Wilbur J. Oxton,
Gross Assets .................
TABLE, refrigerator, porch swing, lawn
sermon and music will be devoted to Ashford and “He's Such a Little spent Tuesday with Mrs. Charles H. monia, Miss Libby, a trained nurse, 1 of Stoughton. Mess., or some other suit Deduct
Items not admitted .... ’ 78.414 54
FIVE ROOM house and garage to let mower, ^asy chair rocker, dresser, lor
Conant
able person be appointed Admr., without
thoughts of the Ascension: anthem Trouble," Speaks.
at 182 Broadway, all modern. Tel. 949 sale. MRS. A. H. BUKER. 106 Union St..
is attending her.
The
concluding
item
was
entitled
bond.
51-53
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Lucas
of
Union
Admitted
............................
$5,851,273
36
50-52
WILLIAM
R LUFKIN
•‘Leave Us Not Nor Forsake Us,"
ESTATE EMELINE C OXTON. late pf
Miss Sutherland, R.N., and Miss
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
j AT 30 HIGH-STREET three furnished
1927 CHEVROLET COUPE for sale, in
Stainer; quartet, “Saviour, Whom I "From the Sublime to the Ridicu called Tuesday on Mrs. Amy Fuller.
Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
for
Admin

mere were 50 guests preser' Mon Giace Lawrence, R.N., of the State istration. asking tnat Wilbur J. Oxton, Net Unpaid Losses .................. $1,731,368 66 rooms or single room to let. bath and good condition. Cash only. Inquire 24
Fain Would Love," Gottschalk; “I lous,” under cover of which the
-_____________ 52-54
Premiums .............. 1.892,575 30 garage, all modern. For information see FRANKLIN ST
Know That My Redeemer Lives,” newly organized Federated orchestra day evening at Mystic Rebekah Lodge Health Department, have been in j of Stoughton, Mass., or some other suit- Unearned
*5 HILL DANE. Tel 427
49-tf ^ABOUT THREE ACRES of land, at the
made its debut. It was a revelation wi.cn past noble grand night was ob- Norm Haven examining pupils in the able person be appointed AUmr., w.ih. All other Liabilities ..............
-urnimao'.eBr! a'. L’abilit'es
’ 908 975 14 _FIVE ROOMS'"^ let. all modern, cen- Highlands, with barn 24' x 30’ and cel
' out bond.
nuB.ma 11 (r<ny loratpct garden and gar83P MRS
-trved and the lodge inspected by Effie ! schools. Dr. Woodman is co-operatwtifgpd r nssm- i.,» Surplus oter all L.amut.cs
lar thereon, for sale. Street frontage 460
STiTSXKssri “r?
Merrill, warden of the Rebekah As- u,g with them.
' ot unfoT,
PeUilm?
stereopticon pictures with musical
much muslc /nnC°™°0|<
51-53
Total Liabilities and Surplus $5 851.273 38 EVELYN SNOW. 8 Green St.. Thomaahill. feet. TEI. 217-W
DMtoFs'toDic^'T^ust/^BiWe'school , ^"but
^gorout lead- semb’.y. The past officers exempliFrancis Lipov»ky was a Rockland istration. a. b. n. c. t. a asking that
OLDSMOBILE touring car for sale.
E. R. SEAVEY. Agent
1 _________________________________ sl~u
Sarah B. Pinkham of Union, or some 63 Park Street Tei. 1030 Rockland. Me.
SINGLE house to let at 8 Roekiand or., Excellent condition. New tires. Low
fied the degree and vocal solos by Miss visitor Saturday.
HiinHvnd- nf chmh- and
lather suitable person be appointed
49-S-55 electric lights, toilet, garage.
MR. mileage Disc harrow, nearly new, cul
is at 9 45 and Y.PS.C.E. at 6 o'clock: ershiP
Wilham Gilchrest harmony Hilda Aspey and Mrs. Doris Overlook,
xiuna.ea> OI ^nruo.v ana O-I.tr Admr.. with the will annexed of the cstivator. E M. STUBBS' ESTATE. Ea^t
SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888.
c_» at c,« c. ..
~
? d,'SS.e C.S and a reading by Mrs. Laura Brack- plants are b^ing set cut b’ Judson I>tatc not already administered, without IOWA MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
51*5G
52-tf Union.
DeWitt, Iowa
ett
were
enjoyed.
There
were
guests
i
Dyer
on
land
adjoining
his
house
on
.
b01l(i
EIGHT ACRE wood lot for sale at South
service.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
ONE ROOM and kitchenette to let.,
GLADYS M. GREGORY, late Real Estate .............................. $124 894 54 heated and lighted. $6 a week. V. F. Hopp Inquire 6 BREWSTER ST.. Park
Sunday school will meet at the quench the enthusiastic rendering of from Waldoboro. Camden. Rockland. | the main thoroughfare. Mr. Dyer of ESTATE
Rockport, deceased. Second Account
41-tf land._____________________________ 50-52
Loans ....................... 382.055 94 STUDLEY. 69 Park St Tel. 1080.
Federated Church at 9.45 a. m ; recent popular music. The accom Bath and Appleton. Melvin S. Hutch was in North Haven Saturday and filed for allowance by B. Stanley Greg Mortgage
71.250 00
Collateral Loans
TO SAVE shipping as broilers will sac
FURNISHED tenement to let in Laory, of Rockland, Trustee.
morning service at 11 o'clock, sub panists of the evening were Miss ins. deputy grand master of the Grand Sunday.
195 127 50 Rosa.
Stocks
and
Bonds
rifice 14 weeks o’d pedi"»-ppd R I Red
Grove St. ERNEST C. DAVIS
A birthday party was tendered Mrs. ■ ESTATE HENRY JAMESON, late of Cash in Office and Bank
27.423 41
ject, “The Way cf Certainty.” The Julia Woodcock. Miss Linscott and U)dge, Effie Merrill, warden of Re41-tf
pullets
20c lb. MRS. JACK PERIE, South
93.027 95
decreed, First and Final Agents’ Balances ..............
b2kah Assembly, Inez Crosby past Parker Stone by friends at Nebo j Vlnalhaven.
52*lt
choir will sing. “I Will Not Fea: . ' Mrs. Davis.
14 774 11 I UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms Cushing. Me.
Account filed for allowance by Leslie B. Interest and Rents ........
A.
few
games
followed
the
program
presictert of the Rebekah Assembly. Lodge Saturday night. Mrs. Gilbert! Dyer, of Vinalhaven. Admr.
Holton. Evening service at 7 o'clock,
A FEW nice Grnen Mountain seed po
13.028 35 to let at 17 Warren St., good renair.
All other Assets ..............
after
which
a
dainty
lunch
wa<
-------------- garage if desired. Inquire 12 WARREN tatoes for sale. Certified seed last yeai.
Amv Esancy district deputy president Laite’s birthday anniversary coming
preacher. Rev. D. B. Holt of South
ESTATE ADDIE J. LARKIN, late of
$921,531 30 ST. Tel. 577.
38-tf EDWIN F. NASH. Thomaston. Tel
Gross Assets ......................
Portland, representing the Confer* served, and with the singing of Auld of District 15. and Helen Gushee. D. D within one daj’ of her mother’s the Vinalhaven. deceased. First and Final Deduct
88 102 25
item3
not
admitted
.
Lang
Syne
a
delightful
evening
was
Account
filed
for
allowance
by
Joseph
TWO
furnished
rooms
for
light
house
 169-21.___________________________ 51-53
marshal,
were
present.
Supper
was
two
were
celebrated
together,
and
a
ence Claimants of the Methodist
Edwin Lindsey, of Vinalhaven. Exr.
BLACK I.OAM for sale. Guaranteed
keeping to let; water, gas. lights. E. N
brought
to
an
end.
Grateful
appre

served
a
‘
6.
Charter
member
night
delightful
social
evening
was
en

Admitted
..............................
$833,479
55
Church. All services will now be on
the best for lawns and flowering plants.
SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Teh 804-.J
ESI ATE EUGENE M STUBBS, late of
ciation
is
expressed
to
all
who
in
any
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1S31
will
be
observed
at
the
next
meeting
joyed bv all.
38-tf W. W. BUTLER. Phone 603-M City.
daylight raving time.
Union, decea-ed Petition for Distribu Net Unpaid Losses .................... $51,04479
50*52
Saturday night at the Grange was tion filed by Alan L. Bird, of Rockland. Unearned .................
Mrs. Henry L. Bryant who spent way contributed to the success of of this lodge.
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. partly
Premiums ..............
................ __537.60066
these
events,
and
especially
to
Miss
Admr.
LARGE overstuffed set. writing desk
All other Liabilities ................
62 025 43 furnished; toilet. g«Tage_ and _ gardni
Mrs. Alice Cook has had the tele of unusual interest it being the an
the winter in the southland has re
Ruggles upon whom rested the re- phone re-installed, 26-4.
ESTATE ADELIA L. MASTERS, late of Surplus over all Liabilities .
152.808 62 snot, at 144 Camden St. Tel. 263-2$ T and book case combined, black walnut
niversary of the establishment of the Thomaston,
turned.
J. CARROLL.
deceased. Petition for Con52-tf chamber set for sale. TEL. 1067-W.
Mrs. Pearl Hilton returned Satur local body.
Mrs. I.ucv Clark entertained Mrs ! sponsibility for the music on Sunday
52-tf
] flrmatlon of Trustee, filed by Security Total Liabl'ltlcs
and
Surplus
$833479
55
___ __ V
03■; FIVE ROOM furnished apartment U
Edna Waterman is receiving many | Trust company, of Rockland.
George W. Ludwig, Mrs. Cora Currier and for Tuesday’s program, and Mrs. day fiom Cutler where she was called
C. SCOTT & COMPANY
j
good location, rent reasonable
FITTED hard wood $10. Junks $10.
Richard
Elliot
who
had
charge
of
the
O.d Town Maine
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Mali. St. Tel hard wood limbs $9, long $8. roft wood
by the illness of her mother. Mrs. compliments as both organist and i ESTATE ZENAS C. MELVIN, late of
and Mrs. Richard E. Dunn at cards
Insurance Service
77
4n.tf and slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
deceased. Petition for Con
Dora Mason, who is now much im bianist at the church services Sun- ! Rockland,
Wednesday evening. Mrs. Dunn had refreshments.
46-S-52 -L------------------------------------------------ 1111 233-21.
firmation of Trustee filed by Rockland
50-tf
_____________________________
TENEMENT
to
let
at
36
Mechanic
St
proved.
day.
highest score.
National Bank, of Roekiand.
BUTTER KIST pop corn machine for
Inquire of MRS W S KENNISTON. 17<
PLEASANT
POINT
Funeral
services
will
be
conducted
Miss Alice Felt will return to nor
The young people are rehearsing ■ ESTATE MARIA W TfBPETTS late GLEN COVE MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. Main St. Tel. 874-W
40-tf sale cheap; also 5 cent In the slot player
Glen Cove, N. Y.
Miss Ruth Allen of Portland is for Mrs. Addie McIntyre Wednesday for a pageant to be given Mother s ; of Rockport, deceased. First and Final
mal school at Keene. N. H, Sunday,
FOUR ROOM apartment to let on piano. Write ABC. Courier-Gazette.
account
filed
for
allowance
by
Joshua
Ii.
50-52
ASSETS
DEC
31,
1C31
going to Boston enroute to spend a visiting h«r sister Mrs. Leslie Seavev- at 2 o’clock, standard time, from Sunday night.
St. A’l improvements. Garaev.
Tibbetts and Ralph H. Tibbetts, Exrs.
Estate .............................. $100 000 00 L. A THURSTON Phone 1159. City.
FOUR WORK HORSES for sale One
few hours with her sister Miss Mar
Mrs. C. R. Gray and maid of the home of her son Rodney McIntyre.
Nothing has given a greater infiuwitness, melzlr t. crawford. Es- Real
Mortgage Loans ..................... 174,200 00
52-51 matched team. Weight 3000. MURDICK
Omaha, Neb., are spending a week at Interment at East Warren.
er.ee in creating a wholesome com- I quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox Stocks and Bonds
garet Felt.
28A144 64
52-54
TO LET—5-room flat, all modem. X CRAMER Washington. Me.
Friendship cottage, getting it in
George Newbert has a new Buick •nunity life and building up the com- :
Rockland, Maine
' 33.632 28
Cash In Office and Bank
... Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
TIIE CHARLES ROKES farm is to be
94 051 10
sedan.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Piper, who readiness for the summer,
munity on enduring foundations i Attest:CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register. 1 Agents’ Balances ............
5 463 27 ! 240 Broadway.____________________ 40-tf sold. Fine condition. Also tools—sepa
Interest and Rents ..........
came down to look after Mr. Piper’s
Mrs. Clive Barter is visiting her
Mrs. John Teague is proud of her tnan church services. Many things
S2-S53 ' All other Assets ..............
4 969 81 i HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar. rator. sulky plow, harness, wagons, etc.
brother William whose eyesight has daughter at Tenant's Harbor for a . crocus bed which is in bloom and pass away but the church abides.
tollet. electricity, gas and furnace; extrs ARTHUR ROKES Phone 880. Rockland.
50-52
Gross Assets ......................... $701 461 10 large veranda, large yard Adulta onlv
been very poor, have returned to few days.
j cor lins several varieties of colors. Mure than anything else in these and C. S. Libby of Wollaston. They
40-tf
EIGHT WHITE Pekin ducks and drake.
Medfield Hills. Mass. An examination
Mrs ' Oscar Williams , Mrs. Lida
H. C. Buber has sold out his pool- days oir countrj’ needs what tne wc;c met at the boat by a committee Deduct items not admitted. .. 30.754 40 Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
Large
as
geese
—
all
laying,
also
three
set
POUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
of Mr. Piocr's eyes disclosed that ho j Simmons and Charles Young
of room to C. L. Sprague of Tenant's churches stand for, faith in God and of brother Masons who escorted them
Admitted .............................. $670,706 70 able for family of two or three, nt 1! ting of duck’s eggs. $12 for lot. DR.
has only 5 percent of normal vision. Thomaston were recent visitors at Harbor. Mr Sprague will also run a brotherhood toward man, the leader to the family home, where services
I Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROS'I SHERMAN, Rockland._______ 51-53
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
40-tf
Mrs. Harrison Whitehill is at th" I a. W. Maloney's.
' barber shop at the same place and it ship of Jesus, the character and were held Friday.
J Net Unpaid Losses ................. $38,029 00 Tel. 318-V .
FOUR new. small row boats for sale.
FRANK FOSTER, South Thomaston.
Unearned Premiums .............. 433C38 45
home of her daughter Mrs. Chester Mrs. Willie Bradford. Miss Mad"- . is expected that it will epen tonight cherished hopes the Christian re
Mrs. Thomas 3aum and Mrs. By- All other Liabilities .............. 14.183 91
Tel.
647-4.____________
48'o3
••*■••••■•••♦
♦
•••
*
Hunt in Rockland on account of the j line Bradford and Sydney Bradford j Saturday
ligion imparts. Church services trie ron MacDonald visited Camden re- Surplus over all Liabilities .... 185,454 34
SEVEN ROOM house for sn’e. corner
illness of her little grandson.
of East Friendship were guests
Miss Mary E Smith who has been continue as usual on standard time »cently.
Pleasant St. and Camden road. Garage
Total Liabilities and Surplus $670,706 70
The store in the Vinal block now Sunday cf Mrs. Olive Stone.
j guest of Frank Montgomery for a schedule: Worship at 11: church
for two cars; garden spot. F. C. ROB
A May ball will be held at Legion
46-S-52
INSON.
Rockport.
47*52
owned by H. H. Stover of Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young and week has returned to Newton.
school at 9.45: young people's meet hall this Saturday night.
has been rented by Edgar Ames of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights and
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and ing at 6; evening service at 7.
VIGORO 15c per pound, five pounds
VINALHAVEN
A
ROCKLAND
MATINICUS AND CRIEHAVEN mails for 60c; bone meal 10c per pound, three
this town. It is understood that Mr | uttle daughter Constance of Thom- | Mrs. Martha Burgess of Rockland
Mercury stood at 25 degiees at 5.?0
beginning May 1 will leave Rockland at pounds for 25c; charcoal 10c per pound,
STEAMBOAT CO.
Rebekahs Give Novel Program
Ames will put in a line of gentlemen's • asten. spent the weekend with Mr. j visited George Teague Thursday,
6.30
standard time. Tuesdays, Thursdays three pounds for 25c; fertilizer 5c per
Thursday morning. House fires all
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
51*53 pound. 100 pounds $2.50; nitrate soda
The 113th anniversary of Odd Fel
furnishing goods.
| end Mrs. W. G. Maloney.
I Mrs Annie Watts and sister Mrs. out. Shivers!
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.31 and Saturdays.
The Thomaston Garage Co. have : Capt. James McAlnine Pyle of J Edith Kappler were supper guests
lowship was observed Tuesday night A. M , Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25
ROCK AND CEMENT work, cellar 12c per pound.; potting soil 50c per peck;
8 15. due to arrive at Rock walls built and repaired, all kinds of dried blood 15c per pound; tobacco dust
built a cement wall between their Monhegan was a visitor in town thi' i Thursday of Miss Lena Poland
at Odd Fellows hall, when Ocean Vinalhaven
land about 9-30.
lawn work. BENJAMIN KNOWLTON. 54 15c per pound; Scotch soot 15c per
VINALHAVEN
property and Watts Block, and have j week.
S. V. G. Sjostrem of Ohio is here
Bound Rebekah Lodge entertained
Return-l eaves Roekiand at 1.30 P M
Brewster St. Tel. C08-W.
49-tf pound; lime 4c per pound; peat moss for
flower garden 10c per pound, or three
huilt a short piece of sidewalk at the
f. A. Flinton has had his hous" i as assistant superintendent of the
members of Star of Hope Lodge, t Vlnalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times pounds for 25c; sheep manure 10c pound
ington
at
440;
due
to
arrive
at
Swan'*
Marguerite
Chapter,
O.E.S.,
holds
head of their recently acquired lot , newly shingled, W. J. and F. A ! min.
I.C.O.F. A travelogue program was ; Island about 6 00 P M
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO or three pounds for 25c. These prices
the
regular
meeting
Monday,
and
40-tf are at the house. EDWIN A. DEAN.
presented under the direction of Mrs '
on which the waiting station formerly Morse, the carpenters.
| The fourth grade of the IntermediB H STINSON. Uenerai Agent
i«o-r52-S-55
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING is 8 Rockland. Me. Tel. 671-J.
stcod.
Miss Grace Moran who is teaching ate school debated Tue'dav on the I members arc asked to take
. a Mav- Addie Bucklin: Songs by chorus, Till
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
The Half Hour Reading Club again ! the school in this place entertained I €Vils and benefits of tobacco Rubv I
a"d LeadjJ
hang' The We Meet Again. Sailing. Stars of the
DODGE—1929 Sedan—This Is a Senior
Main
St.,
Rockland.
40-tf
and is mechanically right. Looks and
Por,i<,ir,
.,<«___ ‘ I :°oimittces
Dyer. RLouis
reminds its members of the final her pupils and a few invited guests stnrrptt
Summer Night; France, Madelon;
= a.e Hazel Cl^ra
—
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric runs perfect. A dandy buv; $75 down
meeting of the year, to be held at the iast Saturday Games were enjoyed tive side; Virginia Starrett of the
Spain. Juar.ita. pantomime by Haze! :
payment takes it. SEA VIEW OARAGE,
Floor
Polisher
or
a
Vacuum
Cleaner
at
The Wild Rose Patrol of Girl Over: Italy. Santa Lucia; England.
home of Miss Margaret G. Ruggles and a nice lunch of hot dogs, rolls negative. Both sides brought out
and
moderate cost for your spring cleaning C89 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
j
Scouts met Thursday evening with The Girl I left Behind Me; Scot
46*56 P&R
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC., Electri
next Tuesday evening at 7.45, when and all sorts of pastry served on the ____
many interesting and instructive , Miss oertru(je vinal.
cians. Phone 721, 442 Main St. OppoELECTRIC RANGE. excellent con
Miss Anna E. Coughlin will tell oi shore. Everyone had a good time and points on the question. It was difii-.
land, Bluebells of Scotland,; Ireland, i
slte C M. P. Co. office_____________ 40-tf dition; six ft. counter candy case, also
Sydney toPrior
of Friendship
nh “ Th^ d?d
^“^t
Wednesday Believe Me If All Those Endearing
her travels in the British Isles. A returned
their homes
happy. has
GO HAND IN HAND
HARNESS and leather goods, also re three ft. cigar counter case, cheap as dirt.
full attendance of club members is
Young Charms, solo bv Gertrude Sel
pairing. JAMES H. HALL. 231 Main St.. WALTER C. DODGE. 58 Camden St.
Buy From Thc Guy
52-54
hoped for, as a delightful evening is had a small cottage built which was i g00C) wor)j for t^is gra(je Supt. Frank
lars; Hawaii, duet by Cora Peterson
I opp. foot Pleasant St.
40-tf
Lr
ci,i»i4
t.
hauled bvfour horses to this place I Rows was present.
Dr' victor Shields and son Rich and Dorothy Cassie. The glee club
assured.
CONFECTIONERY STORE and pool
Who Can Buy From You
ard were in Rockland Thursday, ~ang Hail. Hail the Gang's All Here,
room, at Rankin block. . Rockland, for
4 ••• H». *•«••• '
’ Thursday and landed at A. W. Orne's '
sale. Easy terms. Must be sold before
making the trip by plane.
♦
Let the Rest of the World Go By,
May 1. Apply AT PREMISES. 604*Main
SOUTH THOMASTON shore. Pleasant Point is rightlyGROSS NECK
Miss Fay Coburn entertained th" Smiles. Memories: Nellie Wilson, read
named. and is proving a very desirSt.
43-tf
Needlecraft
Club
Wednesday
night
er. “It Isn't Any Trouble:" songs and
BULL, cows and veal for sale. A. F.
Mr. and Mrs Harvey‘ Crowlcv‘ are I a^e place
to
have
a
cottage.
Misses Reta
and Marie Waltz of
Tihnnl o
nt
GROSS, Lincolnville. Tel. 4-4.
52-54
tableaux. Homeward Bound. Colum
attending the banquet and reception
^ev- TTE1 IT
H- ’Timberlake
of hFriendhave tapen the mipsts nf mt- at her home.
Richard Young returned Thursday bia the Gem of the Ccean. My Coun
at the DeWitt Hotel in Lewiston ^ip is now holdmg meetings everv “cc“ Hen Waite
'
RESTAURANT, all modern, for sale.
from Rockland.
Dining room and counter accommoda
tndav for the Prudential Insurance Sunday at 2.30 p. m., at the Pleas- ana
yaItztry 'Tis of Thee. Good Night Ladie.
tions for sixty people. Now doing busi
today tor tne Hruaenuai insurance
schoolhouse
There arc
Mrs- c L- Eugley and son Ernest
Mrs. Myra Dyer of Rockland is at other numbers were a Rose Hoop
ness at the best location on Main St. A
men who
havewill
figured
the recent
w»t the home of her son Loyde Dyer.
drive.
They
returnin home
Sun- ,anl
only1 olnl
a few . inhabitants in this little were
«ere in
in Aiunista
^"Usta one
one dav
day tact
last week.
drj]j ^v eight girls and a sketch, ‘ A
wonderful opportunity for the right
party. Apply V. F. STUDLEY.
45*54
J
i place, vet 35 attended the meeting
Harry creamer was in Jefferson
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colson are cheerful Caller," by Gertrude Vinal
y'
I last Sunday, Next Sunday a church Thursday.
spending a few davs in Rockland.
[ and violet Baum. Ola Carver Ames
KUPMOBII.E—1927 Sedan—Never able
to buy a car as good as this for only
-------- ----------------------------------------- school is to beorganizedwhich will ! Mrs. Arthur Stewart and two chilCapt. Kent entertained Wednesday was pianist. The program was fol$75 down
SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
---- --------------------------------------------- be held just after theregularservice [ dren of Bremen were recent guests at the “Petite, his guests being F. H. ;0WPd by a lunch which included a
Main St Phone 1250, Rockland.
Winslow. A. B. Vinal, L. W. Sanborn, mammoth decorated birthday cake
__________
______ 46'56 P&R
each week.
'”f Mr- ana Mrs- Ernest Eugley.
»r____________
j Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were E. M. Hall. O. P. Lyons and F. L ; MUCh credit is due Mrs. Bucklin for
GRAY MARINE MOTORS. New Light
American mouths, says a statistic, in Rockland Saturday.
Roberts. A lobster supper was serv’d the successful rendition of this
QUALITY CHICKS, State tested R I Four 12-24 horsepower. $298. Other sizes
Floyd Elwell of Bath visited his and the sea yarns told by the captain travelogue.
Reds and Barred Plymouth Rocks. Ordet 5 to 150 horse power. Complete line of
consumed 272 bushels of apples every
early and get the benefit of these extra new motors at new low prices. Write us
ROLLINS & STRONG - second last year, and this being a sister Mrs. Harvey Simmons Satur were much enjoyed.
low prices as the quantity is limited; $13 for information. A. L. ANDERSON. Box
45-65
day.
Friday
afternoon
at
her
home
on
TEL. 824-M
TEL. 1009-W campaign year, we fancy American
per 100; $60 per 500 and $110 per 1000 9. Camden, Me.
LONG
COVE
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Perle
Waltz
of
Dam

High
street,
Mrs.
Elmer
Simmers
en

All charges prepaid. V. R. WOODMAN
SEEDS of all kinds from reliable
ROCKLAND, ME.
ears will consume an even greater
Winterport Me. Tel. 46-13.
41*52 growers. Fertilizers including Swift’s
quantity of the sauce thereof.—Boston ariscotta were Sunday guests of his tertained a company of ladies, Alice
WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C. Reds. We celebrated Vigoro. bone meal. Bowker’s
Creed, Sada Robbins. Sarah Colson,! At St. George's Church (Episcopal)
parents Mr. and Mrs. Alden Waltz.
Herald.
will deliver your chix by parcel post or farm and garden and sheep manure. C.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gross were Agnes Smalley, Beulah Drew and Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor, the serv-52-57
truck for $15 per hundred for May. C. TIBBETTS. 288 Main St.
Strout Insurance Agency
Alice
Raymond.
v
i
ices
for
tomorrow
will
be
appropriate
State accredited for white dlarrohea. F.
STUDEBAKER -1926 Coach—Must be
A!1 we know about Tammany job- in Rockland Saturday evening.
H.
WYLLIE
&
SON.
Thomaston.
Me..
The bodv of T. E. Libby who died for Rogation Sunday: Church schc,ol
seen to be appreciated. Only $64 down.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and two
X7 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME. ho]ders wh0 build up bank balances in
Route 1.__________ ______________ 5C-tf SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
the hundreds of thousands on ordi- children spent Sunday with Mrs. Eug April 26 at Newton. Mass., was brought 1 at 2.30. Evensong and sermon at
Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56P&R
S.
C.
R.
I.
Red
baby
chicks.
Hatching
Insurance In all its branches
here Thursday for services and in- ; 3.30.
The services are on standard
nary salaries is that they probably ley's parents at Edgecomb.
.
i eggs. Accredited stock $15 per 100. E
PIANO, dining room suite and other
Notary
Public
don
t
keep
j
o
j
nt
checking
accounts
Harrv
Creamer
was
in
Rockland
terment.
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Libby,
time.
Every
one
is
welcome
in
the
| C. TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. 13-42 War- household furniture for sale. DR. W. H.
Probate Bonds
Allred M. Strout with their wives.-Detroit News.
Monday.
' son Herbert Libby of Westwood. Mass.1 community.
O-tf 1 ARMSTRONG, 39 Union St.
40-tf
52-tf
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BISON NOW THRIVE

OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN

Herd Brought From Mon
tana Increases Manyfold.

Central Maine Power Company)

/

Lucien Thomas and son Herrick,
who have been guests of his parent,
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Thomas, the past
week, returned to New York yesteiaay afternoon.

TELEPHONE . ....................... 770 or 794-W

There will be a meeting of the
Mrs. Ralph Beverage of Camden is Baptist Missionary Society Wednes
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Harold day afternoon at 2.30.
Waldron.
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills who has been
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Eaton arc in spending a few days with Mrs. Albert
Stonington for the weekend with Mi. Caoles returned yesterday.
Eaton's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. Fred
Eaton.
Mrs. Adclbert French entertained
at bridge and luncheon Wednesday
Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Dr. Mary Reuter afternoon, her guests being Mrs.
Mrs. Streeter Webster, Miss Kath Jack Passons, Mrs. Raymond Gibson,
erine Linster and Mrs. Lillian McRae Mrs. Herbert Baum, Mrs. Fred
carried off honors at the bridge Knight and Miss Ruth Crouse.
party given by the BPW Club Thurs
day evening, with Mrs. Lucius York
Mrs. Dorothy Hayes of Portland is
and Mrs. Austin Brewer in charge. visiting Miss Beth Green at her
There were four tables.
heme on C Beacon street.

White Layer Cake

cake is tough and lacking in fluffi
A white layer 1 ness. An excess amount of fat pro
cake is perhaps I duces a texture which is too com
one of the most pact.
difficult cakes to
If it is not necessary to consider the
make. Standards expense, three egg whites produce the
for such a cake most satisfactory texture in this cake
vary with indi A larger number of egg whites than
viduals. There is three causes the cake to shrink and
a tendency for it become wrinkled and the texture to
to be somewhat become too compact and coarse.
heavy and of a
Sugar seems to produce sugar spots
fairly compact if used in excess of the optimum
texture. Many amount for a given recipe. Excessive
people like the sugar makes the walls heavy and less
flavor of heavy, tender and makes the cake very
compact cake but ! sweet. If too small an amount of
the standards set ' sugar is used, the cake does not seem
for the following sweet enough; the texture, while verycake are for a cake having a soft, fine and compact, is also tough; and
fine, white velvety texture; with thin the crust is so light in color as to
cell walls; thin crust of very light present an almost unbaked appear
brown color and a tender but not ance.
sugary crust; a creamy white color
A small amount of cream of tartar
when made with butter, or a milky added to egg whites when they are
white color when made using an all- partly beaten gives a slightly fluffier
white fat.
and whiter color to the cake than no
Following is an investigation un cream of tartar at all. An excess
dertaken to solve the various prob amount of it causes the cake to
lems that present themselves in the shrink and become wrinkled and th"
making of a satisfactory white cake texture to become compact and
and to determine, if possible, which coarse.
• • • •
factors are the most important for
successful results.
The flavor is very definitely bet
The most satisfactory tests for tered when all butter is used than
doncncss are the shrinking of the when part hydrogenated vegetable
cake from the sides of the pan and shortening is used with it. The tex
the springing back of the cake when ture is more velvety, and the cake is
touched.
•
a little more fluffy. All hydrogen
The recipe used was as follows: 1 ated vegetable fats seem to make the
cup pastry flour, 1 teaspoon baking texture cf this cake slightly tight
powder, one-eighth teaspoon salt, at the bottom and have a tendency
cne-fourth cup butter, three-fourths to be a little heavy.
cup sugar, three-eighths cup milk,
If one is fortunate enough to own
2-3 egg whites, one-half teaspoon a mixerbeater the following method
vanilla, one-fourth teaspoon cream of procedure will prove very simple.
of tartar.
It was the method used for the above
The fat was creamed and the sugar investigation.
added gradually. Then the fat and
The fat was creamed one minute at
sugar were creamed together. The the third speed of the mixing ma
flour and milk were added alternate chine. The sugar was added—also at
ly, the flour having been sifted once third speed—taking one and one-half
before measuring, and twice with minutes to add it. The sugar and
baking powder and salt added. The fat were creamed together for one
egg whites were folded in last.
and one-half minutes at third speed.
There were a number of concomi The flour, with the baking powder
tant values in this investigation. and salt, was added alternately witii
It was found that the temperature at the milk, in thirds, at first speed tak
which this cake was baked was ex ing one and one-half minutes. The
tremely important as a factor in pro batter was then beaten for one-half
ducing a satisfactory color of crust minute at first speed. The egg whites
and texture of cake; 350 degrees for were beaten for one and one-fourth
35 minutes was the proper tempera minutes at third speed and then fold
ture. Lower temperatures produced ed into the batter by hand, which
■ugary and crumbly crusts with cake operation took one and one-half
textures not sufficiently fluffy. High minutes.
er temperatures produced crusts which
If one does not own an electric
were too thick and textures which mixing machine, the usual method is
were too compact.
used, toeing careful not to beat the
When a less amount of fat is used j cake too much after the creaming of
than the optimum the texture of the , the fat and sugar is finished.

Mrs. Richard Lufkin entertained
Cheerful Circle met Wednesday
evening at the home of Mrs. Earle at bridge recently with Mrs. Alice
MacWilliams, Chestnut street, with Lufkin as honor guest. Mrs. Luf
kin received many useful gifts.
Mrs. Helen McKinney as hostess.
Honors in bridge went to Mr. and
St. Bernard's Circle, Daughters of ; Mrs. Willis Lufkin and Mis. William
Isabella, meets Monday evening at Lufkin.
the K. of C. hall at 8 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Richmond of
Mrs. John Newman who has been Atlantic City are opening their sum
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles mer nome at Bear Hill. “I'm goint
H. Ames in Concord, N. H„ has been to ciiop wood and fish” announced
Mr. Richmond who looks fit for
in Portland the past week.
e’ther task.
The meeting of the Junior Har- }
Mrs. Lenora Libbey entertained a
mony Club Wednesday at the BPW
Club rooms at 6.30 will be devoted few friends Wednesday evening in
chiefly to the music memory con- j honor of her birthday. Delicious
birthday cakes were served with the
test, which promises much interest.
1 cires.imcnts. The radio furnished
The Tango Club met Thursday I music for dancing. Mrs. Libbey re
evening, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ceived many nice gifts.
L. P. Chase, Talbot avenue, with Mr
Chase and Mrs. A. R. Bachelder car
STRAND THEATRE
rying off honors in bridge.
When Richard Arlen takes to the
George W. Smith is at Knox Hos
air
in "Sky Bride,” it will be his first
pital recovering from a recent surgi
appearance in an aviation film since
cal operation.
“Wings,'' the production that started
Mr. and Mrs. Austin M. Moody en him on the road to screen fame. Like
tertained at dinner and bridge Wed 
nesday evening at their home on Arlen. Gary Cooper and Charles
“Buddy” Rogers greatly increased
Franklin street, with 12 guests.
their following through their per
The fifth card party in the series formances in the picture. Twice
nf six being given by Ruth Mayhew
since “Wings,” Gary has appeared in
Tent, D.U.V. will take place Tuesday
air pictures, in “The Legion of the
evening at Grand Army hall.
Condemned” and with Colleen Moore
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson of | in “Lilac Time.” “Buddy” playea the
Broadway was hostess to the Corner 1 chief role in "Young Eagles," follow
Club yesterday at dinner and bridge. 1
ing his air debut in “Wings.”
Mrs. Alton Wincapaw of Glencove, I Arlen is thoroughly at home in the
air. He was a combat pilot with the
was hostess to the Jolly Six Thurs Royal Flving Corps during the World
day afternoon.
War. "Sky Bride” unites once more
Miss Charlcna Grindle has re- ; Arlen, Jack Oakie, and Charles Star
rett, who featured in “Touchdown.'
turned from Stonington where she Virginia Bruce has the feminine lead
was the guest of her parents, Mr. and and Robert Coogan, child prodigy ot
Mrs. Charles Grindle, for a few days. ,
“Sooky," has an important part. "Sky
Mrs. Maynard Oxton and her guest, I Bride," will be seen Monday and
I
Miss Lena Gagnon, of Medford. Tuesday.—adv.
Mass., motored to Augusta Thursday. |

j

Mrs. Ernest P. Jones was happily
surprised Thursday evening at the
home of Mrs. Sherwood Williams,
Cedar street, to find several of her
Northend friends gathered to celebrate her birthday. Cards were en
joyed.
The luncheon included a
gaily decorated birthday cake. Mrs
Jones was presented with a handsome
May basket filled with attractive
gifts. Those present were Mrs. Herbert Curtis, Misses Eva, Ruth and
Madlene Rogers, Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Mrs. Lawrence Leach. Mrs. Jone.*
and Mrs. Williams. Mrs. Williams
was assisted in serving by Mrs. Fred
Mealey and Miss Mabel Harding.

i

Opportunity Class meets Wednesoay evening with Miss Mary Frye at
the Barter apartments. Miss Frye
will be assisted by Mrs. Lillian Joyce
and Mrs. Chloe Farrington. Mem
bers are asked to take finished patch
work and penholders for the Mather
School box
Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr. was hostess to
the T Club last evening at her home
on Chestnut street.
Mark S. Crockett and son Norman
of Lancaster. Penn., and Mrs. George
Anderson (Emma Crockett) of New
ark, N. J., who have been at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crockett,
Rockport, and Mr. and Mrs. George
Crockett of Huntington. L. I., who
were with Mr. and Mrs. David Crock
ett, Camden, returned home Thurs
day, having come here to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Mark S. Crockett.

ROCKVILLE

:

|
I
j

■
|
:
;
i

Mrs. Fannie Brewster who spent
the winter with her daughter Miss
Emma Brewster in Bedford, Massreturned Tuesday and has opened
her home for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hart motoied
from Auburn, Mass., to spend a few
days as guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
Hunter.
There will be a service at the
chapel again Sunday at 3 o'cIock
with Mrs. J. C. MacDonald as
speaker. She will have a story tor
the children and there wiil be special
music. The hour thus spent, is both
interesting and helpful. Everybody
cordially invited.
Mrs. E. II. Perry was supper guest
of Miss Margaret McKnight in Rock
land Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Russell spent
Sunday in Waldoboro with Mrs. Rus
sell’s parents'.
Helmi Heino is visiting her parents
having a week's vacation from her
work in Rockland.
Rev. Philip Tolman and family
visited his father C. P. Tolman Tues
day and was overnight guest of his
sister Mrs. Herbert Mann in Rock
port.

Miss Louise C. Shcrcr returned
home Tuesday evening after spend
ing the weekend with her sister M.ss
Carolyn Sherer in Boston, making a
pleasant finale to the Washington
trip.
A committee has been working in
Rockville this week at the same time
with others in Rockland to help de
Mrs. J. M. Baldrige is receiving fray the expenses of Miss Margaiet
treatment at Knox Hospital.
McKnight, director of Rural Re
ligious Education. It is hoped the
Mr. and Mrs Horace Colburn arc response will be sufficient to retain
here from Boston while Mr. Colburn Miss McKnight’s services in Knox
County.
is having a vacation.

Growing I’ains

By growing pains I mean several
things, not perhaps listed in your
medical books, or encyclopedia. It has
to do mostly with flowers and
gardens.
Last fall I had a change to see
mapy gardens and “plantings". A
friend was touring the country, call
ing at each house, and invited me to
go along.
I had long wanted to do this, so
while my friend made her call, I had
a chance to note the different lawns,
flower gardens, and plantings in
general. It was a pleasure and in
spiration, in many ways. Some lawns
and gardens were so lovely and beau
tifully kept, while others were so
neglected, one wondered why. I was
reminded of these lines "Hesitate not
at the door to knock, where beautiful
flowers are growing about, You can
guess a man by the sign he has out."
Cne home had beside its front
door-step, a bed of petunias in full
bloom, flanked on each end with tall
burdock and beggar weed, in full seed,
how I longed to get out of the car
and "yank” those weeds out and
make a neat bed of those flowers. I
noticed several just such attempts at
growing flowers. How much better a
garden looks if neatly made, and kept
free from weeds, and this need take
but little time, it can be done bit by
bit. It is really surprising how much
may be done, and the results ob
tained. by a very few minutes each
day as vou saunter along among your
flowers. The traveling public really
does “guess a man" whether right or
wrong, by outside appearances, and
it behooves us all to take more pains
with our surroundings.
* * * *
Let’s Have a Better Garden

Miss Mary McLaughlin of Port
land has been the guest of the Misses
C-rini this week.
Miss Beth Green is home after
completing her course at the French
Hairdressing Academy' in Portland.
She is expecting to return after a
short visit with her parents.
i

The annual children’s circle of the
Congregational Church took place
Wednesday night, with 96 children
attending the tempting supper.
Mrs. Charles G. Hewett, chairman,
Mrs. A. J. Murray, Mrs. Harold Green.
Mrs. Kenneth Spear, Mrs. Chauncey
Keene, Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr., Mrs.
Rhama Philbrick, Mrs. Archie Bowley, Mrs. Austin Sherman, Mrs. Ralph
Smith, Mrs. Eugene Lamb, Mrs.
Henry Simmons, Mrs. W. S. Cameron,
Mrs. Earl Perry and Mrs. David
Beach were the committee in charge.
The tables were charmingly decorat
ed with huge May baskets containing
cakes and candies, and candles, also
with individual May baskets in varied
hues for the children. Games under
the direction of Rev. and Mrs. Wal
ter S. Rounds rounded out a jolly
time.

Don't take chances without automo
bile insurance. Insure your automo
bile today with Roberts ft Veazie,
Inc., M. F. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic
Temple, Rockland.40-S-tf

MICKIE SAYS—
TUI'S MAY WGT BE THE
LARGEST TOWU 114 TME UAUD,
BUT A LOT OP PEOPLE LIVE
HERE, AMD THEY ALL
SPEWD MOWEV, AMO THEV
AU. REAP THIS WEWSPMPERSO IP VOU V7AMT SOME
Or THIS MOMEY ADVERTISE

INI OUR. OOUJMMS
r

I
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A. B. Crocker

| ,

:

(Brother Andy has nothing on me
as a poet).
Tht day was fine, wind about N.
W., sun out part of the time, and the
Winthrop Bea"h boulevard was like
a deserted village. The change from
1 the Fells to the beach is very marked,
here not a sign of a tree, but plenty
of ocean. And like the poet I can
truly say:
And I have loved thee. Ocean! and my
Joy
Of youthful sports was on thy breast to
be
Borne, like thy bubbles, onward.

I was talking with a man at work
in his garden, whose house was situ
ated on the water side of Great
Head, Winthrop, and therefore his
view of the ocean was bounded only
by the ocean on the back of the
house, and during the conversation
I said to him; “May I inquire wha
part of the country you are a native
of?”
“Brewer, Maine,” was the reply.
He formerly cam" heie in the sum
mer, after a while bought the place,
ar.d now lives here the year around.
He would not go back inland, and
likes here better in winter tnan
summer. Not so many pee-pul.
I came also to the seashore to get ,
a look at the S. S. Leviathan (titled
for a man named Levi) and got a
fine view of her through my glasses.'
as she is directly ’across the harbor
in the drvdock. Having been on
board the S. S. Pavonia, 5000 tons, in
the year 1888. the difference is very |
marked in the Leviathan of 50,000
tons.
I also saw two steamers leave Bos- '
ton through Broad Sound, where'
each dropped the pilot; the first j
Lady Nelson, from tlie West Indies
and she went to the no'theast for
Halifax; the second the Lady Drake,
from Halifax, and she went to tne
south for the West Indies. Both
steamers of the same line.
Readers of The Oaurier-Gazette
who come to Boston by water sec the
water tower on Great Head, which
now stands onlv a few feet from the
edge of the hill. Once upon a time ’
tnat hill went out into the ocean,
ar.d Faun Bar is all that is left oi it.
The sea and erosion have done their
work well.
And for this reason the Common
wealth of Massachusetts has spent
hundreds of thousands of dollars,
not onlv in building the seawall
along Winthrop Beach, but repairing
it after the sea had pounded it to
pieces, and in removing the debris!
from the boulevard which the sea
cast upon it.
N. C. C. 2.
Somerville, Mass.

To help along this line, the ladies
of the Hope community Farm Bureau
are putting on an exchange of plants,
roots, shrubs, bujbs and seedlings of
all kinds, from peppers to pinks, or
rhubarb to roses. Everyone who has
a surplus of any kind is invited to
bring it along. Some one is sure to
want it and have just what you want
in jexchange. The date will be May 3
if pleasant, (if stormy the next failday) . The place of meeting will be at
Willow-Brook Farm. Come early in
afternoon.
It is suggested each bring paper for
wrapping, also have all roots of
perennials and such plants well
wrapped with paper, and tied, a bit
of damp moss, sawdust, or earth
around the roots will keep them in
fine condition. All flower lovers are
cordially invited, bring what you have.
Don't forget the date, May 3 in after
noon.
Ohio Man, Married Nine Times,
N. C. C. 4
Goes Insane.—Head-line. Goes?—
North Hope.
Thomaston Times.
A poster outside a church in Hull,
England, runs:
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
Father — It's very indifferent
preaching here.
FLU-GRIP
Mother—The singing is very ordi
Keep
the
bowels open and take
nary.
Daughter—The reading isn't up to
BROWN’S RELIEF
much.
on arising and retiring
Small Son—But it’s a jolly good
Norway Medicine Co. 13-tf
show for a penny.

A red letter day for the Woman's
Educational Club will be May 6, for
Ottawa.—Bison Americanu9 Is do it was just 12 years ago that it was
ing well In Canada. Rescued from organized with 79 charter members,
while now it has enrolled in good
wliat seemed certain annihilation, standing
more than 600, with over
watched and guarded and eneour- 600 more on honor rolls for pre-pay
nged by the government, its prog ments up to 1945.
eny now are so numerous that
The women propose to celebrate in
it became necessary recently to style, with Mrs. Minnie Miles in
slaughter 1,500 of them.
charge of a 6 o’clock banquet to be
Bison Amerieanus, of course, is served in the Universalist vestry for
the buffalo, which is thriving now club members only. The usual after
In tliis country, although the herds noon session which begins at 2
are numbered in hundreds and thou o'clock will present at 4 o’clock Hon.
sands where once their ancestors Lewis O. Barrows of Newport, a
roamod the great plains of the Mid leading candidate for Governor as
speaker on "Maine Politics,” ana
dle West In uncounted millions. Miss Edna Gregory of Rockport,
They wandered in great armies teacher of music, with piano solo.
"Greater convenience—you bet
when the white men came to North Banquet with toasts by drive win
America, they were found over one- ners, 100 per cent attendants, key
third of the continent, and there women and charter members from 5 ;
with plenty of OUTLETS!”
tire records of them massed on a to 7, followed by election of officers
front of 25 miles to a depth of 50 and annual reports. Miss Ethel
Thomas presents a one-act play,
miles.
"God Winks," Rev. H. S. Kilborn of [
CONVENIENCE OUTLETS those handy little
Once Almost Extinct.
Thomaston presents his famous
Their decimation is an old story. chalk talk.
places to plug in your electrical appliances—no home
In 1S70 they were plentiful; hy 1880
"The Courts of Maine” is the sub
can have too many!
they were becoming scarce; in an ject of the address of the evening |
other decade they were all but by Justice Herbert T. Powers of the j
How often you could re arrange your furniture if
gone. At the turn of the century, Superior Court.
you
but had an outlet here or there. They give flexi
State
Scout
Executive
A.
Kenneth
I
so far as was known, there was not
a single wild buffalo left in Can McCartney will display three reels of
bility. .. convenience... ease... comfort!
ada save one herd of 2,000 of tlie pictures taken at Camp William
Hinds.
so-called “woodland type” which
The electrical contractor—
Thus is rounded out Recognition
had its feeding grounds in the then
dealers listed below are featur
This Is One!
almost inaccessible country south Night for those who have rendered
specially meritorious service to tlie
of Great Slave lake.
ing
a
special
flat
price
of
$3:75
Just
a handy little place
club during the year, with awards for
Today the great Buffalo National drive workers.
to plug in
for each installation during
park near Wainwright. Alberta,
your
April and May. Each of these
radio,
niaintains between 5,000 nnd 6,000
ROCKPORT
lamp,
dealers is a reliable and com
of these magnificent animals. Near
iron,
ly 7.000 have been transported north
petent
party
to
do
this
work
toaster,
Mrs. Mabel Withee motored to
to join the wood^ buffalo in the
curling
Livermore Falls Wednesday to ac
for you. Just telephone him and
Great Slave lake pasturage, where company home Mr. and Mrs. Bert
iron, etc.
he
will
attend
to
it
promptly.
also they are under the protection ram Gardner and daughter Rliea
of the government, nnd In the past who had been her guests for several
nine years some 7,500 have been days. From there she went to Skow
April and May
slaughtered.
hegan to spend the remainder of
the wack with her brother and sis
The Story of a Herd.
each
ter-in-law, Rev. and Mrs. G. L. Pres
Canada's experiment in buffalo
sey. At the last Maine Methodist
installed
conservation dates from 1907, when Conference Mr. Pressey was assigned
the government purehasetl 710 of to the Skowhegan pastorate and is
these animals from Michael I’nlilo, moving there this week from Booth‘Remember—this offer is good only for a few n ecks. Plionc now.
a shrewd half-breed of Pablo, Mont., bay Harbor.
a small herd which has Increased
Members numbering 21 attended
almost 30-fold since that time.
the meeting of the Trytohelp Club
By 1923 Wainwright park had tlie Mondav evening at the Baptist ves
CLARKE-KALER, Inc.
ROLLINS & STRONG
full quota of 5,000 buffalos which was try. This gathering assumed tlie
Tel. 903-W, 443 Main St. Rockland
31 Suffolk Street,
Rockland
the number set as its maximum, form of a pound party, each taking
Tel. 1009-W
at
least
a
pound
or
its
equivalent
of
and surplus animals were slaugh
tered. In another year the over foodstuffs to aid a worthy family
A. T. THURSTON
FRANCIS E. HAVENER
flow from the park was sent to the where sickness is present. Several
499 Main Street,
Rockland
Tel. 370
Rockland
unable to attend sent donations and
Great Slave region. Since that time interested persons outside the club
both means have been adopted to also contributed, and as a result
CENTRAL MAINE
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc
keep tlie number within bounds.
enough was collected to last the
Tel. 721 Rockland 412 Main St.
POWER CO.
Tlie surplus buffalo transferred to family several weeks. In addition
tlie Great Slave by rail and scow the club voted to pay for milk for
live in a vast game preserve of 10,- tiie children of school age in tlie
49-52
500 square miles, said to be tlie family from the present time until
the
end
of
the
school
year.
The
:
largest of its kind on tlie continent.
The slaughtering of buffalo helps hostesses for the evening were Mrs. !
In a small way toward reimbursing Effie Veazie and Mrs. Lidh Champ remained for a longer time to care for on Russell avenue and an attack of
Mrs. Torrey and Mrs. Cacilda Cam pneumonia is feared.
the government for its expenditures ney.
• • * «
Betty Cavanaugh, daughter of Mr. during their severe illness, returned
In behalf of the herd.
and Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh, is de home Friday. Mrs. Torrey, although
Church Notes
serving of special mention as being still confined to the bed, is showing
Baptist Church. George F. Currier,
the
only
pupil
in
her
school
who
did
satisfactory
improvement
and
Mrs.
Costs U. S. 700 Million
not miss even a half day during the Cain is now able to sit up a very short minister: All services on daylight
time. Sunday School at 10 o’clock;
to Keep Clothes Clean past term. She is in the first grade, time tach day.
service of worship for all at 11
Mrs.
Wilma
Rhodes,
teacher.
A very successful'public supper wr
Washington.—Could the amount
An invitation has been received by served Wednesday evening at tlv o'clock; children’s processional with
the people of the United States
hymn, “Onward Christian Soldiers,”
Mrs.
Blanche
Ellsworth
of
this
town
vestry by the Methodist Indies' Aid call to worship, salute to the emblems,
spent in 1929 keeping themselves
who is a member of the art commit
Mrs. Florence Knight returned to j anthem by choir, children’s story,
neat have been diverted to the gov tee of Maine Federation of Women's
ernment, it would have canceled Clubs, to assist in the activities con her home on Camden road Sunday sermon: B.Y.P U. at 6. subject, “Find
more than two-thirds of the national nected with the observance of Art from Community Hospital and is ing My Piace in Life;” evening service
making good progress toward recov at 7.30, illustrated hymn; story 111
deficit fqr 1930.
Day at Bowdoin College , May 4
pictuies, “The Mather School for
The deficit was some $900,000,000. This promises to be an interesting ery.
Mrs. Fred Eddy entertained the Girls;" Trytohelp Club meets Mon
Power laundries and dry cleaning event and it is hoped that Knox
establishments received an aggre County will send a large delegation. sewing club of which she is a mem day evening at home of Miss Hortense Bohndell; Ladies' Circle Wed
gate total of $742,413,557 for serv The program opens at 10.30 with a ber, at her home on High strict nesday for an all-dav session at home
Wednesday afternoon.
ices rendered In 1929. Of this sum, visit to the Art Museum where there
Mark Crockett and son Norman. of Mrs. Arthur Walker; Thursday
however, $482,216,846-was deducted will be talks about the exhibits in
Mr.
and Mrs. George Crockett o' ' evening prayer meeting at 7.30.
the
various
rooms
by
Miss
Anna
for costs—salarifti. wages, and cost
Methodist Church, F. F. Fowle,
Smith, curator, Henry Andrews, pro Lancaster, Penn., and Mrs. Georg"
of supplies, fuel and purchased elec
fessor of art and director of thr Anderson of Newark , N. J., were minister: Regular preaching service
tric energy.
museum, and other members of the guests this week at the home of Mr at 10.30. daylight time; Sunday school
It seems, likewise, that America faculty. After luncheon, which will and Mrs. Roland Crockett, ccmitq, at 11.45; Epworth League at 6; eve
is becoming increasingly laundry be served at the Moulton Union. to attend the funeral of Mrs. Mark ning service at 7i Ladie§' Aid hold:;
alternoon session Wednesday; Thurs
conscious, for power laundries re Prof. Andrews is to give a talk on Art Crockett at Rockland.
day evening prayer service at 7.30.
ceived an amount in 1929 represent and Artists from Giotto to Puvis tic
Mrs. Alice Pitts and Mrs. William'
ing an increase of 19.2 per cent over Chavannes.
are both seriously ill at tbe home of
Miss Thalice Spear and Louise the former on Russell avenue. Miss
1927 receipts, and dyeing and clean
ing establishments earned a 40.9 per Sherer returned from Boston, having Marie McFarland who has also been
stopppd over for a few days’ visit with very ill for several weeks at the same
cent increase.
relatives on returning from the home is improving and it is expect
Washington trip. Miss Edith Riley ed she will soon be able to sit up.
and Carolyn Graffam, who remained
Benjamin Carver, sons Edgar and
Savants Are Puzzled by
in New York, returned home Thurs Hanson, daughter Hazel, and Mr.
Big Oyster Shell Mounds day.
Getchell of Monmouth were guests
Mrs . Charles Roche of Melrose, Tuesday of Mrs. Lillian Kcllar. Mrs.
Damariscotta, Maine—Scientists
Mass.,
who
came
for
a
brief
visit
at
Carver who accompanied them here
are seeking an explanation of the
existence of a huge mound of fresh the home of Capt. Ernest Torrey but wiil remain for a longer visit.
Mrs. Miriam Sellers will return
water oyster shells along the Da
Sunday to South Thomaston after
mariscotta river.
several months' stay at the home of
Some of the shells are eight to
MON.-TUES.
Mrs. William Snowdeal.
ten Inches across. No shellfish of
Charles Prince remains seriously
tlie sort is to be found in tlds sec
ill at Camden Community Hospital.
tion. Dr. Lloyd Fisher of Bates col
The Little Buster Club was enter
lege theorizes that tlie mound may
tained Saturday evening at the home
antedate the glacial advances cen
of Mr. and Mrs. Oren Wellman.
turies ago and that the shells were
"Grace Chapter, O.E.S., of Thom
aston will be special guests of Har
left by huge birds that gathered the
bor Light Chapter at the regular
oysters for food nnd then dropped
meeting Tuesday evening. Supper
tlie shells from the air to break
will be served at 6.30 followed by the
them against rocks.
initiation of candidates.
Another theory is that the mound
Church Night was observed at the
accumulated as a result of frequent
Baptist Church Thursday with a pic
banquets of Indians at this point.
nic supper at 6 30 served' under the
direction of Mrs. Augusta Shibles.
Mrs. Edith Overlock. Miss Hortens"
Italian* Catch Canned Fish
Bohndell and Mrs. Maud Walker, as
Intra, Italy.—Tlie fi$hpr-folk here
sisted by Mary Cavanaugh, Cora
made an exceptional catch on the
Whitney and Mildred Page. At th"
banks and hy the port of San Gio
business meeting which followed en
—the
vanni, when barrels of salted eel
couraging reports were given by the
nnd cases of smoked cod and herring
Word
secretary and treasurer and plans
were washed up. Tlie police were
for the annual financial campaign
Thrill
not able to trace the origin of tlie
and church vacation school were
fish, which the villagers consumed,
discussed. Edgar Shibles . William
Whitney and Arthur Walker, wer"
as there was no indication of own
aDpointed delegates to the quarterly
ership.
meeting of the Lincoln Association
in
at Martinsville, May 5.
Prize Mother
Charles Erickson is ill at his home
Waverly, Minn.—A red sow was
acclaimed by its owner, Jim Dpninrais, as a prize mother. The brood
with
FOR SALE
sow has given birth to three dozen
MA RIAN
pigs in two litters tills year. From
RUUD
each litter a dozen lived.

SPECIAL

For this saunter—
I left the woods and treescs
And hire! me to the seashore
To sniff the salt seabreezes.

Superior Court Justice
Speak Next Friday Night

3 .75

THE OBSERVER ! i THE SAUNTERER j
Mrs. A I. Perry

EDUCATIONAL CLUB

IN CANADA’S PARKS Candidate For Governor and

(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the

In addition to personal notes regardinn departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

Page Seveti

BAX

Amateur
Daddy

MXOX

Children's Matinee Tuesday
4 o’clock

“Has the film you are talking about
any educational value?”
“Have you ever done any hijack
ing?”
“Certainly not.”
"Then It will educate you to that

J extent.”

TODAY
TIM McC’OY in
“THE FIGHTING FOOL"

PARK

A Paramount Publix Theatre

Instantaneous Automatic

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office

130-tf
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HAD A FINE YEAR

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

fr >5>/.»
Leon Kairoff, the young Russian
baritone, who sang in one of the
Prank Bibb concerts in Camden last
summer, has recently given a concert
in New York which won favorable
comment from the critics. His num
bers, some of which were given at
Camden, were: Arabian Songs, My
Flame, Song of Welcome, Love Bird
and Desert Call: La Calumnia, from
"Barber of Seville:" Negro spirituals.
When Moses Smote the Waters, So I
Can Write My Name and De Glory
Road: Hebrew and Yiddish Songs:
An Appeal to the Court of God, The
Marriage Broker and The Wandering
Jew; Aleosha's Song, Lonesome But
Happy, The Miller and The Black
bird.

in 1791 at the age of 35. And, too,
this is the first American biography
of Mozart, Distinctly for the gen
eral reader, it flows with rapidity
and zest. Historically, it is excep
tionally accurate, and musicians will
find in it a brilliant, authentic, new
interpretation of the life, times and,
j work of Mozart,
,
Mrs. Davenport in working on the
book has been twice to Europe and
has been, with the exception of a few
Italian towns, in every city Mozart
was in, and has seen every existing
house in which he lived and every
theatre in which he appeared. She
' has had unlimited access to every
! library and museum containing Mo| zartiana.

A concert was given by Josef Hof- 1 In Overtones for April .From the
mann in New York April 3 for the Curtis Institute of Music) appears an
benefit of the Musicians' Emergency editorial well worth reading. It urges
Aid, in which Walter Damrosch was the young musician to specialize
a co-star. Many in the audience re- >ather than follow in the footsteps of
called the numerous occasions an i hundreds of others, adding to ranks
which these two musicians collabo- now full to overflowing. It cites coilrated at concerts of the old Sym e’ete cases of specialization such as
phony Orchestra. Their friendship Segovia with his guitar, who has
and musical association go back to proved to be a virtuoso of high
the very beginning of Hofmann's Ca order; the English Singers; Haro'd
reer, when the 10-year-old boy Samuels whose Bach recitals are
prodigy took New York by storm in given to sold-out houses over
and over; Wanda Landowska, the
the winter of 1887.
Mr. Damrosch was present on the unique harpsichordist; Koussevitzky's
musically historic occasion at the double-bass; and the Society of AnMetropolitan Opera House the night . cient Instruments,
of Nov. 29. 1887, when Hofmann made
The guitar in Segovia's hands
his debut, and two days later the two i yields a beauty and charm and vamusicians, the boy pianist and the riety wholly unexpected. To his
youthful conductor of opera, orches virtuosity is added first-rate musi
tra and oratorio, enjoyed their first cianship. There are the same quali
ties of poetry and passion, the same
public appearance together.
distinction of phrasing, the same
Here is Mr. Damrosch's version:
“It was the afternoon of Dec. 1, imaginative lift and the same sure
1887. I was in a box at the Metropoli technical control that one associates
tan, one of an audience that filled with the playing of great artists on
every seat and all the standing room more familiar instruments. He plays
In a pause in the program the house good music—some great music. He
manager came into my box and asked proves himself a master musician
me to go down to the stage and give speaking for the moment in a strange
the young artist a theme for improvi medium, but with the authentic ac
sation. I remember I chose some cent of the poet and interpreter.
Tne success of the English Sing
thing that I was sure the boy could
not have heard. It was the opening ers has been enormous. They drew
theme of a waltz movement from a upon the older English vocal music
new serenade of Tschaikowsky's, and by a charming touch of inforwhich I was rehearsing at that time malitv sang themselves into the last
with the Symphony Society Orches ing affections of the public.
A number of years ago a pianist o'
tra. As I played it, the little boy
stood beside the piano, listening in not too extraordinary attainments
tently, his face very serious. Then filled season after season of paying
he sat down, played the theme, and engagements with his recitals of Rus
proceeded with a highly interesting sian music. This was at a time when
and marvelously clever set of varia the Russian repertoire was less welltions. at last returning to a repetition j known. It was good sound playing
of the theme in a perfectly turned 1 but one listened with an added inter
finale. When he finished the house ?st because of the musical adventure
went simply mad. There he stood Another pianist in later times
beside the great piano, surrounded by doubled his success because of his
Herr Adolf Neuendorff's orchestra I intelligent and sensitive playing cf
of a hundred men, a little boy in knee ! Debussy and the contemporary
breeches- -and already a splendid French and Spanish schools. An ex
cellent artist who capitalized his own
artist."
• » » *
preferences.
Today more openings are to be
Rev. Henry Van Dy ke, author, dip
lomat and orator, will this year ob- found in orchestras than in the con
serve his 80th birthday. He "declares ( cert field, but there are few vacancies
that the opportunity to take advan- J in the violin sections; capable violintage of the simple and pleasurable , ists seem to be plentiful. There ar?
tonic of a good sing, while at the , fewer equally competent viola and
same time learning something about ' 'cello players and still fewer skillful
good music, is a privilege most worth wood-wind players. Attention is parwhile. He says that the mere act ol ■ ticularly called to the contra-bassoon
singing fine music has a spiritual in- and the bass-clarinet, and such less
fluence hard to describe. “It has.' practised instruments.
says he, “the power to refresh and j The editorial says: “This note is
renew, to change a morbid brooding i being written for the purpose of urgspirit into one of hope and courage." ing the student of whatever instru• • • »
i ment to fortify his knowledge and
Those who have had opportunity experience with the study of one or
to examine Luther A. Clark's attract more related instruments, but first
ive song "Dear Old Penobscot Bay” of all to think seriously before mak
will be interested to know that this ing final choice in a division already
has received approbation from radio over-crowded. And it is not just
performers particularly. It has been possible that there are specialization^
featured on the programs of the Fox still to be seized upon that might
Fur Trappers, The Tea Timers, yield richly and unexpectedly import
The Breakfast Four and by Del ant rewards’ The field of music, old
Castillo. ..Not. long
ago I had occa- and new,__is41_____________
inexhaustible in the va.
sion to talk with Miss Mary B. Brown riety of material and in the combina
who wrote the words for this song, tions that may be wrought.”
and found it a delightful experience.
MAKING HASTE SLOWLY
Miss Brown who now lives in Rock
land at 652 Main street trained as a ! From the log of the schooner Chal
nurse, but was obliged to forego her lenge, as kept by the "ship's doctor:”
April 22, 1882—Took our departure
profession to return to the old home
in Northport and care for her people from Tenant’s Harbor bound for
in their declining years. She was Calais.
May 4—Took our departure for
with them several years, and after
their death remained on the home Block Island, R. I.
May 11—Gloucester, Mass.
farm three years alone. She found
May 16—Nantasket Roads, Boston
herself terribly tired in body and
spirit, and first turned to reading as Harbor.
May 22 — Martha's Vineyard
a solace, particularly to poetry, for
which she always had a great love. (Holmes Hole).
May 25—Block Island.
After a time she began to write e
June 1—New London, Conn.
verse now and then,' and finally put
June 3—Port Johnson, N. Y.
on paper “A Winter Scene In the
June 15—Salem, Mass.
Maine Woods," a pen picture written
June 20—Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
from an actual scene she could see
Time on voyage—
from her windows. This and other
poems were accepted and published. “Figure it out for yourself.
Poems with a swing and rhythm Take your algebra down from the
shelf,”
seemed to have the greatest fascina
Boze
tion for her. They suggested songs,
and often she would find herself
humming a tune to words that would
flash into her mind. So she decided
that she would get in touch with
someone who was writing ballads and
see what the prospects would be for j
writing words to be set to music, and [
in this enterprise she has met with !
considerable success. Three of her ,
song-poems are “When It’s Spring- j
time Up In Maine," submitted as a '
You can have your Personal
State song, “It Is Your Maine, It Is
and Business Stationery, An
My Maine," and “Dear Old Penobscot
nouncements, Weddings,
Eay" aforementioned.
• • • •
Cards, Etc., done at this office
The good fairies are being very
with our new Process Em
lovely to me. The beautiful song
bossed
Printing Machine.
“Angelus” by Cyril Scott was given
me by Mrs. Lilian S. Copping, then
This printing looks iike en
along came the fine book “Mozart" by
graving and costs less than
Marcia Davenport, just off the press,
half.
sent me by a former High School
classmate, Ellen Tolman, and now an
We print everything printable
unknown “good fairy” informs me
from a Calling Card to the
that I am to go to Portland to hear
Largest Poster.
Lily Pons on May 5. Shouldn’t I feel
that my cup is running over? I do.
Business and
Professional
These friendly expressions make me
Printing Our Specialty.
very happy and humble.
• • • •
Expert Workmanship, Finest
Don’t fail to read “Mozart." The
Stock, Lowest Prices.
author, Marcia Davenport, is the
, daughter of Alma Gluck which makes
Phone or mail orders to—
’ the book have a double interest for
I those of us who have heard Miss
| Gluck in the past.
This is a human, unromanticized
Ifciographv of Wolfgang Mozart, that
] ulracle of genius who, at the age of
gave his first public performance
ROCKLAND
n the clavier, whose melodies are [
..till unmatched, who died a pauper

THE COURIER-fiAZETTE

Rubinstein Club Has Aver
aged 69 At Its 1 5 Meetings
the Past Season
The year books of the Rubinstein
Club, which are being distributed to
members this week, indicate that the
season which closed April 22, was one
of the most successful in years.
A resume shows that the year
closed with a membership of 116 in
cluding nine new recruits. The 15
meetings in the Universalist vestry
had a total attendance of 906, or an
average of 69. Three of these ses
sions have been held in the evening
In addition to the regular meetings,
there have been five sessions of the
executive board, three guest days and
a reciprocity program with the Ethel! bert Nevin Club of Sanford-Spring
vale. A George Washington bi-centennial observance under the direc
tion of Mrs. Ruth Eilingwood was one
of the outstanding programs for the
season, and the annual student day
was unusually gratifying. The year's
program subjects were:
Music of England, Around the
World in Music, Tin Pan Alley,
j Homecomer's Program. Woman’s
Work in Music. Christmas in Many
Lands, Music for the Child, Schu
mann-Heink (The Last of the
Titans), Dame Nellie Melba, Out
standing Moderns, American Music,
and Favorites of Our Own Musicians.
A concert for the benefit of the local
Unemployment Fund was given Sun
day alternoon, Jan. 10.
Mrs. Faith G. Berry, Mrs. Ruth E.
[ Sanborn. Mrs. Hazel Atwood, and
Miss Mabel Lamb attended the an
nual convention of the State Federa
tion of Music Clubs in Caribou, Mrs.
Atwood and Mrs. Sanborn represent
ing the club in the senior concert,
and Mrs. Atwood and Miss Lamb as
delegates. A donation of $25 was
made to the Eastern Music Camp:
$30 to tbe loeal Unemployment
Fund; two books to the Public
Library—“Tin Pan Alley" and "Wom
an's Work in Music."
The year’s work has been marked
by whole-hearted cooperation, most
gratifying to the officers in charge.
The new officers are: President,
Mrs. Helen Wentworth; vice presi
dent, Mrs. Lydia Storer; secretary,
Mrs. Alice Karl; treasurer, Mrs.
Lorita Bicknell; executive board, Mrs.
Lilian S. Copping, Mrs. Hazel Atwood,
Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden, Mrs. Kath
erine Veazie, Mrs. Dorothy Smalley
and Miss Alice Erskine; choral di
rector, Mrs. Faith G. Berry; accom
panist, Mrs. Nettie B. Averill.

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.

Every-Other-Day
with the score a tie in the 12th inl ning, and the Phillies having three
on, and two out, with one of their
heaviest batters coming up, the radio
went dead.
A considerable section of the resSpecial Week-End Rates
i ervation was burned over last week,
care being taken to make the burn
at
ing safe through first burning over
certain small sections which would
serve to stop the main blaze when it
reached them. This section has been
in dry seasons a veritable fire trap,
and has in the past caused some un
easiness witn cigarette smokers
Room for two persons at the price of one person
about. Its burning should also im
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
prove appearances as the grass soor
comes up green.
The big launch Norman II has re
REGULAR ROOM RATES REDUCED
sumed service between Boothbay
Harbor and Bath. The Knights aie
40%
always glad tc see navigation re
sumed, and generally note the craft
Room With Bath As Low As $6.60 per week
each day on one of her passings to
49*60
vouch at Five Islands.
A souvenir postcard was received
from Mr. Fuller from Miami. These
little acts ol courteous thoughtful visit from Byron Moore, son of a ’ He took a trip to Machias, Eastport,
ness are what makes this old world former keeper here, Fairfield H. | Calais and St. Stephen while at
more worth living in.
Moore, now of Rockland Breakwater. home and found the roads rough.
The Atkinson family who were re Mr. Moore was keeper here for eigiit He came back by auto, the roads weie
ported last week as expecting to years and the Colemans were well dry but rough.
move to North Haven, have decided | ecquainted with all the family, as
E. H. Mathie, second assistant ieit
on Yarmouth, N.S., instead, and ex they eften stayed here while waiting April 24 for 16 days at Dennysvihe,
pect to leave for that destination for a chance to go to Boon Island. going to Rockland by seaplane then
within a day or so.
Byron was able to tell all the news home by auto.
» • • •
Inside painting is all finished and
and they greatly enjoyed his visit.
He returned to York Beach while the keepers are now looking for suit
Little River
able weather for outside work.
Mi. and Mrs. Corbett were pleased the tide was out, having walked over.
Mi. Wells received a handsome
The past week the keeper has spent
to receive a card from Mr. Fuller,
from Mr. Fuller from Miami,
who at that time was in Miami. The some time getting the ground ready 1 card
and sends thanks for the same.
Corbetts enjoyed a pleasant call for a garden. The ground is very
• • • •
from Mr. and Mrs. Fuller one day rich here but on account of the
last fall, and hope they will comt scarcity of water he is not able to
Keeper
Arthur
J. Beal of White
make a large garden.
again.
Head writes that news of his station
The
Lighthouse
store
on
the
Mrs. Corbett spent Tuesday eve
will be found among the regular
Point is opened weekends now and i White
ning with Mrs. Arthur MeLoon.
Head' community items, and
it
is
very
cheering
to
see
the
summer
Neil Corbett attended a sawing
! asks his friends along the coast to
neighbors
back
again.
The
store
is
and chopping bee for Miss Ida Ward
there for doings at the lightowned and run by Mr. and Mrs. !. look
house.
one day last week.
Frank
S.
Coupe
of
Lawrence,
Mass.
• • • •
The keeper is getting the station
pretty well cleaned up this fine Mrs. Coupe and her sister Mrs. Keefe
Deer
Island
Thoroughfare
weather. Housecleaning has drawn called on Mrs. Coleman and the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elmer E. Conary
keeper
heard
a
good
deal
about
“
this
to a close and soon he will be look
quilt pattern being prettier than that wish to thank Editor Fuller for re
ing for inspection.
membering them with a card from
Myron Corbett and several school pattern," and so on.
Miami.
• • • *
mates after attending a social at
Mrs. Frances C. Murphy and three
East Machias Academy one Friday
Dice Heal
i children last Friday made their first
night recently, left at quarter of 12
Keeper and Mrs. King thank W O I visit at Mark Island since Christmas.
to walk to Cutler, a distance of 12 Fuller for the card of Cape Florida
miles. Due to the bad traveling they Lighthouse at Miami. They arc in Tney have been quarantined for the
did not see a car on the road. It the midst of housecleaning, painting last month with scarlet fever.
From this station the Conarys can
was a long tramp in the night but and fixing up the gardens, hoping to
s.e Saddleback and Eagle Island
they reached their destination at 3 have some prettv flowers later.
Lights, and on clear nights Matini
□ clock Saturday morning, very
The Lions Club entertained the cus.
tired and sleepy.
ladies April 22 with a one-act play,
• • • •
refreshments and dance. The Nor
mal School students furnished music
Cape Neddick
and a play. All was much enjoyed
Keeper and Mrs. E. L. Coleman end everyone went home with smiles
were pleasantly surprised when they on their faces.
Keys made to order. Keys maae
received the mail this week to find a
The reads are getting better since!
postcard from the editor, and through last writing so that one can go to i to fit locks when original keys are
these columns wish to thank him for town without getting mired. Th? | lost. House, Office or Car. Code
remembering them on the rockbound men are beginning to fix up the cot- 1 books provide keys (or all looks
Scissors and
coast of Maine while he was in such (ages for summer occupancy and it I without bother.
pleasant surroundings. Though one looks as if warm weather was around I Knives Sharpened.
may be unable to go to such places the corner.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
it gives pleasure that someone else
» « • r
can enjoy a visit there, and they
Saddleback I.edg?
trust that Mr. Fuller enjoyed his
ROCKLAND
Keeper W. W. Wells returned to1 MW MAIN ST.
trip.
Telephone 791
A week ago Saturday the Colemans the station April 23 after spending f
96-tf
were surprised to receive a short 15 days in Lubec with his family.

Come to Portland Week-Ends

THE EASTLAND

THE LIGHTHOUSE
The lighthouse stands upon a rock
And warns with its beacon ray
The ships that venture into the night
And guides them on their way.

Past hidden shoals and ledges grim
The lighthouse sends Its warning,
To mariners from far and near
Till comes the break of dawning.

The tall white beacon stands serene
Above the angry wave.
The sentinel that lives has saved
From many a watery grave.

The lighthouse keeper many years
Has lived a lonely life.
Within the walls of the white stone
tower
Watching the deepening night.
Small wonder hls shoulders are bent
with care
And hls hair ls silvery white—
For thirty years he hls mission fulfilled
And at dusk, has Ut the light.
Irma Ames (daughter of Mr and Mrs
W. F Reed of Indian Island Light).

Portland Head

I after a very quiet winter. In sum' mer there is a constant stream of
! yachts, steamboats and shipping of
all kinds passing almost within a
: stone's throw of the keeper’s front
door yard.
Two lights can be seen from this
tation, Owl’s Head and Grindle's
Point, Islesboro. The flash from
Rockland Breakwater can be seen.
Among recent callers at the station
were Sidney B Norton of Camden
and C. R. Hall of Calais.
• • • •
White Head

W. B. Carter has received a souve
nir card from W. O. Fuller from
Miami. Thanks very much, but
wish he had enclosed some warm
weather in a letter. It surely would
be appreciated just now, as a snow
squall was in progress when this wa^
w ritten.
It is good to see the Steamu
Belfast on her regular spring sched
ule. We miss the boats when they
are hauled off in the fall.
The boys are busy these days try
ing to get limbered up to play bad.
They have been beaten the first two
games played but expect to And a
victim this coming week.
B.M. Ic (L) Freeman W. Beal is
absent on ten days leave.
Boatswain (L) E. M. Mills has just
returned from a leave of absence
which he spent in Gloucester. Mass.
Have not heard from Burnt Island
Coast Guard.
Mrs. E. M. Mills, Mrs. Herman
Carr and Mrs. Jasper Drinkwater
were visiting here Sunday with their
husbands who are attached to this
unit.

Cool weather seems to prevail.
Keepers Hilt and Sterling are busy
with the usual lighthouse routine.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward of
Lynn, Mass., were guests recently of
Mr. and Mrs. Hilt.
Miss Bessie Anderson, Mrs. Katnleen Stinson and son Robert called
at the light last Sunday.
Mrs. Thayer Sterling and son
Robert were dinner guests last Sun
day of Miss Mary Toothaker in
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow and sons
Byron and Richard spent last Wed
nesday evening at the light.
Misses Julia/and Jennie Young on
a return trip to Boston from Matini
cus were guests of the Hilts. They
accompanied Mrs. Hilt to Westbrook
Saturday morning and called on Mrs.
L. O. Goff.
Hendricks Head
Mrs. Thayer Sterling and Mrs. F
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Cleaves
O. Hilt were present at the Good
Timers Club last Wednesday, with ot Peaks Island spent the week of
Mrs. George Mitchell cf Falmouth April 17-24 at the station. They re
Foreslde the hostess. Members of turned Sunday with Arthur Leignton,
the club were all present, also a guest who came after them and spent the
Mrs. Charles Sterling of Peaks weekend with the two Cleaves boys,
Island. A enjoyable day was spent. William, Jr., and Richard. Mr.
Cleaves, who is Mrs. Knight’s
• • • •
brother, is recuperating from a se
Negro Island
vere injury received by the bursting
Keeper Elmer Reed accidentally c: a machine in a Portland planing
drove a large splinter into the palm mill.
of his right hand. Not having re
Mrs. Knight and Mrs. Cleaves en
PROHIBITION PRIMER moved it all. after several days it be joyed a trip to Boothbay Harboi
gan to cause some trouble. Dr. W. Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Seavey
As Compiled By Rockland F. Hart of Camden cut the splinter ot The Cuckolds.
out and during the 10 days or until
Keeper Leroy S. Elwell of Pema
Man — Some Definitions the bandage could be removed, Mr. quid Point Light with Mrs. Elwell
Reed had to give up inside painting paid a call at Hendricks Head Sun
Serious, Some Otherwise
and cleaning.
’
day.
Keeper Reed appreciates W. O.
The keeper has enjoyed listening
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Fuller’s thoughtfulness ln sending a in over the radio to a few of the ball
Question. What is proven by tiie card from Miami.
games. Monday in the game be
Literary Digest poll?
Passing by water is increasing tween the Braves and the Phillies,
Answer. The passage of the 18th
Amendment was through unf&n
methods. Some of the wets were
chunk and unable to vote. In jus
tice to themselves, they want resub
mission.
Q. Name one reason for repeal
propaganda?
A. National elections require po
litical issues.
Q. What are political issues?
A. Mostly hot air, mud, acrimony
and lies.
not
Q. What calamities
are
blamed to prohibition.
A. Earthquakes, floods and cyclones.
Q. Why does not Prohibition pro
hibit?
A. Education to educate must be
taken seriously.
Q What laws are hardest to en
force? "
' A. Those aimed at personal ap
petite.
Q. What is a moderate drinker?
A. A beginner.
Q. What is a drunkard?
A. A former moderate.
Q. What is the only organism
that seems to require alcohol?
A. Drinking man.
Q. Why does he use it?
A. It Is an artificial amendment
co the senses, an improvement on
God's handiwork, invented by man.
Q. Under the theory of State
option, could liquor be localized?
A. Same as influenza.
Q. How can the bootlegger oe
eliminated?
A. By granting him a government
license.
Q. What Is the greatest obstacle
By all meant, let’s talk about price whan wa talk
to enforcement?
A. The disease called graft.
about automobiles. Lot's give the prica tag its
Q What is the Soviet remedy for
graft?
placa in tha sun. But lot's remember this vital
A. The firing squad.
Q. How can the wets be elimi
fact—that although what wo pay is important,
nated?
A. Plzen their lickker.
it is lass important than what wo get for what we pay. Q Because OldsQ. On the othei hand how can
the wets eliminate the dry?
mobile enjoys unusually high prestige among motorists generally . . .
A. Pizen the water.
Q. How can this be accomplished?
because owners have praised its fine qualities in such glowing terms
A. Through repeal. The brew
ers and distillers will do the rest.
. . . few people realize how moderate Oldsmobile prices really are.
Q. What class of people under li
cense, consumed the least liquor?
A. Bartenders.
There are other cars that cost less, of course. There are many that cost
Q. Why?
A. They had its results always
more. But do you know how much Oldsmobile offers in out-and-out
before them.
Q. What Is the abhorrent feature
quality at the price? Have you compared its sturdy construction with
in the manufacture of liquor?
A. The material used must be
that of other cars? Have you examined its features, its finish, its
rotted in order to obtain alcohol.
Q. How does this decadence affect
roomy and comfortable interiors? Have you driven the car and enjoyed
the consumer?
A. It creates rotten morals, dis
its astonishing all-round performance? If not—come in now and get
positions, appearances, odors, dis
eases and politics.
the facts. For in Oldsmobile you get low price and high quality too!
Q. How can non-alcoholics op
posed to prohibition, become con
vinced of this?
A. By drinking a quart.
Q. Why do wets agitate for beer
rather than whiskey?
A. They get more (quantity) for
their money.
Q. What intoxicant had the larg
est sale before 1920?
A. Beer.
Q. What is real temperance often
mentioned by wet adherents?
A. A condition imposed in penal
institutions, bill seldom practiced by
outsiders.
L. p Newbeit.
Rockland, April 27.
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Crie Hardware Co.

LET'S TALK
ABOUT LOW PRICE
-and HIGH QUALITY
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PRODUCTS
OF
GENERAL
MOTORS

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

21 LIMEROCK ST.

How strange that everybody can
get along on less except those who
; live on tax money.—Publishers Syndi
cate.
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